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Abstract
This thesis focuses on processes for kit preparation, which are applied with the materials supply
principle of kitting in production systems for mixed-model assembly. With kitting, assembly
processes are supplied with portions of pre-sorted components, and each portion makes up a kit that
holds the components needed for one assembly object at one or several assembly processes. When
kitting is applied, picking activities, which are otherwise performed at assembly processes, are
instead carried out in a process for kit preparation. Kit preparation involves collecting components
designated for a particular assembly object into a single unit load that is delivered to assembly.
Kitting is widely seen as beneficial for quality and flexibility in assembly processes when there are
a large variety of components. Performance effects in assembly processes normally associated with
kitting largely depend on the performance of kit preparation. Previous research indicates that a
picking system’s design greatly impacts its performance. While research that has dealt with kit
preparation points out several design aspects that can affect its performance, the available
knowledge is far from exhaustive. The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of
how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation performance.
Case research, experiments, and modelling have been used to study how flexibility, kit quality and
man-hour efficiency are affected by kit preparation design aspects related to work organisation,
layout, policies, packaging, equipment, picking information, automation and control. Two case
research studies respectively address kit preparation flexibility and kit quality, identifying how kit
preparation design aspects can be configured to support these two performance areas. Two
experiments focus on how picking information systems and confirmation methods affect kit
preparation man-hour efficiency. One modelling study focuses on how collaborative robots can
support man-hour efficient kit preparation. Through involvement in three research projects and an
extensive review of the literature, this research has been guided by the needs of industry and by
previously established knowledge.
This thesis contributes to theory and to practice in the form of knowledge about relationships
between kit preparation design aspects and the performance areas flexibility, kit quality and manhour efficiency. The theoretical contribution consists of building upon and underpinning the limited
knowledge about the topic that has been previously available, while also adding new knowledge.
This includes, for example, glasses with integrated computer displays, RFID-scanning wristbands,
and collaborative robots, and how they are linked to kit preparation performance. The practical
contribution consists of concise yet holistic descriptions of relationships between kit preparation
design and performance, which industry can readily adopt with some consideration to the situation’s
characteristics.
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1. Introduction
This thesis deals with materials handling in production systems, in the form of materials handling
activities that are performed to support assembly processes in an assembly system. Specifically, the
thesis focuses on processes for ‘kit preparation’, which are applied with the materials supply
principle of ‘kitting’.
The introductory chapter of this thesis begins by presenting the research area’s background,
describing the characteristics of the type of industry studied and the conditions set for materials
handling activities. Thereafter, kit preparation is introduced and the role of kit preparation design
and performance within production systems is described. Subsequently, the purpose of the thesis is
presented, leading to a derivation of three research questions that have guided the thesis. Finally,
the research scope is presented, followed by an outline of the thesis content.

1.1.

Background of the research area

Materials handling in production systems is closely tied to the production system’s characteristics,
and it is crucial to first understand the characteristics of the type of production that this thesis
involves before kit preparation is dealt with. Therefore, this subchapter presents the background to
the thesis’ research area.
The subchapter explains how kit preparation performance plays an important role for many
performance effects of assembly processes normally associated with materials supply by kitting.
Furthermore, previous research that has dealt with design of kitting and order picking systems is
highlighted, in order to show that kit preparation performance can be affected, and potentially
enhanced, by choice among options of kit preparation design aspects. The subchapter lays out the
foundation for the thesis’ purpose, which is stated in the next subchapter.

1.1.1. Kit preparation for mixed-model assembly
In most of today’s manufacturing industries, a company’s ability to satisfy its customers’ needs for
variety, quality and pricing provides a critical competitive advantage. End-product customisation
is often central, and principles of mass-customisation are typically applied to achieve the desired
customisation levels with economies of scale (Da Silveira et al., 2001). Within the assembly
industry, mixed-model assembly is a typical approach to mass-customisation, by which a multitude
of end-products can be assembled using the same set of resources. With mixed-model assembly,
the assembly work going into the finished product is divided amongst assembly processes, and the
end-products are typically built from interchangeable platforms and components. For example, this
can be used in the automobile industry, where car models can have billions of variants (Pil and
Holweg, 2004). Here, there is a need for materials supply systems that can effectively handle a
multitude of component variants (Boysen et al., 2015).
The widespread use of mixed-model assembly production principles has resulted in new
requirements for materials supply systems (Boysen et al., 2015). Materials supply systems involve
various interrelated elements, including materials feeding, storage, transportation, materials
handling, packaging and manufacturing planning and control, each of which plays an important role
in supporting production (Johansson, 2006). Materials feeding determines how materials are
arranged when supplied to, and presented at, assembly processes, and can be carried out according
to different principles of materials supply (Hanson, 2012). Previous research has dealt with
performance effects on mixed-model assembly processes from use of various principles of materials
supply, for example, several variations of line stocking (e.g. Caputo et al., 2018; Hanson, 2012),
part-sequencing (Sali and Sahin, 2016; Johansson and Johansson, 2006) and kitting (Limère et al.,
2015; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). Kitting is frequently adopted with mixed-model assembly,
widely seen as beneficial when there is a large variety of components (Limère et al., 2012; Caputo
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and Pelagagge, 2011; Medbo, 2003). As previously stated, the focus of this thesis is on the materials
supply principle of kitting.
With kitting, assembly processes are supplied with portions of pre-sorted components, and each
portion makes up a kit that holds the components needed for one assembly object at one or several
assembly processes (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992; Johansson, 1991). When compared with other
materials supply principles, such as line stocking (Hanson, 2012), kitting is typically distinguished
for improving flexibility (Caputo et al., 2015; Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Hanson, 2012; Caputo and
Pelagagge, 2011) and quality (Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b; Caputo et al., 2015;
Hanson, 2012; Medbo, 2003) in assembly processes.
Two typical reasons for introducing kitting have been reported as: 1) to improve space utilisation
through increasing the amount of product variants that can be assembled by only presenting the
components needed for one assembly object at a time (Limère et al., 2012; Hanson, 2012); and 2)
to improve assembly efficiency by reducing time spent in walking and searching for parts (Caputo
et al., 2015; Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Limère et al., 2012). A third reported reason is that the use
of kitting can facilitate assemblers’ cognitive processes, and shorten learning times associated with
assembly tasks, by presenting components in a way that assembly procedures become obvious,
thereby supporting that components are assembled correctly (Medbo, 2003; Brynzér and Johansson,
1995).
Kitting involves a variety of activities. When it is applied, picking activities otherwise performed
in assembly processes are instead carried out in a process of kit preparation. Kit preparation
involves collecting components designated for a particular assembly object into a single unit load
– a kit – that is then delivered to assembly (Johansson, 1991). In addition to kit preparation, kitting
involves transportation activities to replenish kit preparation workspaces with materials, and, often,
delivering kits to assembly processes (Hanson, 2012). Moreover, kitting involves return flows of
containers, and kitting activities must be accounted for within the manufacturing planning and
control system (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). While all these activities are critical with respect to
kitting, the focus of this thesis is on the kit preparation.
Processes for kit preparation can be configured in many ways (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), and
the suitable kit preparation design to use depends on characteristics in the context, and the
performance requirements of a specific application (Hanson, 2012; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995;
Brynzér, 1995). Generally, kit preparation is organised as compact workspaces at which
components are collected from storage and sorted into kits (Hanson et al., 2017). These activities
can be performed manually, semi-automatically, or fully automatically (Brynzér and Johansson,
1995). With manual kit preparation, pickers collect components from storage and sort these into kit
containers, guided by information about which components are required for specific kits. Kit
preparation can be performed at different locations in the materials supply system, and by different
categories of personnel (Hanson, 2012). For example, it can be performed by assemblers as part of
assembly work, or it can be performed by logistics personnel who work exclusively with kit
preparation in a warehouse (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), and depending on what configuration
is used, performance will differ (Hanson et al., 2011). There are many other aspects to how kit
preparation can be configured, and, to some extent, all of these factors govern kit preparation
performance, and must be chosen with respect to context characteristics for specific applications.
As shown in Chapter 2, literature that describes how kit preparation design aspects govern kit
preparation performance is scarce, and there is no consensus in industry as to which aspects are
important or which options should be used.

1.1.2. Performance effects of kit preparation
As previously mentioned, several performance effects in assembly processes from use of kitting
with mixed-model assembly have been identified in the literature. This section presents an overview
2

of performance effects that have been consistently reported in the literature and in industrial
applications of kitting, aiming to show that many reported performance effects in assembly
processes from use of kitting are intertwined with performance of kit preparation.
Kitting is often reported to save space and to reduce work-in-process at assembly workstations,
since materials are stored at kit preparation workspaces, which usually are separated from the
assembly processes (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). In fact, kitting may even enable assembly in
situations with many end-product variants, where space at assembly processes is particularly scarce
(Hanson, 2012). However, kitting has also been reported to increase space requirements at other
places in the production system, due to the space required for kit preparation workspaces, and, if
kits are prepared ahead of production, the kits themselves can require additional storage space
(Caputo et al., 2018; Hua and Jonsson, 2010). Furthermore, if there are temporary material
shortages during kit preparation, partially complete kits require storage space until new materials
have been replenished (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). Hence, space requirements directly associated
with kit preparation are largely responsible for the space requirements associated with kitting.
Kitting has been ascribed effects with respect to inventory levels (Hanson, 2012), as well as
improving the control and visibility of inventory (Hanson et al., 2011) and work-in-process (Bozer
and McGinnis, 1992) within production systems. The use of kit preparation necessitates that
sufficient amounts of inventory be available at kit preparation workspaces, which often contributes
to inventory storage points in the material flow (Hanson et al., 2011). Kitting also has an effect on
transportation within the production facility, as materials need to be transported to kit preparation
workspaces, and kits need transportation from kit preparation workspaces to assembly processes
(Hanson et al., 2011).
From an ergonomic standpoint, kitting is often seen as beneficial at assembly processes, since
assemblers can easily access components readily available from kit containers (Medbo, 2003).
However, some researchers have raised concerns with respect to ergonomics of kit preparation, as
it involves materials handling work, which can consist of repetitive tasks, heavy lifts, and straining
body postures (Christmansson et al., 2002). Previous research has shown, for example, that the
manner in which materials are presented to pickers can affect ergonomics associated with kit
preparation (Calzavara et al., 2017), and it is important that such aspects of kit preparation are
accounted for when kitting is used.
Kitting has been credited with improving flexibility in assembly processes. For one, kitting can
facilitate product changeovers, thereby supporting production of small batch sizes, since all change
related to components can be concentrated to kit preparation workspaces instead of assembly
workstations (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). For another, kitting
promotes flexibility with respect to production mix by enabling presentation of more component
variants, as only the components needed for each assembly object are presented at assembly
processes at a time (Wänström and Medbo, 2009; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). Moreover, kitting
has been recognised to improve learning of assembling procedures, promoting flexibility associated
with product introductions and changeovers (Medbo, 2003). However, it has also been reported to
reduce flexibility in the production schedule when kit preparation workspaces are located far from
assembly, as kits must then be prepared in advance of production (Hanson, 2012). Furthermore, to
achieve quick changeovers and flexibility with the use of kitting, kit preparation must also be
flexible and able to change, when for example new products are introduced in production systems,
when production mixes vary, or when production schedules change.
Kitting has been reported to improve control and visibility for high-cost and perishable components
and subassemblies (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992) and to support assembly quality and productivity
by presenting components readily available and prepositioned in kit containers (Hanson, 2012;
Medbo, 2003). Furthermore, it can enable robotic assembly, as it allows for exact control of the
quantity, position, and orientation of components in kit containers (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992;
3

Sellers and Nof, 1989). However, this requires that kits are prepared with satisfactory kit quality,
and that they are devoid of errors (Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b; Hanson, 2012). In
practice, kit errors have severe consequences for assembly processes and can prolong lead times,
interrupt the production flow, necessitate expensive rework and costs, or even result in the delivery
of defective end-product to customers (Boysen et al., 2015). Many situations during kit preparation
can lead to kit errors. This includes temporary shortages of components, forcing kits to be
completed with parts missing, or defective components with damages or manufacturing errors
included in kits (Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995; Bozer
and McGinnis, 1992). Hence, with respect to quality, an intertwined relationship exists between
kitting and kit preparation.
Kitting may improve assembling efficiency by removing the need to search for and fetch
components (Hanson, 2012). However, using kitting, instead of material supply principles by which
components are delivered to assembly in containers holding a single component number, such as
with line stocking (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011; Hanson and Finnsgård, 2014), introduces extra
handling into materials flow activities, in the form of kit preparation (Hanson, 2012; Limère et al.,
2012). This aspect has received great criticism in discussions of alternatives for materials supply
(Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011; Limère et al., 2012; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). Some researchers
have pointed out that the additional materials handling work of kit preparation can be balanced, or
at least mitigated, by the man-hour efficiency gained in assembly from less walking and searching
during component collection (Limère et al., 2012). As such, efficiency with respect to kit
preparation is central to improving the overall production system efficiency when a kitting approach
is applied.

1.1.3. Design and performance of kit preparation
Previous research explains that a picking system’s design greatly impacts performance associated
with its operation and output (e.g. Battini et al., 2015; Hanson, 2012; Brynzér, 1995; Goetschalckx
and Ashayeri, 1989). Researchers have indicated several design aspects that can affect kit
preparation performance. Examples include aspects related to the layout of kit preparation work
spaces (Hanson et al., 2011; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), work organisation (Hanson and Brolin,
2013), policies (Hanson et al., 2015; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), packaging (Calzavara et al.,
2017; Hanson and Brolin, 2013), materials handling equipment (Boudella et al., 2018), and picking
information (Hanson et al., 2017).
Although previous research is clear about the relationship between design and performance of kit
preparation, there are two substantial complexities associated with understanding this relationship.
First, kit preparation has close ties with its context, in terms of production system characteristics
(Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). For example, if production systems produce products of high volume
and low variety, a suitable kit preparation design can be very different from when products are
produced according to low volume and high variety. The kit preparation’s context can in this way
impact the relationship between kit preparation design and performance, and must be accounted for
when the relationship is dealt with (Hanson and Medbo, 2019). Second, with regard to the design
of picking systems, there are often interplays among design aspects that are crucial to account for
(De Koster et al., 2007; Yoon and Sharp, 1995). These interplays can create synergies and tradeoffs with respect to performance, and may also be affected simultaneously by the context.
In addition, the relationship between kit preparation design and performance is accentuated by
recent technological developments that give rise to new ways of supporting kit preparation.
Examples include solutions based upon radio frequency identification (RFID), which are becoming
increasingly reliable at lower costs and are thereby approaching viability in industrial applications
(Battini et al., 2015; Andriolo et al., 2016), and solutions based on wearable computing (Hanson et
al., 2017), in the form of smart glasses and head-up displays (HUDs) that make up visual interfaces
4

capable of displaying virtual (Guo et al., 2015) or augmented picking information (Schwerdtfeger
et al., 2011). Furthermore, the recent emergence of lightweight and flexible robotics (Sadrfaridpour
and Wang, 2018) and advancements in gripper technology pave the way for applications involving
robotics and kit preparation (Boudella et al., 2018). In effect, new applications, such as those
outlined above, make up entirely new design options and thereby raise questions about how such
technologies apply to kit preparation and their effects on performance.

1.2.

Research purpose

From the preceding subchapter, it is clear that kit preparation design aspects contribute to kit
preparation performance. It was also made clear that satisfactory performance of kit preparation is
essential for realising the benefits of kitting. It was indicated that kit preparation has close ties with
its context, and that these ties may affect which design is the most suitable. The ability to
appropriately select among kit preparation design options to achieve desired performance is key for
production systems in dealing with numerous component variants. All this comes to the fore
considering new technological developments, for example with respect to picking information
systems and robotics, which present new alternatives for design. In the published literature,
knowledge about how design aspects of kit preparation contribute to performance is, at best,
fragmented (see Chapter 2 for a full overview). There are considerable gaps in the published
literature regarding the relationships between the kit preparation design aspects and performance.
Such knowledge is needed by industry when kitting is the applied materials supply principle.
Hereby, the purpose of this thesis is stated as follows:
To contribute to the knowledge of how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation
performance.

1.3.

Scope

This thesis deals with materials handling processes for kit preparation in mixed-model assembly
systems. A materials handling process is, in this thesis, seen to involve the equipment, policies and
principles applied for supporting assembly processes. The assembly process itself is not included
as a part of the materials handling process, but seen as the entity served by the materials handling
process. The interfaces towards materials supply to kit preparation, and towards assembly
processes, are, however, included within the scope.
With respect to kit preparation design, the term design as used in the thesis refers to the
configuration of the equipment, policies, and the principles which make up a process for kit
preparation. Thereby, design does not refer to the procedure by which options of equipment,
policies, and principles are decided, but specifically involves the options themselves and how they
relate to performance. Furthermore, decisions of which components to supply by kitting is not part
of the scope of this research.
With respect to kit preparation performance, the thesis deals with flexibility, kit quality, and manhour efficiency as associated with kit preparation.
Kit preparation context is accounted for to the extent it affects relationships between kit preparation
design aspects and performance, so that the relationships cannot otherwise be understood. Context
is viewed as any aspect that impacts kit preparation performance, but is outside of a kit preparation
designer’s influence. The characteristics of end-products and components are typical examples of
aspects in the context that are considered in the thesis.

1.4.

Research questions

This subchapter presents three research questions addressed by the thesis. These questions align the
research with the purpose presented in Subchapter 1.2, and allow for the research area to be
addressed in a broad, yet precise, fashion.
5

As explained in Subchapter 1.1, kit preparation plays an important role in many of the performance
effects that have been associated with the use of kitting and mixed-model assembly. The three
research questions presented here each target a performance area of kit preparation that is important
with respect to this role, and that at the same time is important for production performance.
Together, the three research questions make room for focused research studies that can address
important issues with industrial applications for kit preparation and can build on established
knowledge from literature on the topic of kit preparation design and performance. Answers to these
questions make up significant contributions to the research purpose in terms of developing
knowledge about how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation performance.
The three research questions are presented in individual sections, and each research question is
preceded by a summarising overview of central arguments from the literature that motivate the
questions. An exhaustive, comprehensive review of the published literature about the topics is
withheld in this subchapter, and is instead presented in together with the theoretical framework in
Chapter 2.

1.4.1. Research Question 1
In literature, kitting is often attributed as having benefits of flexibility compared with other
materials supply principles (e.g. Hanson et al., 2012; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). When kitting
is used, more component variants can be presented at the same time at assembly processes (Limère
et al., 2015; Hanson, 2012), and changes of the product’s structure, or in the assembly schedule,
can be concentrated to kit preparation workspaces (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). However, the
flexibility associated with using kitting-based materials supply relies on the ability of kit preparation
to adapt in accordance to the requirements of the assembly processes. A lack of flexibility in kit
preparation risks costly and slow changeovers when new products are introduced in production
systems, inability to deal with fluctuations of volume or mix, and higher costs when production
schedules change (Slack, 2005). Some studies have pointed out that design aspects of kit
preparation can impact its flexibility. These include, for example, the kit container’s design (Hanson
and Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), the location of kit preparation workspaces within
material flows (Hanson et al., 2011), and the type and configuration of picking information systems
(Hanson et al., 2017; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). However, apart from scattered observations
such as these, literature that explains how kit preparation flexibility can be supported is virtually
nonexistent. Studies dealing with warehouse order picking have viewed flexibility as necessary for
dealing with volume fluctuations and structural changes of item assortments (Marchet et al., 2015)
but often focus on developing flexible frameworks for re-planning of order picking operations (e.g.
Lu et al., 2016; Manzini et al., 2005) and rarely address relationships between design aspects and
flexibility. The need for more knowledge of the factors that govern kit preparation flexibility has
been expressed for some time in previous research that has dealt with choice among materials
supply options (see e.g. Hua and Johnson, 2010), but literature that can explain these relationships
remains absent. The lack of knowledge about relationships between kit preparation design aspects
and kit preparation flexibility limits achievement of kit preparation flexibility, and by extension,
achievement of kitting and production flexibility. Therefore, the thesis’ first research question
targets the relationship between kit preparation design aspects and flexibility, and is stated as:
Research Question 1: How is kit preparation flexibility governed by kit preparation design
aspects?

1.4.2. Research Question 2
Quality is often viewed as a central performance area of picking systems (e.g. Grosse et al., 2015;
Brynzér and Johansson, 1995; Goetschalckx and Ashayeri, 1989). With kit preparation, high kit
quality contributes to efficient and smooth assembly processes without quality-related interruptions
and costs. Within the literature, researchers have modelled costs of manual errors in kit preparation
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and developed taxonomies over the various types of kit errors that can arise (Caputo et al., 2017a;
Caputo et al., 2017b). Moreover, within the literature dealing with warehouse order picking, design
aspects and their effect on quality have been addressed to some extent, for example with respect to
how pickers’ knowledge and experience of order picking processes can impact quality (Glock et
al., 2017; Grosse et al., 2015). However, research concerned with how to achieve satisfactory kit
quality has been scarcer, and apart from some publications (e.g. Brynzér and Johansson, 1995),
there is no literature available to guide how satisfactory kit quality can be achieved. Previous
research has shown that aspects of design in kit preparation, for example, how picking information
is conveyed (Hanson et al., 2017) and how kit containers are designed (Hanson and Brolin, 2013),
can affect kit quality, but this literature is at best scant. As previously indicated, one reason for
using kitting in industry is to promote quality in assembly processes through more effective
presentation of components (Medbo, 2003), but for this to be realisable, the kits must also be of
high quality. A main criticism of kitting-based materials supply is kit errors in kits, which are
usually difficult to quickly correct at assembly processes, as the right components must be retrieved
from kit preparation workspaces (e.g. Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b; Hanson et al.,
2011). In this way, the legitimacy of kitting-based materials supply hinges on the kit quality
outcome of kit preparation. Thereby, more knowledge of how kit preparation design aspects govern
kit quality is needed in industry and substantial gaps in established knowledge need to be addressed.
Research Question 2 of the thesis, therefore, targets kit quality with respect to kit preparation, and
is stated as follows:
Research Question 2: How is kit quality governed by kit preparation design aspects?

1.4.3. Research Question 3
In literature dealing with selection of material supply principles, an often-cited disadvantage is that
kitting adds materials handling activities in the form of kit preparation (Limère et al., 2012; Caputo
and Pelagagge, 2011; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). Some authors explain that this added handling
is partly mitigated by the savings from having components presented in kits for assembly processes,
which leads to less searching and walking for assemblers (Limère et al., 2012; Medbo, 2003). In
this light, man-hour efficiency of kit preparation is essential for ensuring a low running cost and for
also making kitting attainable from a financial standpoint. Some researchers have identified aspects
of kit preparation design and context to be important for man-hour efficient kit preparation (Hanson
and Medbo, 2019; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). Here, the picking information system, which
guides the picker and allows completed activities to be confirmed, is often highlighted as critical
(Hanson and Medbo, 2019; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995) as is the approach of order batching,
referring to how many and which orders are completed in picking tours (Hanson et al., 2017;
Hanson et al., 2015). However, apart from a few focused studies, kit preparation design aspects and
man-hour efficiency have rarely been addressed in any detail (Hanson and Medbo, 2019).
Furthermore, new applications that can support man-hour efficient kit preparation are emerging, for
example picking information systems that present information on head-up displays as mixed- and
augmented-reality (Hanson et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2015), RFID-reading gloves and wristbands for
automatic confirmations (Andriolo et al., 2016; Battini et al,. 2015), and lightweight and flexible
robotics that can collaboratively support pickers in kit preparation activities (Boudella et al., 2018).
In effect, new applications, such as those outlined above, motivate new research that can shed light
on the potential to support man-hour efficient kit preparation. Hence, a clear opening for valuable
contributions with respect to man-hour efficiency exists, both in theory and in practice. Therefore,
the third research question of the thesis targets kit preparation man-hour efficiency, and is stated as
follows:
Research Question 3: How is kit preparation man-hour efficiency governed by kit preparation
design aspects?
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1.5.

Thesis outline

Chapter 1 (Introduction) introduces the research area and presents the background. The chapter
also presents the research purpose, along with the scope of research. Additionally, the chapter
presents the three research questions addressed by the thesis, and an overview of the thesis’
contents.
Chapter 2 (Frame of reference) presents a review of relevant literature for the thesis purpose and
research questions. Furthermore, important takeaways from the literature with respect to the thesis
are pointed out.
Chapter 3 (Research method) presents a description of the research method applied in the thesis.
The chapter includes descriptions of the research process, the research strategy, the research
methods used in the five papers, and presents a discussion of validity and reliability.
Chapter 4 (Results) presents the thesis’ results from the five research papers appended to the thesis,
in the form of answers to the thesis’ three research questions.
Chapter 5 (Discussion) presents a discussion of the thesis’ results and highlights implications for
future research. The chapter includes discussions about generalisability of the thesis’ results, and
how the thesis’ findings apply to theory and practice.
Chapter 6 (Conclusions) presents the thesis’ conclusions.
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2. Frame of reference
This chapter presents the thesis’ frame of reference and serves as the theoretical basis for the
research. This is achieved by a review of literature that is relevant to the thesis’ purpose, as stated
in Subchapter 1.2, to contribute to the knowledge of how kit preparation design aspects govern
performance. This chapter explains the contributions from previous research that make up starting
points for finding answers to the research questions addressed by this thesis. Furthermore, the
chapter provides structure for later expressing the thesis’ results and contributions.
The chapter is organised in three subchapters. Subchapter 2.1 presents a discussion of literature
dealing with design and performance related to kit preparation, Subchapter 2.2 presents a discussion
of kit preparation context, and Subchapter 2.3 presents a comprehensive overview of available
literature with respect to the three research questions (Subchapter 1.4).

2.1.

Design and performance of kit preparation

With respect to the thesis’ purpose, it is important to understand how relationships among kit
preparation design aspects and performance are constituted and what aspects are important.
Therefore, this subchapter presents a review of literature that has dealt with design and performance
related to kit preparation. Furthermore, useful categorisations for the research are derived based on
the review.
The subchapter is organised into two sections. Section 2.1.1 presents a review of literature dealing
with the design of picking systems, and Section 2.1.2 presents a review of literature dealing with
relationships among design aspects and performance of kit preparation.
As indicated in the thesis’ scope (Subchapter 1.3), the reviews presented here do not consider the
steps involved with making a decision with respect to design, but rather address the relevant aspects
considered when decisions are made and how such factors are viewed. Additionally, the review
should be viewed as non-exhaustive. The frameworks in the review were selected because they deal
with topics that are relevant to kit preparation, whereby they are seen as suitable for illustrating
which categories are important for the thesis’ purpose.

2.1.1. Design of picking systems and selection among materials supply principles
Researchers typically describe a picking system’s design as complex, consisting of several
interdependent subsystems that all are dependent on their surroundings (De Koster et al., 2007;
Yoon and Sharp, 1996). Therefore, a structured approach for how to deal with the above complexity
seems most useful. This section presents a literature review dealing with the design of order picking
and kitting systems. It also deals with the selection among materials supply principles that involve
kitting. Finally, implications from the reviewed literature are pointed out, and a summary is
presented in Table 2.1, highlighting the aspects of design, context and performance that have been
brought forth by previous research.
Frameworks for design and planning of kitting systems
While publications that present structured frameworks of kit preparation design are generally
lacking in the literature (Caputo et al., 2015), the first part of this section discusses two frameworks
that have dealt with planning and design of kitting systems. These two frameworks include Brynzér
(1995), who identified six design areas of kitting systems and outlined a procedure for how the
design areas should be addressed, and Caputo et al. (2015), who presented a framework for planning
of kitting operations. These two frameworks are briefly reviewed in the following, and key
takeaways with respect to the thesis purpose are highlighted.
Brynzér (1995) studied methods for evaluating kitting system performance and derived six design
factors of kitting systems, partly based on Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989). These design factors
were highlighted as central for picking efficiency in kitting systems and included layout, storage
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policy, batching policy, picking policy, equipment and picking information. Brynzér (1995) further
identified various aspects related to these factors about which kitting systems designers must make
decisions. The author pointed out the importance of location of the kit preparation workspace in
relation to assembly processes, the width and length of aisles, and the location of shared equipment
at and around the workspaces. Brynzér also highlighted the value of the picking information media,
meaning the hardware by which picking information is conveyed, and the picking information
structure. In addition to equipment, two other main considerations were the design of storage
equipment and the picking package, referring to the packaging within which picked components
are placed. Storage policy referred to the applied logic for organising individual component
numbers among storage locations, and batching policy referred to the orders included in individual
picking tours. Picking policy signifies the sequence in which storage locations are visited during
individual picking tours, and whether picking packages pass through zones and, hence, are
completed by several pickers.
Caputo et al. (2015) developed a framework for estimating costs and planning operations in kitting
systems. The framework was based on a comprehensive review of the literature, from which several
important factors associated with costs of kitting systems were identified. The costs included
investments related to vehicles, containers, and storage racks; direct operating costs related to the
workforce, vehicle maintenance and energy consumption; and indirect operating costs related to
space requirements, work-in-process, safety stock holding costs, administration and control. They
also considered costs for kit preparation error corrections and security. With respect to work-inprocess inventory, they explained that they only considered inventory in the form of kits at assembly
processes, since the amount of inventory tied up in kit preparation workspaces does not affect the
amount of inventory in the material flow when kitting is compared with other materials supply
principles. However, they do account for safety stocks kept at the kit preparation workspaces and
explain that kit preparation workspaces act as centralisation points for safety stocks, in contrast with
keeping the safety stocks at assembly processes. With respect to costs for kit preparation error
corrections and security, Caputo et al. (2015) differentiated between four error types: missing parts
or wrong number of parts in kits, wrong parts inserted in the kit, defective parts inserted in the kit
and insertion of the right part but in the wrong place in kits. They developed event trees with
probabilities for such occurrences, which can be used to estimate the quality-related costs. The
framework considers two types of quality-related costs: costs of having the right component
resupplied and costs for making corrections to end-products at quality control departments. There
is also an obsolescence cost for components that have become outdated during production.
These authors present important takeaways with respect to the thesis’ purpose. Brynzér’s
framework (1995) is important because it considers relationships between kit preparation design
aspects and picking efficiency, and also because it outlines a comprehensive overview of kitting
system design factors. Caputo et al. (2015) focus less on design options of kit preparation; rather,
they present a comprehensive overview for how to estimate resource requirements and costs of
using kitting. Both Brynzér (1995) and Caputo et al. (2015) present valuable input and develop
frameworks wherein the type of knowledge aimed for in this thesis, i.e. knowledge of relationships
between kit preparation design aspects and performance, is important. As also seen from these two
frameworks, relationships between kit preparation design aspects and performance is dealt with
sparingly, where Brynzér (1995) mainly focus on how design aspects impact picking efficiency,
and Caputo et al. (2015) are mainly concerned with the costs of a fixed design.
Frameworks for design of order picking systems
There are a multitude of frameworks available in the literature that address design of warehouse
order picking systems (Manzini et al., 2007). In this section, three frameworks, which each present
a comprehensive approach to warehouse order picking system design, are discussed. These include
the works from Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989), Yoon and Sharp (1996), and Manzini et al.
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(2007), which are all comprehensive in their approach and provide recommendations for the aspects
that are important. Finally, takeaways from the frameworks with respect to this thesis are
highlighted.
Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989) presented a framework called the ‘systematic planning and
designing procedure for order picking systems’ (SYD-OPS). This is aimed at order picking
processes in warehousing and distribution settings, but presents several relevant considerations for
this thesis’ focus. The procedure considers external and internal strategies of order picking systems
that have to be planned or controlled in order to achieve some objective. Typical objectives,
according to Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989), are to maximise the service level in terms of
delivery time, integrity and accuracy; to minimise the overall cost to achieve a desired service level;
to maximise picking rates; and to minimise the overall picking time. External strategies are policies
concerned with the company’s strategy, and must be accounted for when planning and controlling
internal strategies. External strategies consist of four aspects: marketing channels, customer demand
patterns, supplier’s replenishment patterns and inventory levels. Internal strategies mirror that
which is referred to as design aspects in this thesis, and are policies concerned with organisation
and management. These must be chosen and controlled with respect to external strategies, and
consist of five aspects: command cycle, warehouse dimensionality, mechanisation level,
information availability, and policy level.
Yoon and Sharp (1996) presented a comprehensive model for design that considered order picking
systems from a total system standpoint. Additions to the framework were made by Dallari et al.
(2009) who simplified characterising of order picking systems in the initial design phase, based on
the expected volumes and order variety. Yoon and Sharp’s model (1996) described order picking
systems as consisting of eight functional departments: a receiving area, a pallet reserve area, a case
pick area, an item pick area, two sorting areas, a unitizing area and a shipping area. This thesis is
most concerned with the item pick area and the sorting areas, as these correspond to the functional
role of kit preparation in production systems. Compatibility among the eight functional departments
must be controlled for when various decisions are made regarding a set of design issues. The design
issues involve constraints of environmental and economic nature, material properties, transaction
data, operating strategies, system alternatives and system requirements. Yoon and Sharp (1996)
explained that central to the objective of order picking systems is the concept of physical
transformations, referring to how materials are repackaged in different configurations. They further
stressed the importance of information transformations, representing how transaction data is
transformed into useful information within the order picking system. According to Yoon and Sharp,
(1996), these objectives can be represented by performance in terms of storage capacity or system
response time.
Manzini et al. (2007) developed a procedure for design and control of warehouse order picking
systems, by which dynamic simulation is applied to make design decisions. They explained
optimisation of order picking systems to be NP-hard problems as ‘a huge portfolio of parameters
are capable of influencing its performance’ (ibid. p. 814). Their approach is, therefore, to make use
of a variety of decision-making techniques in their dynamic simulation-based approach. Their
framework differentiates between two categories of decisions, namely strategic management
decisions, referring to long-term decisions relevant for the whole company, and control decisions,
referring to short-term operational decisions in the order picking system. Focusing on control
decisions related to picker-to-part systems, they outlined four central parameters for performance,
namely the item features, the physical configuration of the storage area and the unit load size, the
storage equipment, and the order picking system’s operating rules. The system’s operating rules
involve storage location assignment, batching strategies, and routing strategies. By applying the
framework, an estimate of the total picking cycle time is attained.
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Two key takeaways from the reviewed frameworks concern: first, the distinctions made between
aspects for which there are design considerations, and other aspects which cannot be affected within
the scope of design of order picking systems but must be accounted for. This is represented by the
distinction of internal and external strategies as used by Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989), the
distinction of design issues and constraints as used by Yoon and Sharp (1996), and the distinction
of control and strategic management decisions as used by Manzini et al. (2007). This distinction
between aspects for which there are design considerations, and aspects that cannot be affected
within the scope of design, is most relevant to this thesis, as many production system characteristics
cannot be controlled when deciding amongst design options of kit preparation, but must instead be
accounted for (Brynzér, 1995; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). Aspects of this kind are viewed as part
of the context in this research.
The second takeaway concerns the stress put on the interplay among various aspects brought up in
these frameworks, for example amongst internal factors in Goetschalckx and Ashayeri’s framework
(1989), amongst design issues in Yoon and Sharp’s framework (1996), and amongst control
decisions in Manzini et al. (2007). These factors mirror design aspects of kit preparation in this
thesis, and it is important that interplay amongst design aspects is accounted for within the scope
of this thesis.
Frameworks for deciding between assembly materials supply principles
Several frameworks are available in literature that can help make decisions regarding which
materials supply principle to apply in production systems. In the following, three such frameworks,
which have considered kitting as an option, are discussed in terms of what they consider important
with respect to kitting-based material supply. The frameworks are from Bozer and McGinnis
(1992), Limère et al. (2012; 2015), Caputo and Pelagagge (2011) and Caputo et al. (2018). At the
end, takeaways from the frameworks with respect to the thesis’ purpose are highlighted.
Bozer and McGinnis (1992) developed a descriptive model to decide between kitting and line
stocking. The model compared the two supply methods based on the costs associated with storing
and retrieval of containers, container flow within the plant, work-in-process and floor space
requirements. They emphasised that their model is a simplification of real applications, as a kitting
implementation with assembly is closely coupled with many other subsystems that also support the
production operations. Furthermore, they indicated that the interactions between the kitting systems
and the other subsystems vary considerably according to the situation. Bozer and McGinnis (1992)
brought up several advantages and disadvantages associated with kitting-based materials supply.
The advantages include space savings at assembly processes, easier product changeovers, more
flexible transportation throughout materials supply systems and facilitating robot handling in
assembly processes by increasing control over how components are presented in the assembly
processes. Some of the disadvantages include the costs and resource requirements for kit
preparation, overall increase of storage space requirements, added planning requirements and more
difficulties replacing wrong and defective components. They also noted that ‘designing the kit
assembly operation itself could be as complicated as designing the assembly area’ (Bozer and
McGinnis, 1992, p. 7).
Limère et al. (2012) developed a method for comparing the costs between a kitting approach and a
line stocking approach with respect to component characteristics and production mix. The
framework was later enhanced by Limère et al. (2015) to also consider variable walking distances
for assemblers during the assembly process. The framework considers material supply costs in the
form of picking work performed at assembly processes, internal transports, kit assembly and
replenishments to kit assembly workspaces. With numerical applications, they found that
components of component families with many variants reaped more benefits from a kitting
approach, as these only take up one slot in the kit, but require multiple storage locations at the
assembly process with a line stocking approach. Furthermore, they found that when kits were
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batched, there was not much discrepancy between the work required in kit assembly and picking
from bulk at the assembly line. Moreover, smaller parts showed to be more viable with kitting, as
these are easier to fit in a kit, as are parts normally stored in pallets, since these free up more space
at assembly when kitted instead of being line stocked.
Caputo and Pelagagge (2011) and Caputo et al. (2018) developed models to support the choice of
materials supply method in assembly systems. The models estimated the costs of alternative
methods of materials supply and involved three methods: kitting, just-in-time, and line stocking.
The model in Caputo and Pelagagge (2011) also included hybrid configurations, where more than
one of the materials supply methods could be applied to supply the same assembly process. The
costs associated with the three methods are modelled as the sum of man-hour cost, equipment cost,
work-in-process cost and the floor-space cost for storing materials alongside the assembly process.
Caputo and Pelagagge (2011, p. 99) emphasised that ‘a non increasing degree of inventory level
control and workforce or organizational effort should be associated to classes of components having
decreasing relevance’. The performance of interest includes work-in-process inventory, holding
costs, number of daily handling moves, personnel expense, capital investment and floor occupation.
They also highlighted that qualitative performance aspects, such as organisational complexity, may
be important and that these should be scored to allow ranking amongst alternative materials supply
methods.
A main takeaway from the above reviewed frameworks is the multitude of aspects that need to be
accounted for when these decisions are made. Another conclusion is that the frameworks typically
do not differentiate between design aspects of kit preparation, but rather consider this design as
static with a certain fixed resource requirement and output rate. Furthermore, performance aside
from man-hour expenditure and error rates associated with kit preparation are rarely considered.
Implications for the thesis’ purpose from the reviewed frameworks
The frameworks that have been reviewed in this section, dealing with design and operations
planning of kitting and order picking systems, and choosing what materials supply principle to
apply, present several implications for the thesis’ purpose. These are outlined in the following and
their relevance to the thesis scope is highlighted. An overview of the frameworks that were reviewed
in the section, in terms of aspects of design, context, and performance is shown in Table 2.1.
An important similarity between the frameworks is that decisions related to the design of picking
systems are usually made with respect to certain outcomes. Between the reviewed frameworks, the
outcomes in focus varied, where Caputo et al. (2015), Limère et al. (2012), and Caputo and
Pelagagge (2011) focused on costs in the context of selecting materials supply principles.
Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989), Yoon and Sharp (1996) and Manzini et al. (2007) focused on
total system outcomes in the form of throughput, picking cycle times, and storage capacities in the
context of order picking in warehouses, and Brynzér (1995) focused on picking accuracy and
efficiency in the context of kitting system performance. The frameworks bring up different aspects
of design that may affect these outcomes, but generally do not explain how choices among design
aspects actually affect the outcomes (e.g. Goetschalckx and Ashayeri, 1989; Yoon and Sharp,
1996). Further, the picking system is optimised or evaluated with respect to only a single outcome,
for example costs in the case of Caputo et al. (2015), Limère et al. (2012), and Caputo and Pelagagge
(2011), or total picking cycle time in the case of Manzini et al. (2007). With respect to focus areas
of this thesis, only man-hour efficiency is dealt with to any extent; quality is acknowledged by a
few publications (e.g. Caputo et al., 2015; Brynzér, 1995); while flexibility is not addressed at all.
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Table 2.1. Overview of the frameworks discussed in Section 2.1.1, highlighting how context,
performance, and design are viewed in the literature.
Publication

Context

Performance

Design

Caputo et al. (2015)

Component characteristics

Costs

None identified

Number of component
variants, component size,
weight, demand rates

Investment (vehicles, containers,
storage racks), direct operating
costs (workforce, vehicle
maintenance, energy
consumption), indirect operating
costs (space requirements, workin-process, safety-stock,
administration, control), quality
(error correction and safety),
obsolescence costs

Assembled product

Performance objectives

Design factors

Picking efficiency, picking
accuracy

Layout, picking information,
equipment selection, storage policy,
batching policy, picking policy

Brynzér (1995)

Goetschalckx and
Ashayeri (1989)

External strategies

Objectives

Internal strategies

Marketing channels, customer
demand pattern, supplier
replenishment pattern,
inventory levels

Service level, order delivery,
order integrity, order accuracy,
total cost, picking rate, picking
time

Command cycle, warehouse
dimensionality, information
availability, layout design, storage
policy, batching policy, picking
policy, zoning policy

Yoon and Sharp (1996)

Constraints related to:

System objectives

Strategies and alternatives

Environment (layout, safety),
economic factors (budget and
life span of design project),
Material properties (item size,
weight, flammability etc.),
transaction data

Storage requirements, system
response time, physical
transformations, information
transformations

Operating strategies (retrieval
method, storage rules), and system
alternatives (hardware alternatives,
operators’ work organisation)

Strategic management
decisions (long term)

Performance parameters

Control decisions (short term)

Picking cycle time, throughput

Item features, configuration of
storage area and unit load size,
storage equipment, operating rules
(storage assignment, batching,
routing)

Design configurations

Manzini et al. (2007)

Fulfilment policy, plans for
best use of resources

Bozer and McGinnis
(1992)

Factors related to other
subsystems present in
assembly systems

Costs

Limère et al. (2012) and
Limère et al. (2015)

Component characteristics

Total in-plant logistics costs

Component’s commonality
among end products,
production mix

Picking at assembly processes,
internal transports, kit assembly,
replenishments to kit assembly
area

Caputo and Pelagagge
(2011) and Caputo et al.
(2018)

Component characteristics

Performance

Resource requirements

Commonality of components
between end-products,
dimensional features of
components, component
weight

Work-in-process, holding cost,
daily handling moves, personnel
expense, capital investment,
floor occupation

Workforce, equipment

Storing and retrieval of
Kit container design, kit structure
containers, container flow within
Bill-of-materials, process plan, plant, work-in-process, floor
production volumes and batch space requirements
sizes, facility layout, materials
handling system, shop floor
control system
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None identified

Another important similarity between the frameworks brought up in the section is that they all
involve factors that are not subject to design, but rather that must be considered when design choices
are made. This includes external strategies brought up by Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989),
strategic factors brought up by Yoon and Sharp (1996), strategic management decisions brought up
by Manzini et al. (2007) and component characteristics brought up by Caputo and Pelagagge (2011)
and Limère et al. (2012). It is clear that decisions amongst design aspects must be made with respect
to such factors. This thesis views such factors as part of the context, and as emphasised by, for
example, Bozer and McGinnis (1992), the relationships between kitting systems and their context
may be closely tied with the application, and different factors in the context may be important
depending on the application. The relationships between kit preparation and its context will be dealt
with further in the next subchapter (2.2).
In conclusion, this section has shown that frameworks for design of kitting and order picking
systems, and for deciding between materials supply principles, tend to distinguish between three
categories of aspects: design, context, and performance. The distinctions made by the respective
frameworks, and examples of factors that the frameworks consider to be part of the three categories,
have been summarised in Table 2.1. The section also shows that the frameworks brought up in the
section for the most part do not describe relationships between design aspects and performance, but
rather stops at highlighting those aspects that are deemed important for consideration. Furthermore,
the frameworks seem to focus on singular performance areas, such as costs or time expenditures.
With respect to this thesis’ purpose, there is an evident lack of explanation as to how design aspects
govern performance, especially with respect the performance areas targeted by the research
questions, in terms of flexibility, kit quality, and man-hour efficiency.

2.1.2. Design aspects of picking systems
This section presents a discussion of previous research that has dealt with design aspects of picking
systems. As there are a considerable number of design aspects that can be relevant under the thesis’
purpose, a categorisation would be useful to overview the relevant aspects. Based upon previous
research related to the design of kitting and order picking systems (e.g. Brynzér, 1995; Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995; Goetschalckx and Ashayeri, 1989), as has been identified during the research
behind this thesis, design aspects which have been dealt with in previous research are here organised
into eight design areas: 1) layout, 2) work organisation, 3) policies, 4) equipment, 5) packaging, 6)
picking information, 7) automation and 8) control.
This decomposition of kit preparation design areas is motivated by the resemblance to taxonomies
proposed by, for example, Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989) for design of order picking systems,
and with Brynzér (1995) and Brynzér and Johansson (1995) for design of kitting systems. Previous
research has addressed various aspects among these eight design areas, and the meanings assigned
to the design areas in the thesis, and examples of which design aspects they typically concern in the
literature, are summarised next.
1) Work organisation involves design aspects related to how kit preparation work and
processes are organised. Examples include the picker’s job role, which refers to if the
operator who performs kit preparation also performs assembly tasks, and whether these
assembly tasks are performed in the same work cycle (see e.g. Brynzér and Johansson,
1995). Furthermore, work organisation includes how reorganisations are conducted, for
example, if the assembly department is responsible for reorganisations at kit preparation
workspaces (see Hanson et al., 2011).
2) Layout refers to design aspects related to where in the materials flow kit preparation
workspaces are located in terms of the design aspect location (see e.g. Hanson et al., 2011),
picking density (Hanson and Medbo, 2019), and how the layout at the kit preparation
workspace is configured (see e.g. Boudella et al., 2018).
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3) Policies reflect the rules by which items are organised in the kit preparation storage, in
terms of storage policy (see e.g. Brynzér and Johansson, 1996) and what orders are handled
during picking tours, in terms of batching policy (see e.g. Hanson et al., 2017; Hanson et
al., 2015).
4) Packaging refers to the type of storage packaging applied in the storage at kit preparation
areas (see e.g. Calzavara et al., 2017), and kit containers, representing how kitted
components are kept together (see e.g. Hanson and Brolin, 2013).

5) Equipment involves design aspects related to storage racks (see e.g. Wänström and Medbo,
2009), lifting supports (see e.g. Hanson and Medbo, 2019), and kit carriers (Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995).
6) Picking information refers to design aspects related to the means of information conveyance
(see e.g. Hanson et al., 2017), confirmation methods (see e.g. Battini et al., 2015), and how
picking information is designed (see e.g. Brynzér and Johansson, 1995).
7) Automation refers to applications that automate kit preparation activities, in terms of control
or power (Goetschalckx and Ashayeri, 1989). Examples of automation solutions can be
automatic guided vehicles for transportation of kit carriers (see e.g. Hanson et al., 2018) or
automated picking by means of robot arms (see e.g. Boudella et al., 2018).
8) Control refers to design aspects related to how kit preparation is planned in terms of
capacity and inventory (Caputo et al., 2015) and controlled in terms of, for example,
procedures for how to correct kit errors that reach assembly processes.
The available literature about design aspects of picking systems is generally scattered, and difficult
to coherently organise. Therefore, the previous research highlighted in this section is discussed one
study at a time, whereby the study is described in terms of its aim and which design areas and
associated aspects were considered. The section brings up literature that deals directly with kit
preparation, but it also includes literature from the related areas of warehouse order picking and
assembly workstation design. This is because these areas often involve similar picking activities as
those carried out in kit preparation, and thereby make up relevant complements to the frame of
reference. At the section’s end, Table 2.2 presents an overview of the design areas addressed in
previous studies that have dealt with design of picking systems.
Design aspects of kit preparation in previous studies
Brynzér and Johansson (1995) carried out comprehensive case research in the automotive industry
dealing with design and performance of kitting and order picking systems. They addressed a range
of design areas and identified several aspects to be important for flexibility, quality, and man-hour
efficiency of kit preparation. According to their findings, with respect to flexibility, the kit
container’s design can reduce flexibility when fitted slots are applied, as the slots need to be
redesigned if the components change. They also found that volume flexibility can benefit from
having assemblers perform both kit preparation and assembly tasks, as it provides possibilities to
rebalance activities. Brynzér and Johansson (1995) also pointed out the batching time horizon –
that is, how long kits are tied up in the batching process – to be important for delivery flexibility.
With respect to kit quality, Brynzér and Johansson (1995) proposed several approaches to prevent
errors in kit preparation. Examples include colour-coding pick lists to match coloured segments of
storage to facilitate accuracy, and reducing disturbances during work cycles to decrease the risk for
mistakes. A main conclusion from their studies was the importance of how the picking information
system is designed to obtain a satisfactory kit quality. In a later study, Brynzér and Johansson (1996)
developed a method for storage assignment based on the pickers’ perspective. The benefit of this
method claimed to improve man-hour efficiency and reduce errors in picking work cycles.
Hanson et al. (2015) studied the impact of batching policy on kit preparation man-hour efficiency
by means of experiments in industrial settings and considered two batch sizes, four and six kits,
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respectively. Their findings showed that large batch sizes can display superior efficiency over
preparing a single kit per picking tour, and that the larger batch size of six kits was more man-hour
efficient than the batch size of four kits. When discussing the results, Hanson et al. (2015) noted
that batch preparation of kits may be problematic from a quality point of view, as distribution of
components among multiple kit containers introduces the risk of placement errors.
Hanson et al. (2017) addressed picking information and man-hour efficiency in a laboratory
experiment of kit preparation. They compared man-hour efficiency and the amount of kit errors
associated with two types of information conveyance, a paper pick list and a head-up display (HUD)
that rendered information as mixed-reality. The experiment considered the two systems when
applied with single-kit or four-kit-batch preparation. Their findings suggest that picking
information conveyed by means of mixed-reality better supports efficiency. In their discussion,
Hanson et al. (2017) noted that the ability to present all picking information digitally, as is possible
with mixed-reality, may benefit flexibility, as it removes the need to have physical components,
such as signs with text information, available at the workspace. This idea may extend to other types
of picking information systems, as some systems (e.g. pick-by-light systems) require a more
physical component, such as light indicators and displays, to be present at the kit preparation
workspace than, for example, pick-by-voice systems.
Hanson et al. (2011) dealt with layout and conducted a multiple-case study in the automotive
industry about the impact on in-plant materials supply performance from the location of kit
preparation. With respect to flexibility, Hanson et al. (2011) found that floor space for expanding
the preparation area is more likely to be available further away from the assembly area, which
promotes flexibility as it facilitates accommodation of new components and additional inventory.
They also found that continuous improvement activities and reorganisation of the kit preparation
area are affected by the work organisation. Here, having the picker involved with both kit
preparation and assembly tasks, and having the reorganisation taking place within the same
organisational unit, for example, within the assembly department, promotes organisational
integration in terms of what organisational units are involved, and facilitates reorganisation, which
can benefit flexibility.
Hanson and Brolin (2013) addressed packaging and work organisation associated with kit
preparation when studying the relative effects associated with kitting and continuous supply in a
multiple case study. With respect to flexibility, they identified how the design of the kit container
can reduce flexibility when fitted slots are applied to the various components in the kit, as the slots
need to be redesigned if the components change. Echoing the findings of Brynzér and Johansson
(1995), they also found that volume flexibility can benefit from having assemblers perform both kit
preparation and assembly tasks, as there is a possibility to rebalance activities between kit
preparation and assembly processes. However, as explained by Hanson and Brolin (2013), the
rebalancing possibilities may be restricted if the kit container has fitted slots, as components then
cannot freely be moved between the kit preparation and assembly.
Boudella et al. (2018) addressed automation in the form of robotics and developed a mathematical
model for assigning components between two kit preparation work cells operated by an operator
and a robot, respectively. The two work cells represented two different zones, wherein the robot
first picked components and put them on a conveyor that transported them to kit containers on a
rotating table. The operator then retrieved kits from the table and added the remaining components
during a separate picking tour. The setup was compared across a range of design aspects, including
batch size, storage policy, and component characteristics. Their findings showed that storage policy
had little effect on the setup’s total cycle time, but that batch size and component characteristics
could greatly affect the cycle time. The setup was compared with a fully manual setup, and showed
to have about equal cycle times but greatly reduced man-hour consumption, as the robot performed
a substantial part of the work content.
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Hanson and Medbo (2019) addressed a wide range of context and design aspects and their
relationships with kit preparation man-hour efficiency in a comprehensive case research study
consisting of 15 cases of industrial kit preparation. Amongst their findings, picking information
system, batch size and configuration of component racks were identified as highly important.
Furthermore, several factors in the kit preparation context were found important for man-hour
efficiency, including the amount of component variants at kit preparation workspaces, component
size, picking density, and the number of components per kit.
Design aspects in warehouse order picking and assembly workstation design
Literature dealing with warehouse order picking usually focuses on a few design aspects. As
highlighted in the previous sections, the design problem with warehouse order picking usually
concerns decisions about the routing policy, the batching policy, the storage policy and the layout,
and the key objective is usually to minimise the time spent travelling (De Koster et al., 2007).
Previous research on kit preparation has indicated that workspaces for kit preparation can usually
be compactly organised owing to the product structure (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). With a
compact workspace, the travelling distance plays less of a role for performance, while the effects
of other design aspects can be more important. In the literature on warehouse order picking, aspects
other than those that affect the travel time typically receive little attention (Grosse et al., 2015), but
some research has been directed at aspects that are relevant to kit preparation as well, such as the
picking information system (e.g. Battini et al., 2015; Andriolo et al., 2016) and the picker’s
personality (De Vries et al., 2016) and experience Grosse et al. (2015). From that perspective, there
are important differences between kit preparation and warehouse order picking, but the current
literature applies to both topics.
Battini et al. (2015) studied picking information by modelling and comparing five picking
information systems on the basis of economic and technical factors when these were applied in
warehouse order picking. The study compared handheld barcode scanning, handheld RFID
scanning, pick-by-voice, pick-by-light and a novel pick-by-light system. The novel pick-by-light
system applied confirmations by means of RFID scans from an RFID-reading glove, and all systems
included a confirmation when components were extracted from storage. This system, and its
development, was described in full detail in another publication by Andriolo et al. (2016). In their
study, Battini et al. (2015) considered the quality impact of applying picking information systems
and described how various error types can occur when the picker interacts with the picking
information system. The errors were modelled into two main categories: detectable and propagating
errors. Detectable errors could be detected during the picking work cycle when the confirmation
was wrong. Propagating errors could only be detected by the recipient of the items when the
confirmation was correct, but the items or quantity were wrong.
De Vries et al. (2016) addressed work organisation and picking information by studying the link
between picker personality and three types of picking information systems: pick-by-light, pick-byvoice, and RFID terminals. The study applied a comprehensive experiment with 101 participants in
a simulated warehouse environment. They found that the personality trait of openness, in terms of
being imaginative, cultured, curious, original and broad-minded (De Vries et al., 2016) and
conscientiousness, in terms of being careful, thorough, responsible, organised and persevering (De
Vries et al., 2016) can impact productivity associated with the picking information systems.
Furthermore, they found that extraversion, in terms of being sociable, assertive, talkative and active
(De Vries et al., 2016) and neuroticism, in terms of being anxious, depressed, angry, worried,
insecure and emotional (De Vries et al., 2016), had a strong negative impact on quality.
Guo et al. (2015) compared the efficiency and picking accuracy of order picking using four means
of information – paper list, light indicators, a trolley-mounted display, and a head-up display – in
an experiment focusing on efficiency, accuracy and ergonomic factors of order picking. Although
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they did not include confirmations in their study, Guo et al. (2015) suggest that this be studied in
further research, especially from an efficiency standpoint.
In a literature review of human factors in warehouse order picking, Grosse et al. (2015) highlighted
four design aspects with respect to quality: storage assignment, batching policy, layout and work
organisation. Based on a comprehensive case research study of order picking in warehouses, Glock
et al. (2017) identified how deviations from the prescribed work standard, so-called maverick
picking, can affect quality. They found that quality comes at risk with maverick picking, but also
that pickers can find more effective ways to carry out the work in poorly designed systems.
When studying materials picking at manual assembly stations, which is a context with many
similarities to kit preparation, Wänström and Medbo (2009) found that wheel-equipped storage
racks can improve new products, mix and volume flexibility at assembly stations, in contrast to
when racks are bolted to the floor. They also determined that storage packaging type and size was
important for new product, mix and volume flexibility, as these affect the amount of space required
for presenting a variety of components. Here, it was easier to adjust the size of plastic boxes, as
opposed to EUR-pallets, to better suit the necessary amount of inventory at assembly processes.
The boxes also took up less space than the EUR-pallets, thereby allowing more component variants
to be presented at once.
Compilation of the reviewed literature
From the above, it can be seen that literature has dealt with a multitude of design aspects related to
kit preparation and order picking systems. Furthermore, some design aspects have been studied
several times, such as the kit container’s design (Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and Johansson,
1995) and the design of picking information systems (e.g. Hanson et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2015;
Battini et al., 2015). The design aspects, here categorised more broadly as design areas, which are
highlighted in the current section, have structured the research presented in this thesis. The design
areas are also applied later to structure the results (Chapter 4) and discussion (Chapter 5).
An overview of how previous studies have dealt with design areas is presented in Table 2.2. In
Table 2.2, an uppercase ‘X’ indicates which design areas were the main focus in the studies, and a
lowercase ‘x’ indicates that although the area was considered, it was not the main focus of the study.
Table 2.2. Design areas of picking systems previously addressed in the literature.
Work
Author(s)
organisation
Brynzér and Johansson
x
(1995, 1996)
Hanson et al. (2015)

Layout

Policies

Packaging

x

x

x

Hanson et al. (2017)
Hanson et al. (2011)
Hanson and Brolin
(2013)
Hanson and Medbo
(2019)
Boudella et al. (2018)
Grosse et al. (2015)

Picking
Equipment information Automation
x

X

x

x

X

X
x

X

Battini et al. (2015)

x

X
x

x

x

x

X

X

x

X

x

x

x

X

X

X

x

X
x

X

X
x

x

X
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X

x
X

X

Guo et al. (2015)
Glock et al. (2017)
Wänström and Medbo
(2009)

x

X

Andriolo et al. (2016)
De Vries et al. (2016)

x

Control

x

2.2.

Context of kit preparation in production settings

Previous research typically describes relationships between picking systems and their contexts as
complex, and to consist of a multitude of interdependencies (Yoon and Sharp, 1996). With respect
to the thesis’ scope, context consists of factors beyond a designer’s control that have relevance for
relationships between kit preparation design aspects and performance. This subchapter describes
the perspective applied in the thesis with respect to kit preparation context, providing an overview
of factors that the literature typically highlights as important. To structure the discussion, the
subchapter is divided into four sections.
Section 2.2.1 is concerned with the materials supply system, Section 2.2.2 concerns implications
for the thesis’ from end-product and component characteristics, Section 2.2.3 concerns implications
from plant layout, and Section 2.2.4 concerns implications for the thesis’ from pickers’ knowledge
and experience.

2.2.1. The materials supply system
As stated in Chapter 1, previous research typically describes materials supply systems as consisting
of interrelated subcomponents, of which materials handling processes, such as kit preparation, make
up one subcomponent (Finnsgård, 2013; Hanson, 2012; Johansson, 2006). Other subcomponents of
materials supply systems, such as, transportation or manufacturing planning and control, are
important to account for when they affect relationships between kit preparation design aspects and
performance, thereby making up context with respect to the thesis’ scope.
The scope of the thesis concerns kit preparation and its interface with assembly processes, both of
which are closely related materials supply systems. The role of materials supply systems in
production settings is to maintain a reliable supply of components for the assembly processes within
production systems, and is important in the design of kitting systems (Hanson, 2012; Bozer and
McGinnis, 1992).
Various meanings can be ascribed to the term ‘materials supply system’, and it is therefore
appropriate to here explicate the meaning applied in this thesis. Within literature dealing with design
of materials supply in production settings, the term ‘materials supply system’ has been described to
consist of the subcomponents materials supply principles, materials handling processes,
transportation, packaging, manufacturing planning and control, and storage (Finnsgård, 2013;
Hanson, 2012; Johansson, 2006). This meaning of the term ‘materials supply system’ is adopted in
the thesis. The relevance of the materials supply system’s subcomponents for the thesis scope is
presented next.
Materials supply principles
A materials supply principle represents the way in which components are arranged as they are
supplied to, and presented at, assembly processes (Hanson, 2012). There are various materials
supply principles available, and kitting makes up one of the available approaches. Kitting can be
applied for supply of some components to assembly processes (Johansson, 1991), but can also be
applied as a sole principle of materials supply (Hanson, 2012; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011;
Johansson, 1991). There are substantial amounts of research available for how to assign components
to various principles of materials supply, and the choice of principle to apply depends on various
factors, such as the component characteristics (Hanson, 2012; Limère et al., 2012; Caputo and
Pelagagge, 2011).
As previously stated, kit preparation is closely tied with the kitting materials supply principle, and
the characteristics of a kitting implementation can have implications for its associated kit
preparation. For one, the kits supplied to assembly processes by kitting can be of stationary kind –
meaning that that each kit holds components which are consumed at a single assembly work station
(Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011) – or they can be of travelling kind –
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meaning that the kits travel along with the assembly object and are consumed across multiple
assembly work stations (ibid.). The kind of kits that are produced, whether they are of stationary or
of travelling kind, thereby can affect the types and amounts of components that are available at kit
preparation workspaces or how the kit container is designed in order to grant assemblers access to
components in the right order in during the assembling sequence.
Previous research has also suggested there is an interrelationship between kitting and other
materials supply principles when applied together that also presents implications for kit preparation.
One example is in the design of the kit container and carrier, which can take up varying space
depending on how they are designed (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). If space is already occupied at
the assembly process, this could limit the possible designs of the kit carrier and container.
Considerations such as these are important with respect to materials supply principles and the
thesis’ scope.
Materials handling processes
Kit preparation is one type of materials handling process, but there are many others, and these may
impact the relationship between kit preparation design and performance.
Generally, a materials handling processes involve activities by which the materials are transformed
in some way to alter the dimensions of disorder (Öjmertz, 1998). According to Öjmertz (1998), the
dimensions of disorder can be altered by picking, positioning, orienting, sorting and gathering. Kit
preparation involves all these activities, but the extent to which the activities are present in a kit
preparation application depends on the requirements of the assembly process. For example, in some
contexts, there is no explicit requirement on positioning of components in the kit as there could be
only a few components included, and it is obvious how the components should be assembled. This
has implications for how the kit container should be designed or what the requirements are for a
robot arm that carries out kit preparation activities. In other contexts, for example when robotics is
applied to support assembly, the components in the kit may have to be in a specific orientation for
robot picking to function properly (Boudella et al., 2018).
When kit preparation is present in materials supply systems, possibilities for choices in kit
preparation design and options may be affected by other types of materials handling processes. For
example, a typical approach in industry is to locate kit preparation workspaces at supermarkets.
These are typically decentralised somewhere in the plant (Battini et al., 2013), and there may be
workspaces for other types of materials handling processes present, such as workspaces for
repacking, sequencing, and loading and unloading of containers at transport vehicles. These
workspaces can affect kit preparation design in various ways. For example, allocating inventory
amongst various materials handling processes at the supermarket can affect what inventory must be
kept at kit preparation workspaces (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011), and the amount of floor space
available for changing the layout of kit preparation workspaces can be restricted if there are many
other materials handling processes nearby (Hanson et al., 2011). The impact from other types of
materials handling processes, including other processes for kit preparation, are thus important, and
must be considered within the thesis’ scope.
Transportation
Transportation activities are required to move materials within materials supply systems, and these
can have close ties with kit preparation design and performance. Two types of transportation
activities are viewed as important with respect to kit preparation.
First, transportation is necessary to replenish kit preparation workspaces, usually from a warehouse
upstream in material flows of where kit preparation is carried out. This transportation ensures
availability of the components that are needed to prepare kits (Limère et al., 2012). Delays or
inconsistencies in the materials replenishment can create acute problems at kit preparation
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workspaces, and such problems need to be anticipated in kit preparation. Furthermore, there are
return flows of empty packaging from kit preparation workspaces upstream in material flows that
also involve transportation, which must be reliable and efficient.
Second, transportation occurs downstream of kit preparation in materials flows when kits are
transported to assembly processes, and this may also affect the relationship between kit preparation
design and performance. One example is when a transport serves multiple assembly processes, as
is often the case when transportation is made between warehouses and assembly processes (Limère
et al., 2012), where there may be less flexibility in determining when to complete the kits, as the
kits must be available when the transport vehicle arrives. Moreover, return flows of empty kit
containers from assembly processes back to kit preparation workspaces must also be considered, so
that kit containers are available when needed. In these ways, influences from transportation
activities up- and downstream of kit preparation must be considered within the current scope.
Packaging
An integral aspect of materials supply systems that is of keen relevance for kit preparation design
and performance is the packaging in which components are contained (Hanson, 2012; Caputo and
Pelagagge, 2011). In this thesis, the term ‘packaging’ is seen in light of Chan et al.’s (2006) studies
of manufacturing packaging logistics, where packaging is ‘a means of ensuring safe and efficient
delivery to the ultimate consumer in sound condition followed by an efficient recovery at minimum
cost’ (ibid., p. 1088). As far as packaging relates to kit preparation in this thesis, it is only packaging
for storing components at kit preparation workspaces that are of concern. Other forms of packaging
related to kit preparation, such as the packaging used for kit containers, are instead viewed as a
design aspect and, therefore, not addressed in the current section.
Several studies have shown impact on the kit preparation’s performance based on the packaging
applied to store components at kit preparation workspaces. This can affect ergonomics in terms of
the posture taken by pickers (Calzavara et al., 2017) as well as the man-hour efficiency (Hanson et
al., 2017) by affecting the size of kit preparation workspaces and thereby the distance that has to be
travelled between picking locations. In some situations, it may be possible to adapt the packaging
applied in storage to what is best suited for kit preparation, whereby storage packaging also can be
viewed as a design aspect within the thesis’ scope.
In some situations, storage packaging may be determined in the context of materials supply systems,
such as in protecting sensitive components or in the convenience of easier handling at various places
in materials supply systems (Chan et al., 2006). The type of packaging may also be decided based
on overall costs throughout supply chains. For example, it might be financially beneficial to use
higher load factors and thereby reduce transportation costs (Baraldi and Kaminski, 2010) or to use
the type of packaging that most benefits suppliers. In those cases, kit preparation design and
performance must be considered with respect to the already decided packaging. As such, the role
of packaging for kit preparation design and performance can be viewed as situationally dependent,
but, regardless of the situation, it is a crucial consideration when dealing with kit preparation design
and performance.
Manufacturing planning and control
To timely produce kits that hold necessary components, available information about the sequence
of assembly objects to be produced must be considered. This is an important aspect of
manufacturing planning and control that is of concern in this thesis. Manufacturing planning and
control have been described as encompassing all aspects of manufacturing, including scheduling of
machines and materials and ensuring that there is sufficient capacity available (Jonsson and
Mattsson, 2009). Many activities that are normally seen as part of manufacturing planning and
control fall outside the thesis scope, but previous research has shown that some such activities can
have implications for kit preparation design and performance.
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The information used in kit preparation to guide picking activities is the same information that is
available to the rest of the materials supply system. This information stems from market demand
for end-products, and is translated within the scope of manufacturing planning and control into
production schedules, which together with product structures are operationalised into picking
information (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). In this way, picking
information makes up the demand characteristics for components in kit preparation, reflecting the
production volumes, mixes, and delivery timing required by the assembly processes. There are
manifold implications for kit preparation design and performance from this aspect of manufacturing
planning and control. For example, this can affect inventory levels needed at kit preparation
workspaces (Hanson, 2012), capacity requirements of kit preparation (Caputo et al., 2015) or where
different components are best stored to reduce walking distances (Boysen et al., 2015; Glock and
Grosse, 2012). Furthermore, changes related to production schedules and product structures
necessitate kit preparation flexibility.
Another part of manufacturing planning and control that factors into this thesis is the principle by
which kit preparation is synchronised with production processes. Here, it can be desirable in some
situations to pace kit preparation with the production rate of the production system, in accordance
with a pull-based approach, for example, in production systems adhering to lean production
(Baudin, 2004) or just-in-time principles (Sali and Sahin, 2016). In other situations, it can be more
desirable to conduct kit preparation according to a plan with a push-based approach.
As highlighted earlier, the importance of kit preparation performance in terms of flexibility, kit
quality, and man-hour efficiency can be understood from the viewpoint of assembly requirements.
However, there may be constraints imposed on kit preparation that are not directly associated with
kit preparation performance but affect the applicable options in design. One example is the order
time horizon, which refers to the amount of time available from when the picking information is
provided until the kits must be available in assembly. This sets restrictions for when kits can be
prepared (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). A very short order time horizon could limit the batch size
that can be applied.
Storage
A variety of storage systems are used for components. For instance, they can be part of a warehouse,
buffers, supermarkets or a goods receiving area. For kit preparation to be in the materials supply
system requires an additional storage point along the material flow (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011).
Sometimes centralised storage is possible, whereby inventories at several kit preparation
workspaces can be combined to lower the overall inventory (Battini et al., 2009). Depending on the
storage in materials supply systems, there may be opportunities with respect to kit preparation
design and performance.

2.2.2. End-product and component characteristics
Characteristics of end-products and components, which are used in kit preparation, are important
in kitting systems (Hanson, 2012; Limère et al., 2012; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). This section
first presents a discussion of end-product characteristics, in terms of product structure and
assembling sequence, and thereafter a discussion of how component characteristics, in terms of
size, weight, shape, and sensitivity to damage, can affect the relationship between kit preparation
design and performance.
Product structure and assembling sequence
The end-product structure can be seen to make up derived requirements for kit preparation, and
usually allows it to be organised as ‘end-of-aisle’ order picking, meaning that all components going
into kit preparation are concentrated at designated workspaces (Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). In this
way, workspaces for kit preparation are typically described as compact, and the picking is carried
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out at a high frequency, in comparison to warehouse order picking (Hanson et al., 2017). This also
shifts the relative priorities among design areas of picking systems, as travelling time becomes less
prominent compared with warehouse order picking (Boysen et al., 2015).
The product structure is also related to the assembling sequence, which means the order by which
components presented in kits should be assembled at assembly processes. Typically the preferred
order in which kitted components are assembled is the reverse order in which they must be kitted.
There may even be physical restrictions related to the order in which components must be
assembled. For example, it may not be possible in some situations to assemble a component onto
the end-product after another component has already been assembled. Previous research has
highlighted that using a structured kit container is a viable approach for ensuring that components
are presented in the correct order in kits (Hanson and Brolin, 2013). Furthermore, Hanson and
Brolin (2013) also reported on a kit preparation application wherein assemblers performed kit
preparation and assembly tasks within the same work cycle, whereby several assemblers continually
rotated in a loop between the two tasks. In such a case, kit preparation becomes integrated with the
assembling task.
Component characteristics
Characteristics of components can affect the relationship between kit preparation design and
performance. Previous research has addressed various characteristics related to components that
may be necessary to consider with respect to kit preparation design and performance, including size
(Hanson and Medbo, 2019; Caputo et al., 2018), weight (Caputo et al., 2018; Limère et al. 2015),
and sensitivity (Limère et al., 2015; Caputo et al., 2015) of components.
Component size refers to dimensions, in terms of length, height, and width, of components and can
set constraints for the type of packaging that can be applied in the storage and for the kit container
(Hanson and Medbo, 2019). Heavy components may be problematic from an ergonomic standpoint,
not only when these components are retrieved from storage locations, but also with respect to the
kit carrier becoming heavy when kits are filled with components. Component sensitivity may
necessitate components to be stored in protective packaging, such as plastic wrapping, both in the
storage package and in the kit container to protect the component from scratches or other damages
during transport and handling within the materials supply system. In kit preparation, protective
packaging may have to be discarded during picking tours, in which case this activity must be
properly accounted for.

2.2.3. The plant’s layout characteristics
Several authors have highlighted the plant’s layout characteristics as a most relevant concern for
the design of materials handling systems and processes (e.g. Finnsgård, 2013; Hanson, 2012;
Hanson et al., 2011; Battini et al., 2009; Johansson, 2006).
The amount of floor space available can impact the possibility of expanding kit preparation
workspaces, or even for conducting kit preparation at all at some locations, which is important from
a flexibility perspective. Some researchers suggest that the amount of floor space to be available
for future expansion can be affected by the location of kit preparation workspace, as locating the
workspace at certain areas within the plant may grant better access to floor space (Hanson et al.,
2011).
The amount of floor space available will also set limits for layout and movement pattern design, as
all storage shelves need to be accessible for materials supply to and from kit preparation workspaces
(Hanson et al., 2011). Furthermore, the paths of transportation vehicles can impact how the layout
of the kit preparation work space can be designed (Hanson et al., 2011).
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2.2.4. Pickers’ experience and knowledge
Experience and knowledge of the people who carry out kit preparation activities is an important
aspect often brought up in literature dealing with warehouse order picking (see e.g. De Vries et al.
(2016) or Grosse et al. (2015)). This is also important with respect to kit preparation, as it is often
performed by manual labour (Hanson and Medbo, 2019). Previous studies of warehouse order
picking have shown that pickers’ knowledge and experience can greatly affect performance (De
Vries et al., 2016; Grosse et al., 2015).
Previous research has identified the picker’s experience level (Grosse and Glock, 2013) and
knowledge of the product structure (Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995) as
influencing performance in picking operations. Reports suggest that these traits can either improve
performance, when the picker ‘fills in the blanks’, or it can reduce performance, when the picker
circumvents the system and thus diminishes the quality assurance provided by the picking
information system (Glock et al., 2017).
Some researchers suggest that kit quality of kit preparation can improve when assemblers perform
kit preparation, owing to the knowledge about the assembling sequence and the end-products, which
makes the picker better at identifying correct components (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995) and more
apt to assess the component’s quality if there are damages or other quality-related deficiencies.
Furthermore, some studies have suggested that the use of kits to present components to assemblers
can support the assembler in learning the assembly procedure (Medbo, 2003). Previous studies of
warehouse order picking have suggested that workers typically have little experience, due to high
personnel turnover rates, and learning curves can, therefore, be steep (Grosse et al., 2013). The
personality traits of pickers make up another aspect that has been identified as affecting
performance in picking systems (De Vries et al., 2016).
The available literature suggests an interdependency between the picker’s experience and
knowledge and the practice of kit preparation. With respect to the thesis, which deals with design
aspects and performance of kit preparation, the influence of the picker’s experience and knowledge
on the relationships between the design and performance must be accounted for. While some design
aspects, for example, related to work organisation, are close to the contextual factors discussed here,
experience and knowledge of pickers is treated as a part of the context, since these traits cannot be
fully controlled, and often, must be accounted for with respect to the thesis’ scope.

2.2.5. Summarising overview of kit preparation context in previous literature
To conclude this subchapter about kit preparation context, Table 2.3 presents an overview of the
context aspects various authors have acknowledged in studies concerned with kit preparation and
order picking.
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Table 2.3. Summarising overview of how previous research has dealt with context in kit
preparation and order picking.
Author

Materials
handling system

End-products
and components

Plant’s layout

Picker’s experience
and knowledge

Hanson et al. (2011)

X

Hanson and Medbo (2019)

X

X

X

X

Hanson and Brolin (2013)

X

X

X

X

Battini et al. (2009)

X

Brynzér and Johansson (1995)

X

X

X

Medbo (2003)

X

X

X

Grosse and Glock (2013)

X

Grosse et al. (2015)

X

Caputo et al. (2018)

X

De Vries et al. (2016)

X

Caputo et al. (2015)

X

X

Limère et al. (2015)

X

X

Bozer and McGinnis (1992)

X

X

Boysen et al. (2015)

X

Boudella et al. (2018)

X

2.3.

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Kit preparation performance

Kit preparation performance plays a central role with respect to the thesis’ purpose (Subchapter
1.2). As presented in Chapter 1, there are many performance areas associated with kit preparation
that are important with respect to kitting and assembly, such as ergonomics, inventory levels, and
transportation. The research questions, which were formulated in Subchapter 1.4 to address the
thesis purpose, target relationships between kit preparation design aspects and three performance
areas of kit preparation in terms of flexibility (Research Question 1), kit quality (Research Question
2), and man-hour efficiency (Research Question 3). When the research questions were formulated
in Subchapter 1.4, the central arguments in the literature were presented as motivations for the
research questions. This subchapter provides the full motivation for the research questions by
reviewing the published literature with respect to the performance areas that the research questions
address.
The subchapter is organised in three sections. Section 2.3.1 deals with kit preparation flexibility
performance; Section 2.3.2 deals with kit quality performance; and Section 2.3.3 deals with manhour efficiency performance.
Each section is structured similarly. First, the performance area’s relevance for kit preparation is
discussed with respect to available literature, after which important terms are defined. Thereafter,
an overview of the available publications that have dealt with the performance area is presented.
Within each section, the publications are organised according to the research method applied.
Furthermore, since kit preparation flexibility, kit quality, and man-hour efficiency are discussed in
separate sections, some publications that have dealt with more than one type of performance are
discussed in more than one section.
At the end of each section, the reviewed publications are summarised in a table (see Table 2.4
regarding flexibility performance, Table 2.5 regarding kit quality performance, and Table 2.6
regarding man-hour efficiency performance), and the relevance of the research questions are
highlighted.
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2.3.1. Kit preparation flexibility
Kitting has been acknowledged as providing flexibility benefits when applied with mixed-model
assembly, especially when there is a multitude of component variants (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011;
Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). Some authors explain that the flexibility benefits associated with a
kitting approach come from the smaller space occupied by the kits at the assembly process, in
contrast to presenting components in packages with uniform contents (Hanson and Brolin, 2013;
Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011; Wänström and Medbo, 2009). Other authors have pointed out that
change in production systems related to components, such as in product structure and the assembly
schedule, can more easily be accommodated with a kitting approach, as many changes can be
concentrated to the kit preparation workspace (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). However, some
reports have highlighted aspects of kit preparation design that can inhibit the flexibility normally
associated with a kitting approach. First, when applying kit containers with fitted slots for keeping
components in predictable positions within the kits, new product introductions can be problematic
since kit containers need to be redesigned to make room for new component types (Hanson and
Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). Second, flexibility can be affected by where kit
preparation workspaces are located (Hanson et al., 2011). Locating the kit preparation workspace
close to the assembly process may restrict redesigns and expansions of the workspace since floor
space generally is very limited close to the assembly process, whereas it is often more plentiful
further away, such as in the warehouse (Hanson et al., 2011). These examples highlight how
flexibility constraints associated with kit preparation design aspects inhibit flexibility of kitting as
an approach of materials supply, which, thereby, also restricts flexibility in assembly processes.
Knowledge of how kit preparation flexibility can be achieved is thereby desirable, but as is shown
later in this section, there is no consensus in published literature about which factors govern
flexibility of kit preparation.
The term ‘kit preparation flexibility’ as applied in this thesis
The thesis views the term ‘kit preparation flexibility’ to be composed of flexibility types, which
consist of new product, modification, mix, volume, and delivery flexibility types. This view of
flexibility is rooted in literature dealing with production flexibility, and was deemed suitable owing
to the close relationship between flexibility of kit preparation and production systems. Relevant
literature that underpins this view is highlighted next.
From a general standpoint, production flexibility can be said to represent the ability of individual
manufacturing resources (Slack, 2005), including the material handling units (Sánchez and Pérez,
2005: Sethi and Sethi, 1990), to respond with little penalty in time, effort, cost or performance, to
environmental uncertainty and variability of outputs (Upton, 1995; Correa and Slack, 1994).
Flexibility is often categorised according to the reasons that the flexibility is beneficial (Slack, 2005;
Parker and Wirth, 1999). Some authors have suggested that the flexibility types to consider should
be decided with respect to the uncertainty or variability that needs to be managed (Beach et al.,
2000; Gerwin, 1993). For kit preparation, uncertainty and variability stem from changes in
production systems. Typical changes in production systems that would require kit preparation
flexibility include new product introductions (Slack, 2005; Koste and Malhotra, 1999), engineering
changes of existing products and components (Koste and Malhotra, 1999; Gerwin, 1993),
alterations of the product mix (Slack, 2005; Koste and Malhotra, 1999), changes in production
volume or production rate (Slack, 2005; Bartezzaghi and Turco, 1989) and changes in the delivery
schedule (Slack, 2005; Beamon, 1999). These changes require, respectively, the flexibility types
new product, modification, mix, volume, and delivery flexibility. Each of these changes in
production systems and the corresponding flexibility types are relevant for kit preparation in
fulfilling its role in production systems, as indicated by previous studies on flexibility in materials
handling and supply chain management (e.g. Wänström and Medbo, 2009; Hanson et al., 2011;
Johansson et al., 2012).
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Furthermore, flexibility is often distinguished as dimensions that reflect different measures of the
flexibility types. Flexibility dimensions have been described as the ‘characteristic coordinates
which help describe the nature of the flexibility types’ (Parker and Wirth, 1999, p. 430). This thesis
recognises the distinction between the two flexibility dimensions of range and response (Slack,
2005) with respect to kit preparation. These dimensions are acknowledged because they have been
prominent in the literature, although often referred to using different terminology, such as capability
and capacity flexibility (Manzini et al., 2004). Furthermore, these dimensions have their roots in
production systems and their associated operations (see e.g. Koste et al., 2004; Upton, 1995) to
which kit preparation is closely related.
Previous studies that have dealt with kit preparation flexibility
Research that has dealt with flexibility related to kitting systems usually considers flexibility from
the viewpoint of how assembly processes are affected by the use of kitting (e.g. Hanson, 2012;
Hanson and Brolin, 2013). Rarely has flexibility been dealt with as directly related to the process
of kit preparation. However, some of the studies have included relationships between kit preparation
design aspects and flexibility. The following sections address these relevant publications.
The literature discussed in this section has ascribed flexibility effects to kit preparation design
aspects and their associated options. The highlighted publications are only discussed in terms of
how they have addressed flexibility as relevant for kit preparation, while other flexibility effects
mentioned in the articles are not considered. Furthermore, only publications that have focused on
kitting or kit preparation and flexibility are reviewed in this section.
A few studies have addressed flexibility related to kit preparation by means of case research. In
their comprehensive case research on picking systems, Brynzér and Johansson (1995) highlighted
that the kit container’s design can have implications for flexibility. The reasoning was that when
kit containers are designed with fitted slots for components, they need to be redesigned when new
components are incorporated into kits, following, for example, new product introductions. They
also highlighted that the batching time horizon can affect flexibility in handling order changes.
Hanson and Brolin (2013) studied the relative effects of using principles of kitting and continuous
supply for materials supply to assembly processes in a multiple case study, and considered
flexibility as one of the effects. They identified how the kit container’s design can reduce flexibility
when components change and cannot use the existing fitted slots. Furthermore, they identified that
having assemblers perform kit preparation and assembly tasks within the same work cycle can
benefit volume flexibility, as it is easy to rebalance the activities for dealing with volume
fluctuations. In a multiple case study dealing with the impact on in-plant materials supply
performance from the location of kit preparation, Hanson et al. (2011) considered flexibility and
found that floor space for expanding the preparation area is more likely to be available further away
from assembly. They indicated that the ability to expand the preparation area is important for new
product, modification, mix, and volume flexibility, as the availability of floor space facilitates
accommodation of new components and additional inventory.
Some studies in discussing implications for flexibility were primarily concerned with other
performance areas. Hanson et al. (2017) compared man-hour efficiency of kit preparation supported
by a paper pick list with a HUD-system (head-up display) in a kit preparation experiment in
laboratory settings. When discussing the results, they noted that presenting all picking information
digitally, as was possible with the HUD-system, may benefit flexibility as it removes the need to
have physical components, such as signs with text information, present at kit preparation
workspaces. When discussing their model for kitting operations planning, Caputo et al. (2015)
noted that future additions to their model could be to include reconfigurability and flexibility to
analyse how kitting systems dynamically adapt to requirements in production systems. When
studying the choice between line stocking and kitting in assembly processes, Limère et al. (2012)
reasons that kitting is associated with a lower flexibility in handling defects or when there are
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changes in the assembly schedule, because the workspace is normally some distance from the
assembly processes.
Previous studies dealing with flexibility in warehouse order picking and assembly
Some publications on topics of warehouse order picking and assembly workstation design have
brought forth aspects that influence flexibility. This section presents a brief discussion about
flexibility in order picking and assembly operations, and highlights literature that has dealt with
design aspects associated with these processes which have close ties to kit preparation. Although
studies that deal with flexibility in warehouse order picking indeed are scarce (Staudt et al., 2015),
the overview presented in the section should be viewed as non-exhaustive. Instead of an exhaustive
account, the section aims to only highlight aspects that are related to flexibility and are of relevance
with respect to the design areas of kit preparation dealt with in this thesis (see Subchapter 2.1).
Manzini et al. (2007) developed a framework for design of order picking systems applying a classbased picker to product approach. They explained that order picking systems that involve less than
unit load picking present several constraints and limitations that can come into conflict with
flexibility, in terms of dealing with seasonal demands, product introductions, and changes related
to packaging. In a literature review on the topic of design and control of warehouse order picking
systems, De Koster et al. (2007) discuss flexibility impacts associated with order retrieval times
and storage policies. They highlight that short order retrieval times can benefit flexibility, as late
changes in customer orders can more easily be accommodated. They highlight that policies that
specify where individual products should be stored, such as dedicated or class-based policies, are
associated with lower flexibility since the products must be reshuffled along with changes of
product demand. This relationship between storage policies and flexibility has also been recognised
by other researchers that have dealt with design and control of warehouse order picking (e.g.
Roodbergen, 2012; Chan and Chan, 2011; Yu, 2008). Chan and Chan (2011) discuss flexibility
related to storage and routing policies when studying implementation of class-based storage as a
means to improve productivity in manual and multi-level order picking in a distribution warehouse.
With respect to routing policies, they explain that policies that allow for transversal and return
routings have flexibility benefits that contribute to higher overall performance in order picking
operations. The flexibility effects related to storage and routing policy were also reported by Yu
(2008) and Roodbergen (2012) when modelling order picking systems with objectives of enhancing
performance.
In a literature review of human factors in order picking planning models, Grosse et al. (2015)
explain that many firms still prefer manual order picking over automated order picking, as humans
are more flexible than machines in dealing with unexpected changes that require logical reasoning.
This relationship between flexibility and automation has also been addressed by other researchers
dealing with warehouse order picking design. Baker and Halim (2007) studied the reasons for, and
the nature of, warehouse automation implementations by means of interviews and surveys
addressed to warehouse managers. They explained that automation is often viewed as a means of
attaining flexibility to deal with peak volume fluctuations on short notice, especially when there are
issues with staff availability. They concluded that solutions for automation tend to generate
concerns in companies about disrupting ongoing operations in the short-term, and about delimiting
flexibility in the long-term. They stress that scenario-planning and careful analysis of business
requirements is key for assuring flexibility of automated solutions, and that flexibility must be built
into the solution in order to ensure abilities of dealing with changes in market requirements. In
discussing typical issues, systems and models for order picking systems, Park (2012) highlighted
several advantages associated with automation, including greatly reduced labour costs and
increased accuracy of inventory and picking operations, but also indicated that a drawback with
automation is reduced flexibility in being able to reconfigure the system when adapting to new
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business requirements. For automation to be viable, Park explains, it has to be well designed and
implemented, and ideally accompanied with work simplification and standardisation.
Some studies dealing with assembly processes present relevant input for a discussion of kit
preparation flexibility. When studying materials picking at manual assembly stations, Wänström
and Medbo (2009) found that wheel-equipped storage racks can improve new product, mix and
volume flexibility at assembly stations, in contrast to when racks are bolted to the floor. They also
found the storage packaging type and size to be important for flexibility types as it affects the
amount of space required for presenting a variety of components. Manzini et al. (2004) developed
a framework for design of flexible cellular assembly systems in a conceptual study. They considered
two kinds of flexibility, capability and capacity flexibility. Capability flexibility refers to the ability
to deal with market changes in form of product variations, and capacity flexibility means the ability
to deal with changes in product quantities. They emphasised the importance of relationships
amongst various processes in the assembly systems and the importance of work organisation around
the tasks associated with creating flexible assembly systems. They also stated that ‘production
flexibility is the sum of flexibility possessed by individual equipment, products, process and
operations’ (ibid., p. 3505).
Relevance of Research Question 1 considering the reviewed literature
Some of the reviewed studies have considered flexibility directly related to kit preparation design
aspects (e.g., Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Hanson et al., 2011; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), but
most of the available studies seldom focus on flexibility, but rather discuss implications for
flexibility when focusing on other performance areas (e.g., Hanson et al., 2017; Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995). Furthermore, as the term ‘kit preparation flexibility’ is applied in the thesis,
flexibility production systems are typically viewed as a multidimensional construct and the
flexibility of interest depend on the uncertainty or variability that is desirable to handle. The
available literature does point out and briefly describes how various design aspects of kit
preparation can affect kit preparation flexibility, but this knowledge is, at best, fragmented.
The reviewed studies that have touched upon kit preparation flexibility add up to a rudimentary
understanding of what kit preparation flexibility is, and how it is affected by aspects of kit
preparation design. For the most part, the relevant literature consists of studies that have addressed
flexibility with respect to materials supply and kitting; meanwhile, flexibility with respect to kit
preparation has merely been recognised as important. Furthermore, there are important relationships
between design and flexibility in the related areas of warehouse order picking and assembly, which
have yet to be studied in the context of kit preparation. Examples include storage policies,
automation, materials handling equipment and packaging, which have been pointed out as
important for flexibility in these related areas, but no knowledge exists about how these aspects
affect flexibility in kit preparation. Hence, research that addresses Research Question 1, which asks
how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation flexibility, is scarce in the literature.
A summary of the research studies, which have been reviewed in this section, is presented in Table
2.4, highlighting the research approach, perspective on flexibility, design aspects, and context that
have been considered.
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Table 2.4. Overview of published literature that in some way has dealt with flexibility and kit
preparation design aspects.
Study

Research approach

Flexibility perspective

Design aspects

Context

Brynzér and Johansson
(1995)
Hanson and Brolin (2013)

Case research (multiple)

None identified

Case research (multiple)

Ability to handle large
numbers of part variants,
variations in production
volumes, new product
introductions, and the
ability to quickly perform
product changeovers

Kit container,
batching policy
Kit container
Work organisation

Batching time
horizon
Plant layout
Materials supply
system
Pickers’ knowledge
and experience

Hanson et al. (2011)

Case research (multiple)

Flexibility of handling
changes related to
production volumes, new
product introductions,
product modifications,
and product mix
Volume, mix, new
product, and modification
flexibility
Reconfigurability of kit
preparation areas
Ability to deal with
changing market
requirements, including
production volumes and
SKU ranges over short
and long terms

Location

Plant layout

Storage packaging
type, storage rack
design
Picking information
system
Automation

Plant layout

Wänström and Medbo (2009) Case research (embedded)

Hanson et al. (2017)

Experiments (laboratory)

Baker and Halim (2007)

Survey

Limère et al. (2012)

Modelling (mathematical)

Flexibility in dealing
defects and sequence
changes

Location

None identified

Caputo et al. (2015)

Modelling (mathematical)

System flexibility and
reconfigurability

None identified

None identified

Yu (2008)
Manzini et al. (2007)

Modelling (mathematical)
Modelling (analytical)

Storage policy
None identified

None identified
None identified

Manzini et al. (2004)

Modelling (analytical)

None identified
Ability to deal with
changing operating
conditions, in terms of
seasonal demand,
introduction of new
product, and changes in
packaging
Capability flexibility and
capacity flexibility

None identified

Market
developments,
technological
developments

Grosse et al. (2015)

Conceptual
study)

Automation

None identified

(literature Flexibility in reacting to
unexpected changes

None identified
None identified

2.3.2. Kit quality
As stated in the introduction, some reports maintain that using kitting can improve quality in
assembly processes by making it easier for the assembler to find the right components (Caputo et
al., 2015; Medbo, 2003). However, other reports suggest that kitting can compromise quality of
assembly processes, as kit errors can arise in kit preparation (Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al.,
2017b; Hanson and Brolin, 2013). To apply kitting effectively in industry, reducing the number of
kit errors and quality-related costs of kit preparation is crucial. However, there is little consensus in
industry about how kit preparation quality can be supported. Furthemore, empirical analysis of kit
preparation errors is a challenging task as the errors occur infrequently, and it can be difficult to
obtain reliable statistics. This is likely the reason that so few studies have addressed kit quality in
the past (Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b). As shown later in this section, the literature
offers virtually no guidance as to how kit quality should be supported.
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The term ‘kit quality’ as applied in the thesis
Most authors who have dealt with quality related to kit preparation seem to agree that kit preparation
quality reflects the amount of errors (or quality problems as termed by some authors, e.g. Caputo
et al., 2017a) resulting from kit preparation. One term that has been applied to describe kit
preparation quality is ‘picking accuracy’ (Hanson et al., 2017; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995),
referring to the proportion of correctly picked components, correctly executed order lines, or
correctly prepared kits, relative to total amounts. Error rates is a term similar to picking accuracy
and also reflects the amount of errors in kits (e.g. Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b; Caputo
et al., 2015;). Error rates can refer to the proportion of erroneous components, incorrectly executed
order lines, or erroneous kits relative to total amounts. The term ‘error rate’ is also commonly
applied in literature dealing with quality in warehouse order picking (e.g. Grosse et al., 2015; Battini
et al., 2015), although picking accuracy has also been used in some instances (e.g. Park, 2012).
Picking accuracy and error rates can refer to the same data, in which case they are each other’s
inverses, but the terms may also refer to different data. To avoid confusion, the term ‘kit quality’ is
applied in the thesis, taken to represent numbers of kit errors that can be found in completed kits.
Hence, this view includes errors in the product structure, as the kits then contain wrong components,
with respect to the needed components at assembly processes. Speaking about higher kit quality
naturally implies a higher quality associated with kit preparation.
Some studies of systems for kit preparation and order picking have used a wider scope with respect
to quality, more than just the number of errors; they consider the costs incurred in correcting the
errors Two examples in this respect are Caputo et al. (2017a) and Caputo et al. (2017b), wherein
quality was modelled with respect to probabilities for various types of kit errors to occur and the
subsequent costs of correcting kit errors. Other examples whereby quality is viewed in a wider sense
than picking accuracy alone include Hanson et al. (2011), Battini et al. (2015), and Glock et al.
(2017). Some studies have shown that kit preparation design aspects may impact corrections of kit
errors, for example, from the choice of location within the materials flow for the kit preparation
workspace (Hanson et al., 2011). Therefore, the thesis takes the term ‘quality’ as associated with
kit preparation to include both numbers of kit errors, represented by kit quality, and their associated
corrections.
Previous research that has dealt with kit quality
Quality as associated with kit preparation has been addressed by various research methods,
including case research (e.g. Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), experiments (e.g. Hanson et al., 2017),
and modelling (e.g. Caputo et al., 2017a). Apart from a few notable exceptions (e.g. Caputo et al.
2017a, Caputo et al., 2017b), the available literature that has thoroughly dealt with kit quality is
scarce, but several studies have discussed implications for kit preparation kit quality in results from
studies with other focuses. In the following, publications that have dealt with kit quality associated
with kit preparation are discussed. The publications have been organised by the research method
used.
One line of research by which kit preparation quality has been addressed is case research, with
industrial applications for kit preparation as empirical basis. Brynzér and Johansson (1995) carried
out comprehensive case research in the automotive industry and proposed several approaches to
prevent errors in kit preparation. For example, they highlighted that the pick list’s design can
facilitate picking accuracy, and that reducing disturbances during the work cycle can reduce the
risk for mistakes that lead to kit errors. A main conclusion from their studies was the importance of
the design of picking information systems in achieving satisfactory kit quality. When studying the
impact of the location of kit preparation on in-plant materials supply performance, Hanson et al.
(2011) did not identify any direct links to how the location affected the number of kit errors.
However, they found that the location in the materials flow where kit preparation is carried out is
important for the response time of supplying components to correct kit errors. In a case study of the
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relative effects of materials supply by means of kitting, Hanson and Brolin (2013) highlighted the
kit container’s design as an important aspect for kit quality and emphasised that the picker’s
knowledge of the assembly process could be beneficial.
Another approach in previous research to address quality in kit preparation has been to conduct
experiments in industrial and laboratory settings. In an industrially relevant experiment of kit
preparation, Hanson et al. (2017) compared the number of kit preparation errors when applying a
paper pick list or a HUD with mixed-reality for conveying picking information. They found that
the HUD system resulted in markedly fewer errors, owing to a more effective conveyance of picking
information. Hanson et al. (2015) conducted two experiments in studying the efficiency impact of
batch size in kit preparation and determined that while batching appears beneficial for efficiency,
it may be more difficult to ensure kit quality when a batching approach is applied.
Quality in kit preparation has also been addressed with mathematical modelling. Caputo et al.
(2017a) and Caputo et al. (2017b) developed comprehensive models for estimating the costs of
manual errors in kit preparation. They defined five error types: missing components, wrong
components, damaged components, wrong number of components and wrong component position,
and developed event trees for estimating quality-related costs based on the severity of the error
types in regard to the assembly process. While these models allow the quality-related costs of kit
preparation to be estimated when selecting among supply principles, they do not deal with what kit
preparation design to apply for supporting kit quality. An earlier version of the models presented in
Caputo et al. (2017a) and (2017b) was also available in Caputo et al. (2015), wherein a model for
kitting operations planning was developed. The key difference between these two sets of models is
the level of detail. The model was grounded in the much richer area of manual errors in assembly
processes in Caputo et al. (2017a) and (2017b), although the main components of the frameworks
are the same.
Previous research that has dealt with quality in warehouse order picking
Quality has been described as an important performance area of warehouse order picking operations
(Park, 2012), and researchers have addressed the topic using a variety of approaches. The following
section discusses relevant publications that have addressed design aspects and their relationship
with quality in order picking operations. Of interest here are publications that have brought forward
quality-related effects of design aspects that are also relevant in the context of kit preparation.
Examples in this regard are effects related to picking information and work organisation, while
other aspects that are of less concern in kit preparation, such as routing policy, are not discussed
here. The publications have been organised by the research approach used to address the topic.
Conceptual studies have addressed quality in warehouse order picking. In a literature review of
previous research that has considered human factors in warehouse order picking design, Grosse et
al. (2015) highlighted four design aspects with importance for quality: storage assignment, batching
policy, layout and work organisation. They propose a set of directions for further research dealing
with how the design of picking information affects quality. An example would be how a poorly
structured pick list compares quality-wise to a well-structured pick list.
Based on a comprehensive case research study of order picking in warehouses, Glock et al. (2017)
identified how deviations from the prescribed work standard – so-called maverick picking – can
have an effect on picking quality. They found that quality comes at risk with maverick picking, but
also that pickers can find more effective ways to carry out the work in poorly designed systems.
Experiments that included quality-related measurements have been performed in warehouse order
picking. Guo et al. (2015) conducted an experiment comparing the number of quality problems
associated with various types of picking information systems in order picking for distribution. They
found that systems in which a HUD or a cart-mounted display was used resulted in markedly fewer
errors than did pick-by-light or a paper pick list. However, they focused on how information was
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conveyed by means of the four systems, and as they state, they did not consider confirmations but
highlighted that confirmations may influence the observed outcomes. De Vries et al. (2016) studied
the impact of pickers’ personalities on performance of warehouse order picking, including quality
by means of a large-scale experiment. The experiment involved over a hundred participants and
they were able to identify significant relationships between the picker’s personality, the applied
picking information system and the order picking quality.
Mathematical modelling has been applied to address quality in warehouse order picking. When
comparing the economic impact of different types of paperless technologies in warehouse order
picking, Battini et al. (2015) showed how various error types can occur when pickers interact with
picking information systems. The errors were modelled in two main categories: detectable and
propagating errors. Detectable errors were noticed during the picking work cycle, such as when the
confirmation was wrong. Propagating errors could only be detected by the recipient of the items
when the confirmation was correct, but the items or quantity were wrong. Brynzér and Johansson
(1996) developed a method for storage assignment with respect to the picker’s perspective. The
benefit of this method was improved efficiency and reduced errors in the picking work cycle.
Summary of the reviewed literature and relevance of Research Question 2
An overview of the reviewed literature is shown in Table 2.5. It can be seen that previous research
has explained the types of human errors that can arise in kitting systems and how their costs can be
estimated if probabilities of the errors’ occurrences are known (e.g. Caputo et al., 2017a). Moreover,
previous research has defined the types of errors that can occur in order picking when a picking
information system is applied as well as the economic impact (e.g. Battini et al., 2015). However,
research regarding how design aspects of kit preparation govern the kit quality associated with kit
preparation has remained scarce, and apart from a few contributions (e.g. Brynzer and Johansson,
1995), there is an evident lack of knowledge about the relationships between the design aspects of
kit preparation and their effect on kit quality.
Empirical studies that address kit quality of kit preparation have been reported as scarce (Caputo et
al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b), and as other researchers point out (Hanson et al., 2017), research
methods that rely on statistical analysis of empirical data are challenging to apply, as kit preparation
errors occur infrequently. Still, practitioners need more knowledge about how to prevent kit errors
and reduce the costs of correcting such errors. Some researchers have proposed directions by which
such knowledge may be sought; for example, Grosse et al. (2015) requested more research on how
the design of the picking information can impact quality. In light of the available literature, there is
a clear need for knowledge about how the design aspects of kit preparation govern kit quality.
Thereby, contributions that address Research Question 2 of this thesis are important.
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Table 2.5. Overview of studies that have dealt with quality related to kit preparation and order
picking processes.
Study

Approach

Quality perspective

Design aspects

Context

Brynzér and Johansson
(1995)

Case research

Picking accuracy

Storage location
Picking
information
Kit container

Parts commonality
Component
characteristics
Production process
characteristics
Amount of component
numbers for one object

Hanson et al. (2011)

Case research

Picking accuracy based on the
number of faulty parts

Location

Floor space availability
within the plant

Hanson and Brolin
(2013)

Case research

Quality deficiencies in form of kit
preparation errors (missing,
incorrect, and defective parts)

Kit container
Transports to assembly
Picker´s job role
Configuration of
kit preparation
area

Glock et al. (2017)

Case research

Pick error rates among error types
wrong part, wrong quantity, and
missing parts

Picking
information
system
(information
technology)

Hanson et al. (2015)

Experiments
(industry)
Experiments
(laboratory)

Kits with correct contents

Batching policy

Picking accuracy measured through
the number of errors observed in
kits in relation to the total number of
components picked

Means of
information
conveyance;
Batching policy

Picking density

Guo et al. (2015)

Experiments
(laboratory)

Pick errors in form of substitution
errors, missing-part errors, and
additional-part errors

Picking density
Task variety

Caputo et al. (2017a),
Caputo et al. (2017b)

Modelling
(mathematical)

Picking
information
system
Batching policy
None identified

None identified

Caputo et al. (2015)

Modelling
(mathematical)

Logistic errors (part missing from
kit, wrong part in kit, part unfit for
use/damaged, incorrect parts
number (in case of multiple parts),
parts in wrong sequence/position)
Errors in kitting-supported assembly None identified
(missing parts or wrong number of
parts, wrong part, defective part,
right part at the wrong place in kit)

Battini et al. (2015)

Modelling
(mathematical)

Picking
information
system

Picking density

Brynzér and Johansson
(1996)

Modelling
(analytical)

Errors during picking tours in form
of detectable errors (right item
picked and wrong item confirmed;
wrong item picked and wrong item
confirmed) and propagating (wrong
item picked but right item
confirmed; wrong quantity picked)
Picking errors

Storage policy

Grosse et al. (2015)

Conceptual
(literature study)

Quality (pick errors)

Layout
Batching/routing
policy
Storage
assignment
Work
organisation

Component
characteristics
(frequency, size,
weight)
None identified

Hanson et al. (2017)

Industry type
Company size
Warehouse size
Order picking process
type (e.g. pick-byorder)
None identified

Component
characteristics

2.3.3. Kit preparation man-hour efficiency
Kit preparation is normally performed by manual labour (Hanson and Medbo, 2019) and the
literature typically highlights the man-hours required as the main drawback of applying kittingbased materials supply (e.g. Limère et al., 2012; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011; Bozer and McGinnis,
1992). When kitting is used, the materials handling activities associated with kit preparation involve
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collecting components and sorting these into kits, so that the assembler can carry out assembly with
little searching and fetching of components by collecting all the needed components from kits. In
this way, picking activities are moved from assembly processes to kit preparation (Baudin, 2004),
and the assembling time is shortened owing to the reduced time spent on searching and walking in
assembly processes (Limère et al., 2012). Hence, there is a clear trade-off associated with the use
of kitting between the efficiency gained in assembly processes and the man-hours required for kit
preparation. On these grounds, kit preparation man-hour efficiency is important to ensure a low
running cost, and to realise the benefits normally associated with a kitting approach (Hanson and
Medbo, 2019).
The term ‘kit preparation man-hour efficiency’ as applied in the thesis
Various perspectives have been used in previous studies as reference to time expenditure in kit
preparation. In studies that have involved kitting and kit preparation when dealing with choice
among materials supply principles, it is often total time expenditures associated with kit preparation
activities that are considered. Here, Hanson and Brolin (2013) used the term ‘man-hour
consumption’, signifying the absolute number of man-hours associated with kitting and line
stocking. Caputo et al. (2015) instead used the term ‘work hours’ when dealing with kitting
operations planning, and Limère et al. (2012) estimated the total time and costs of kit preparation
when comparing kitting with line stocking. Similarly, Limère et al. (2015) estimated total time and
costs of kit preparation when components were assigned between kitting and line stocking in supply
to assembly processes.
Studies dealing with design options for kit preparation have also used total time expenditures as a
comparative basis (e.g. Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), but averages of kit preparation time relative
to some activity have also been used by some authors (e.g. Hanson et al., 2017; Hanson and Medbo,
2019). With total time expenditures, Brynzér and Johansson (1995) made use of the term ‘picking
efficiency’, referring to the proportion of time spent on picking activity relative to the total time
spent during picking tours, when studying how design options of kitting and order picking systems
impacted performance. Another view taken by some authors is to express man-hour efficiency as
the average time spent per picked component. This approach was used by Hanson et al. (2017) in
an experiment comparing options for conveying picking information with respect to timeefficiency, by measuring time-efficiency as average time spent per kitted component. Hanson and
Medbo (2019) used the term ‘man-hour efficiency’ for same measurement, when analysing what
aspects of kit preparation design and context that are most impactful on kit preparation man-hour
efficiency. A similar approach to that of Hanson and Medbo (2019) was used by Guo et al. (2015)
when conducting experiments in warehouse order picking settings. They then compared the average
task time when using different types of picking information systems to carry out a set amount of
work.
The above highlights two different viewpoints with respect to time expenditure in kit preparation.
One perspective is to view time expenditures in absolute terms, often with the purpose of estimating
costs of kit preparation activities. This view is used, for example, when dealing with costs of
alternative materials supply principles, as in Limère et al. (2012), Limère et al. (2015), and Hanson
and Brolin (2013). It has also been applied when dealing with options for kit preparation design,
for example, by Brynzér and Johansson (1995) when they studied how much time is spent on
various kit preparation tasks in proportion to the total cycle time. The other view considers time
expenditures in relative terms, as the average time spent to complete a set amount of work, for
example the average time spent to kit a component. This view is maintained by Hanson et al. (2017),
Hanson and Medbo (2019), and Guo et al. (2015), and is used as a basis for comparison of options
regarding man-hour efficiency.
It seems more useful to consider man-hour efficiency as relative to a set amount of work rather than
in absolute terms when dealing with options for kit preparation design. This is because what would
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be of interest when comparing options is the extent to which the man-hour efficiency is affected by
use of the different options, and not the time spent on various activities. Therefore, the perspective
of man-hour efficiency applied in this thesis is to view kit preparation man-hour efficiency in line
with Hanson and Medbo’s (2019) definition, i.e. the average time spent during kit preparation work
cycles per kitted component. This thesis concerns kit preparation design aspects and their associated
options, and this perspective can readily show the effects various options have on man-hour
efficiency, without delving into details about how much time is spent on various activities.
Previous studies that have dealt with man-hour efficiency in kit preparation
In the following, studies that have addressed man-hour efficiency and kit preparation design aspects
are discussed. The term ‘man-hour efficiency’ is used as a general reference to time expenditure in
kit preparation and in place of other terms that may have been used in the publications. However,
significantly different interpretations than the perspective applied in the thesis are explained.
Previous research that has dealt with man-hour efficiency related to kit preparation and order
picking has used a variety of research methods. One group of publications has addressed man-hour
efficiency by means of case research. Brynzér and Johansson (1995) used time studies and grouped
the expenditure during kit preparation into different activities to highlight differences between
alternate designs of kit preparation applications. They highlighted a number of design aspects as
important to this topic, including the design of the kit container, the work organisation, the storage
policy, and the picking information system. Brynzér et al. (1994) developed a method evaluating
man-hour efficiency in order picking systems called ‘zero-based analysis’. The method was applied
by recording the time spent in an industrial application for kit preparation and compared this with
various activities with ideal and waste-free versions of the application, which were theoretically
constructed. Hanson and Medbo (2019) performed comprehensive case research using 15 different
cases of industrial kit preparation to identify what factors in the design and context that most
affected kit preparation man-hour efficiency. Amongst their findings, influential design aspects
were found to be the picking information system, the batch size, and the configuration of the
component racks. Furthermore, they identified several factors in the kit preparation’s context as
important for man-hour efficiency. Amongst the more influential ones were the amount of
components at the kit preparation area, the component size, the picking density, and the number of
components per kit. They concluded that the impact on kit preparation man-hour efficiency from
aspects of kit preparation design and context is decisive and complex. They recommended that time
expended in preparation of kits should be viewed as variable in light of kit preparation design and
context, and that viewing the time as constant, as typical in studies based on mathematical
modelling, should be done cautiously.
Experiments in industrial and laboratory settings is another approach that has been applied to study
man-hour efficiency. Hanson et al. (2015) compared the impact of various batch sizes on man-hour
efficiency of kit preparation. In the study, they video-recorded the kit preparation when various
batch sizes were applied, and then extracted the time it took to complete a fixed amount of work
with the various batch sizes and compared these statistically. Hanson et al. (2017) applied a similar
approach when they compared man-hour efficiency associated with picking information being
conveyed by a paper pick list and a HUD-system, which rendered the picking information as
augmented reality. That study also applied video-recording and post-experiment statistical analysis
to compare the time-efficiency associated with the two applications.
There are some examples in the literature whereby the man-hour efficiency of kit preparation has
been addressed with mathematical modelling. For the most part, the mathematical modelling
approaches have been applied in comparative frameworks to decide between various materials
supply principles on basis of supply cost (see Caputo et al., 2018; Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et
al., 2017b; Caputo et al., 2015; Limère et al., 2015; Limère et al., 2012; Caputo and Pelagagge,
2011; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992). A recent study by Boudella et al. (2018) studied kit preparation
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man-hour efficiency with respect to two work cells, one cell controlled by an operator and the other
controlled by a robot, that worked in series to produce kits for an assembly process. Their model
helped minimise the cycle time by assigning components between the two work cells, and was
compared with a fully manual setup. Their findings showed that proper assignment of components
amongst the work cells could achieve the same cycle time as the manual setup, but with
substantially improved man-hour efficiency owing to the robot cell. However, aside from Boudella
et al. (2018), mathematical modelling has rarely been applied to compare alternative designs of
applications for kit preparation (Kilic and Durmusoglu, 2015).
Previous studies dealing man-hour efficiency in warehouse order picking
In warehouse order picking, there is substantial literature that uses mathematical modelling aimed
at improving man-hour efficiency. Oftentimes in these publications, efficiency is used as an
optimisation objective, and the optimal settings of various aspects in the order picking system are
sought in order to minimise travel time during picking tours (De Koster et al., 2007). As indicated
by Hanson and Medbo (2019), there are some aspects that are important for man-hour efficiency in
warehouse order picking that are of less relevance for kit preparation, and much of the literature
that addresses man-hour efficiency in warehouse order picking is outside the scope of this thesis.
There are, however, some studies that are relevant to this thesis, and these are discussed next.
Some research studies of warehouse order picking have addressed man-hour efficiency of order
picking by means of experiments. Guo et al. (2015) carried out an experiment comparing the manhour efficiency associated with various types of picking information systems when applied in order
picking for distribution. They found that systems by which the picking information is conveyed by
a HUD or a cart-mounted display were statistically more efficient than when information was
conveyed via a pick-by-light system and a paper pick list. De Vries et al. (2016) studied the impact
of pickers’ personality on performance, including productivity, by means of a large-scale
experiment. The experiment involved over a hundred participants and they were able to identify
significant relationships between the picker’s personality, the applied picking information system,
and the order picking productivity.
A study based on mathematical modelling was carried out by Battini et al. (2015). The model which
they developed compared the economic impact of different types of paperless technologies in
warehouse order picking, and detailed operating schemes for the paperless technologies were
developed to model the man-hour consumption. The operating schemes displayed the activities
performed by the picker when using the technologies. The activities included getting information,
searching, picking and confirming. In a numerical application of the model, they showed that pickby-voice systems are economically viable for less frequent picking, while pick-by-light systems
with an RFID-reading glove for carrying out confirmations was more economically beneficial for
higher picking rates.
Summary of the reviewed literature and relevance of Research Question 3
An overview of the reviewed literature is shown in Table 2.6. From the above, it is evident that
man-hour efficiency is central with respect to the design of picking systems. Furthermore, manhour efficiency is typically applied as a criterion by which different approaches, such as materials
supply principles or various batch sizes, are compared and prioritised. It has also been applied for
assessing the potential for new applications to support kit preparation, as in Hanson et al. (2017).
Knowledge about the aspects that govern the man-hour efficiency of kit preparation has been dealt
with to some extent, by Brynzér and Johansson (1995) and by Hanson and Medbo (2019). For the
most part, the factors of greatest importance have been highlighted, but, as pointed out by Hanson
and Medbo (2019), they have rarely been quantified.
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In light of the available research, there is a clear need for precise studies that can estimate the impact
from design aspects of kit preparation regarding man-hour efficiency. This need is accentuated by
the rapid developments in information technology, which, gives rise to new applications for picking
information systems that make use of mixed- and augmented reality, as these developments needs
to be understood in regard to their potential to support kit preparation. The same need can be seen
with robotics, where new lightweight and flexible applications make robot-supported kit
preparation conceivable (Boudella et al., 2018). The man-hour efficiency associated with such
developments will effectively determine the viability of the applications that these developments
enable for use in industrial applications. With the above in mind, Research Question 3 of the thesis
is of outmost relevance at this current time of technological progress.
Table 2.6. Overview of studies that have dealt with man-hour efficiency in kit preparation and
warehouse order picking.
Study

Approach

Man-hour
efficiency perspective

Design aspects

Context

Brynzér and Johansson
(1995)

Case research

Picking accuracy

Storage location
Picking information
Kit container

Commonality of parts
Component characteristics
Production process characteristics
Amount of component numbers for
one object

Hanson and Medbo
(2019)

Case research

Time spent on various kit
preparation activities

Batch size
Kit carrier (various
aspects)
Layout (several
aspects)
Location
Tasks in picking
cycle
Storage racks

Hanson et al. (2011)

Case research

Picking accuracy based on
the number of faulty parts

Location

Amount of component numbers
Component characteristics (several
aspects e.g. size, weight,
commonality)
Demand for component positioning
Operator height
Production volumes
Number of components per kit
Picks per hour
Type of product
Use of lifting aid
Standard or variant kits
Floor space availability within the
plant

Hanson et al. (2015)

Experiments
(industry)

Kits with correct contents

Batching policy

None identified

Hanson et al. (2017)

Experiments
(laboratory)

Time spent per picked and
sorted component

Picking density

Guo et al. (2015)

Experiments
(laboratory)

Means of
information
conveyance;
Batching policy
Picking information
system
Batching policy

De Vries et al. (2016)

Boudella et al. (2018)

Battini et al. (2015)
Brynzér et al. (1994)

Pick errors in form of
substitution errors, missingpart errors, and additionalpart errors
Experiments
Productivity in terms of
Picking information
(laboratory)
completed order per time
system
period
Modelling
Cycle time of kit preparation Automation level
(mathematical)
Batch size
Storage policy

Picking density
Task variety

Modelling
Time spent per completed
Picking information
(mathematical) order line
system
Conceptual
Time expended for
None identified
necessary work and losses in
order picking

Picking density
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None identified

Component characteristics
Production rate

None identified
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3. Research method
This chapter presents the research methods that have been used in this thesis. This thesis is based
on five research papers, which, in turn, are each based on an individual research study. The chapter
is organised into four subchapters.
Subchapter 3.1 presents a description of the research process, describing how the research got
started and how the research behind the five appended papers was formulated and organised.
Subchapter 3.2 describes the research strategy, which has guided the research process throughout
the course of the thesis.
Subchapter 3.3 goes into detail about the research methods that have been used, describing why the
methods were selected to address the research problems, and how the methods were applied.
Subchapter 3.4 presents an assessment with respect to validity and reliability of the applied research
methods.
Since each of the research papers is based on an individual research study, the term ‘paper’ is used
as a reference to both the research paper and the research study conducted in association with each
research paper.

3.1.

Research process

This thesis is the outcome of five years of research. This subchapter presents an overview of the
activities carried out within the research process during these five years. A time line of the research
process is shown in Figure 3.1, showing when the research activities took place.
The research has been carried out in associated with three research projects within the VINNOVA
FFI-programme of sustainable production, all organised as collaborations between academia and
industry. The first project, ‘Design of Materials Preparation Processes’, began in June 2014 and
ended in December 2016. The second project, ‘Emerging Digital Technologies and their
Applicability as Picking as Support in Materials Handling’, began in December 2016 and ended in
December 2017. The third project, ‘Automation of Kitting, Transportation and Assembly’, began
in December 2015 and ended December 2018. The author was not part of the third project from the
start, but joined at the beginning of 2018.
The first research project was a collaboration between Chalmers University of Technology
(Chalmers) as the academic partner, and Volvo Group, Scania, Volvo Car Corporation, and FKG
as the industrial partners. FKG is an association that represents the automotive supplier industry in
Sweden. From FKG, DB Schenker, VBG and Bulten participated. The second research project was
carried out with the same constellation of academic and industrial partners as the first. The third
project was composed of Chalmers as the academic partner and various automotive OEMs,
suppliers to the OEMs, and developers of automation systems as industrial partners.
The three research projects shared a similar focus, i.e. the design of high-performing materials
handling processes in production settings. The design of kit preparation was not the sole objective
of the projects, but has always been within each of the projects’ scope. The research underpinning
Papers I, II and III of this thesis was carried out under the scope of the first research project. The
research underpinning Paper IV was carried out under the scope of the second research project, and
research underpinning Paper V was carried out under the third research project.
The remainder of the subchapter is organised into six sections. Section 3.1.1 presents how the
research presented in the thesis was initiated. Sections 3.1.2 to 3.1.6 provide a presentation of the
research processes of the five appended papers.
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Licentiate thesis2

Paper I

Papers1
Paper II

Projects

Year

Paper III

DMPP3

Prestudy

2014

PhD thesis 2
Paper IV

2015

2016

Paper V

EDTAPS4

AKTA 5

2017

2018

2019

1

The time line represents the time spent on writing the first version of the papers. This includes planning, data collection and writing of
the paper. All papers were rewritten after the first version, but this is not accounted for in the figure.
2

This represents the time spent on writing the cover paper.

3

The abbreviation DMPP stands for: Design of Materials Preparation Processes

4

The abbreviation EDTAPS stands for: Emerging Digital Technologies and their Applicability as Picking Support in materials handling

5

The abbreviation AKTA stands for: Automation of Kitting, Transport and Assembly

Figure 3.1. The time line of the research process

3.1.1. Initiation of the thesis’ research
Leading up to the start of the PhD programme in February 2014, the author took part in creating
the grant application for the first research project that funded the first half of the author’s research
studies (VINNOVA, dnr: 2013-05626), by doing parts of the writing and supporting administrative
tasks.
The first research project had the aim to develop guidelines for design of materials preparation
processes. The term ‘materials preparation’ was introduced by the project as reference to processes
whereby picking operations are carried out in production settings to arrange materials in accordance
with customer requirements, for example requirements of assembly processes. The term ‘materials
preparation’ envelops kit preparation, but also other forms of picking processes such as partsequencing (Sali et al., 2015) and repacking (Hanson, 2012). There was a consensus among the
academic and industrial parties that were part of the research project that while there was some
knowledge available for making decisions among alternatives for materials supply, such as between
kitting and continuous supply (e.g. Hanson, 2012) and how to design interfaces between assembly
and material supply activities (e.g. Finnsgård, 2013), knowledge was scarce about how materials
preparation processes, such as kit preparation, should be designed to achieve desirable performance.
This lack of knowledge was apparent both in-house at the industrial parties of the research project,
as well as in the literature.
During the first two weeks of the PhD studies, the author participated in kit preparation activities
at one of the industrial partner’s production sites. This was a way for the author to experience firsthand how kit preparation was carried out, by walking along with and supporting workers involved
with the activity. This experience allowed for discussions with the workers as well as industrial
engineers who had designed the kit preparation. In retrospect, this experience facilitated the start of
the research process by providing the author with a personal understanding that would have been
impossible to achieve with only theoretical studies.
Leading up to the start of the first research project, and continuing for the first few months, a prestudy was carried out at the project companies’ facilities. This pre-study aimed to establish an
understanding of the current state of the companies’ kit preparation and materials handling
operations, as a means for specifying the focal areas of the research project. The pre-study included
direct and participatory observation of kit preparation at the project companies’ production sites.
Drafts of data collection templates, which were derived from the literature, were used for capturing
data about the processes to use for developing rudimentary process descriptions. These descriptions
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were later used to guide case selection in the case research conducted in Papers I and II. Over the
first six months of the first research project, several workshops were organised together with the
project companies. Here, expectations from all parties involved were matched with the literature,
in order to select viable directions of both industrial and theoretical relevance for the research to be
carried out within the project.
It was discovered at an early stage that knowledge of how to design kit preparation varied
substantially among the different industrial parties. For example, some of the project companies
were working on reducing kit preparation error levels downward from 22 errors per million parts
picked in a highly standardised environment, while others were having trouble in properly
implementing picking information systems other than paper pick lists. There was also a notable
difference between the degree of detail of the guidelines used to design kit preparation at the
companies, ranging from globally standardised and detailed guidelines, to almost ad-hoc solutions
conducted on a case-by-case basis that did not follow any specific guidelines beyond the previous
in-house experiences.
It was clear from the dialogue with the project companies and from the pre-study, that the main
performance areas of concern in kit preparation were flexibility, kit quality, man-hour efficiency,
and ergonomics. The four performance areas of flexibility, quality, man-hour efficiency, and
ergonomics were focused on by the research project as a whole, while the author chose to focus on
flexibility, kit quality and man-hour efficiency as associated with kit preparation in this thesis.

3.1.2. Paper I
A central issue of the project companies was that floor space was limiting the use of kit preparation
and sequencing operations, where current workspace designs took up too much floor space in
relation to the amount of component variants each process managed. In other words, the processes
lacked the necessary flexibility to handle all component variants necessary for materials supply
principles. Hence, the aim expressed by the companies was to understand how their kit preparation
and sequencing processes should be designed to be more flexible with respect to production
volumes and mix, and thereby manage more component variants using the same amount of floor
space. It was also observed during the pre-study that picking information systems at some of the
project companies were not up-to-date with their current bill of materials, leading experienced
picking operators to neglect the instructions provided by the systems and, instead, pick from
experience. Obviously, the risk for errors was high when the order content changed, which was
indicated by the high error levels observed from the available picking error records. It was at this
point proposed that the updating of picking information be avoided due to a lack of flexibility in
the kit preparation. The lack of flexibility showed in terms of it being difficult or time consuming,
to update the systems in accordance with changes in the bill of materials or the assembly process
and keep the picking information up-to-date with the requirements from the production system.
These two starting points—the ability to handle more component variants using the same amount
of floor space and the ability to keep the kit preparation up-to-date with production system
requirements—indicated that a flexibility-focused study could contribute to company practices.
From reviewing literature on flexibility and kit preparation, it was understood that previous research
rarely focused on flexibility for any type of picking operations. This has, for example, been
indicated by Staudt et al. (2015), who only identified three publications dealing with flexibility in
warehouse order picking when they reviewed literature concerned with performance measurements
for order picking systems. With respect to kit preparation design aspects, only a few studies
mentioned these with respect to flexibility (e.g. Hanson and Brolin, 2013), and mostly as part of a
larger reasoning on the effects of kitting-based materials supply (e.g. Limère et al., 2012; Caputo
and Pelagagge, 2011). Overall, the literature was unclear on what flexibility meant for kit
preparation, and more so with regards to how to attain flexibility.
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The intention of Paper I was to derive a framework for how flexibility could be assessed for kit
preparation, and to learn how design aspects influenced this flexibility. Owing to the scarce
literature about kit preparation flexibility, a case research approach was chosen, as this is a method
that is often beneficial when it is desirable to build theory from empirical data (Eisenhardt, 1989).
With this approach, a framework for kit preparation flexibility could be derived from related topics
where more research had been conducted, for example within manufacturing-related literature, and
then applied to cases of kit preparation in industrial settings in order to gather and formalise
knowledge of how kit preparation design aspects related to flexibility.
From studying literature, primarily on manufacturing and materials supply flexibility, a framework
for how to assess flexibility was derived, focusing on cost, time and organisational disruption
associated with changing processes for kit preparation when adapted to new production system
requirements (see Section 2.3.1 for details). This framework had a wider scope than the two original
starting points as the literature review revealed that flexibility is a multi-dimensional construct
(Sethi and Sethi, 1990). The application of the framework to industrial cases was the foundation for
the conference paper presented at the EurOMA conference in June 2015. After receiving positive
and constructive feedback at the conference, and from discussions with the project companies, it
was understood how the framework could be refined, given the data that had been collected, where
particularly the mechanism of flexibility could be explained in greater detail. This was the primary
aim during the revision of Paper I into the version appended in this thesis.

3.1.3. Paper II
It was emphasised in Chapters 1 and 2 that attaining a satisfactory kit quality in kit preparation is
important for kitting to be a viable approach. As highlighted in Chapter 2, previous research on
quality in picking systems is mostly concerned with the cost of kit errors, as accounted for in models
for comparison of line supply principles (see Caputo et al., 2017a and 2017b; Caputo et al., 2015).
However, as discussed by Grosse et al. (2015), the relation between picking errors and the design
of order picking systems is not well understood in literature, apart from some observations, such as
in Brynzér and Johansson (1995) who recognize it as part of a broader scope when dealing with
other performance areas. At the time that Paper II started, there was generally little guidance
available in literature on how to achieve a satisfactory kit quality in kit preparation. Furthermore,
in discussions with the industrial parties associated with the research project, it was understood that
there was a lot of confusion with respect to how the kit preparation design could support kit quality.
From the available literature, it was clear that several aspects of the design were important for kit
quality. Therefore, the focus of Paper II was to identify approaches related to the kit preparation
design that supports kit quality.
Already in the planning stage of Paper II, kit quality associated with kit preparation was understood
as a challenge to study empirically from a research standpoint due to the nature of kit errors. In
industrial applications, kit errors typically occur infrequently, why observing kit errors in real time
and then finding ways of preventing them, would be a difficult and inefficient research approach.
However, most industrial parties lacked knowledge of how to support quality in their processes for
kit preparation due to the very same reason, i.e. kit errors are rare. The approach used had been to
devise, more or less, ad-hoc solutions to reoccurring kit errors. At this point, it was understood that
an important contribution could be made if a viable strategy could be imagined.
First, a pre-study was conducted that considered how kit preparation was carried out at the
production sites to gain a better understanding of how quality was currently dealt with. The prestudy included between 15 and 20 processes for kit preparation, and for each process, discussions
about kit quality associated with the case process were held with the managers and pickers.
Secondary data, in the form of records of kit errors, was collected and analysed when available. For
most of the processes that maintained records, the procedures for record keeping were often unclear,
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which made the reliability of the records questionable. Therefore, at this stage of the study,
strategies relying on statistics, such as experiments or modelling-based approaches, were ruled out.
A noteworthy point from the pre-study involved how much the knowledge of kit quality varied, not
only among companies, but also among departments and individual processes within the same
company. Overall, there was considerable confusion regarding how to attain satisfactory kit quality,
but due to some of the processes uncovered during the pre-study, this issue was dealt with in greater
depth and some in-house guidelines became available.
For a few of the processes for kit preparation covered during the pre-study, the managers explained
how they had altered their processes for kit preparation to remove reoccurring kit errors. They
claimed that these worked, for the most part, or were adjusted until they worked. The managers
explained that it was typically necessary to find a solution that prevented errors from reoccurring,
as these caused irritation among the assemblers and the pickers when replacement components had
to be supplied and that there was risk of making errors during the assembly process or stopping the
process entirely. From a researcher’s standpoint, these design alterations which had successfully
removed reoccurring kit errors, can be viewed as the outcomes of many tests and adjustments.
Instead of relying on a statistical approach, which required records with statistical data of kit errors,
the strategy was to gather the knowledge and experience of the people responsible for the design of
kit preparation on how kit errors could best be prevented. A multiple case study method was applied
to this end, which will be explained in detail in Section 3.3.1.
As a first step, detailed descriptions of how various settings and situations in kit preparation led to
kit errors were developed based on the case data. These were the basis for the conference paper
presented at the Swedish Production Symposium in August 2014. As a second step, the mapped
relationships between kit preparation design aspects and kit errors from the conference paper were
discussed with experts from the industrial parties associated with the research project, and studied
further for three of the cases at which kit quality had been thoroughly addressed. This second stage
analysis led to a set of approaches for how to support kit quality, which is presented in Paper II as
appended in the thesis.

3.1.4. Paper III
The third focus in the research was directed towards man-hour efficiency as associated with various
types of picking information systems when used to support kit preparation activities. The focus was
established from the pre-study and workshops during the early stages of the research project, when
there was confusion among the companies regarding the picking information to use. The confusion
revolved around the type of picking information system to use with respect to varying
characteristics of components, plant layouts, and materials supply structures. Furthermore, at the
time, new technology was emerging, such as head-up displays (e.g. Guo et al., 2014; Schwerdtfeger
et al., 2011) and RFID scanning devices (Battini et al. 2015). Knowledge was scarce in the literature
with respect to using this technology in kit preparation. Furthermore, requests for comparisons
between alternative picking system designs were also apparent in the literature, for example, Hua
and Johnson (2010) and Grosse et al. (2015).
Available comparisons in the literature (e.g. Guo et al., 2014; Battini et al., 2015; Hanson et al.,
2015) acknowledged the need for performing confirmations when components were picked and
sorted to support quality, but these had not considered the impact of performing confirmations on
man-hour efficiency. Hence, there was the potential for both a practical and a theoretical
contribution from comparing different picking information systems with respect to their impact on
man-hour efficiency. The project companies, for the most part, used confirmations to ensure quality
in their kit preparation, and it was, therefore, natural to account for these when the study was
designed.
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In discussions with the project companies, the impact of order batching on man-hour efficiency in
kit preparation was often the focus. However, there was no literature available to explain how
performing confirmations actually impacted man-hour efficiency. Therefore, it was natural to
consider the relationships between various types of picking information systems and man-hour
efficiency when confirmations were required. In addition, the two approaches of single-kit and
batch preparation with respect to batching policy were also considered.
Comparisons of picking information systems by Battini et al. (2015) showed that the distance
travelled in picking activities can affect the man-hour efficiency, as some activities can be
performed while travelling. Therefore, the study was designed to also account for the impact of
varying picking density, which was operationalised as differently sized packaging and varying
numbers of shelf levels in different sections of a picking tour.
It was realised during the planning of Paper III that a different approach than for Paper I and Paper
II, focusing on quality and flexibility respectively, was required to accurately understand how
picking information systems relate to man-hour efficiency. Particularly, a controlled environment
was deemed necessary to accurately compare alternate designs. Therefore, an experimental study
design was chosen.
The planning of the study lasted for approximately three months, which in addition to specifying
the study purpose and formulating the hypotheses also included making arrangements with
participants involved in the research project. Preparations were also made with external parties, that
is those who developed the picking information systems. The planning also involved construction
of the laboratory kit preparation workspace, including installation and adjustment of the equipment.
Once everything was in place, the actual data collection was completed during three full days of
trials.

3.1.5. Paper IV
Paper III made it clear that the type of picking information system that is applied in kit preparation
plays an important role in man-hour efficiency. However, when analysing the results, it was also
clear that each type of picking information system consisted of two distinct parts. One part was the
means of information conveyance, which provided the picker with information about which
components to pick from the shelves and in which kits to place components. The other part was the
confirmation method, by which the picker could report the location from which a component had
been picked and in which kit it had been placed, and then get feedback on whether the activity had
been performed correctly.
Moreover, it was noticed how the different types of picking information systems benefitted
markedly different from being applied with batch preparation. Particularly, the pick-by-list system
showed a remarkable improvement in man-hour efficiency when applied with batch preparation,
while the other system types improved less, in terms of pick-by-voice, or even got less efficient, as
in the case of pick-by-light and pick-by-HUD. A prominent difference between the pick-by-list
system type and the other three system types was how the confirmation method worked, in the sense
that with pick-by-list a confirmation was performed for the whole order line at once, while with the
other systems the a confirmation was performed for each storage location and each kit container.
However, as it was outside the scope of Paper III to determine whether the confirmation method
had an impact on its own, as only typical system types in industrial applications were compared,
the core idea behind Paper IV was conceived.
Upon reviewing the literature, there was little guidance available about how various confirmation
methods affected the man-hour efficiency of kit preparation. Actually, for the most part
confirmation methods were not even considered in studies dealing with picking information
systems, but rather the focus was on the means of information conveyance. Some studies on
warehouse order picking considered confirmations when components were picked from the shelf,
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but no studies considered confirmations when components were put into kits. This was remarkable,
since most of the industrial applications of kit preparation at the project companies applied
confirmations when components were placed in kits with batch preparation to ensure that
components were sorted correctly. The gap for Paper IV was clear, and another experiment was
deemed appropriate for identifying the impact that the type of confirmation method had on the manhour efficiency of kit preparation.
The planning of the experiment lasted for approximately six months. In addition to specifying the
research purpose and formulating hypotheses, the planning also included arrangements with parties
external to the project who developed and installed the selected picking information systems and
confirmation methods in the laboratory setup. The planning also involved modifying the laboratory
setup used in the experiment associated with Paper III to fit the purpose of Paper IV, which included
adjustment and testing of the equipment. Once everything was in place, the data collection was
completed over ten full days of trials.

3.1.6. Paper V
The first two research projects focused on manual applications for kit preparation. However,
throughout the dissemination of results, questions about automation of kit preparation continually
arose. In the literature concerned with materials handling, robotics has been part of the discourse
for decades. However, with the recent emergence of more lightweight and flexible robotic
applications, questions related to automated kit preparation have increased. At the conclusion of
Papers III and IV, which focused on technological support in picking information systems and
confirmation methods, the idea of studying robotics in kit preparation emerged.
Upon reviewing the literature, many publications dealing with robotic automation were identified.
However, for the most part, the available literature dealt with situations where most of the materials
supply and the assembly activities were also automated, typically in the electronics industry.
Generally, the components had fixed and predictable orientations and positions, which is rare in
most industrial applications of kit preparation, for example, in the automotive industry. As is often
pointed out with respect to robotic picking, unpredictable shapes, positions and orientation of
components are problematic from an automation standpoint. However, there is a fast-growing body
of literature that presents solutions of vision-based technology and end effectors that can deal with
such unpredictable component characteristics (see e.g. Kootbally et al., 2018; Pérez et al., 2016;
Martinez et al., 2015).
A study by Boudella et al. (2018) showed the use of robotics in picking components. However, the
solution required a sophisticated sorting system for its operation, and the operator and the robot
completed kits in series using separate work cells. However, with improved safety regulations and
sensors on robots, collaborative applications between the operator and a robot were conceivable.
At this time, the setup for carrying out the experiments in Papers III and IV was relocated to a
production laboratory, and plans were made to introduce a robotic arm to conduct kit preparation.
However, apart from Boudella et al. (2018), the literature was scarce with models that explained
the potential ways of applying the robot. Hence, a mathematical modelling design for Paper V was
conceived, which used the previously generated experiment data, together with the installation of
the robotic arm in the laboratory setup. The idea was to consider how a robot could support an
operator in kit preparation by performing some of the activities, thereby promoting man-hour
efficiency.

3.1.7. The author’s responsibilities with respect to the appended papers
To conclude this subchapter about the research process that has underpinned this research, the five
appended papers are summarised in Table 3.1 in terms of the author’s responsibilities.
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Table 3.1. The author’s responsibilities with respect to the five appended papers.
Paper First author
I
Fager, P.

Co-author 1
Hanson, R.

Co-author 2
Medbo, L.

Co-author 3
Responsibility of the first author
Johansson, M. I. The first author had principal responsibility for planning the
study, collecting and analysing data and writing the paper.

II

Fager, P.

Hanson, R.

Medbo, L.

Johansson, M. I. The first author had principal responsibility for planning the
study, collecting and analysing data and writing the paper.

III

Fager, P.

Hanson, R.

Medbo, L.

IV

Fager, P.

Johansson, M. I. The authors jointly planned the study. The first author and Coauthor 1 jointly carried out the data collection. The first author
had principal responsibility for analysing data and writing the
paper.
The first (and sole) author was responsible for all tasks involved
with planning the study, collecting and analysing data and
writing the paper.

V

Fager, P.

3.2.

-

-

Calzavara, M. Sgarbossa, F.

-

The first author had principal responsibility for planning the
study, modelling and analysis and writing the paper.

Research strategy

A structured approach has been applied throughout this research. This subchapter describes the
structured approach that has been applied in the thesis, and explains in which ways the approach
has been particularly useful.
The thesis’ research questions, as well as each paper’s scope and aim, were derived from a
combined assessment of practice and the literature. The state of practice has been assessed via
research projects, wherein several industrial parties have been involved. The needs of the industrial
parties have been continually assessed throughout the research projects, and issues raised by the
industrial parties have been matched with the available literature to determine the need for
additional research. New trends in the literature regarding RFID-reading wristbands included in the
experiments in Papers III and IV and with respect to collaborative robots in Paper V, were also
discussed with the industrial parties, and when it became clear that there was practical relevance to
studying how these technologies could support kit preparation, it led the research to focus on such
new design options. The research projects enabled study visits to organisations external to the
project, where relevant applications to the research projects’ scope were seen.
Both theory and practice played a role for developing the theoretical framework presented in
Chapter 2 of the cover paper. This is most evident in the categorisations of design aspects into
design areas in Subchapter 2.2, and context aspects into context areas in Subchapter 2.3. With the
design areas, the starting point was the categorisations presented in the literature, which formed the
basis for categorising the available literature early on, and the categorisation evolved alongside the
research projects and papers associated with this thesis. Theory and practice played a similar role
also with respect the theoretical framework of kit preparation context. As shown in Chapter 2,
various factors in production systems and supply chains can affect performance associated with
picking systems. While the focus of this thesis is on relationships between design aspects and
performance of kit preparation, the literature clearly shows that such relationships cannot be
accurately understood without considering the context. Therefore, from the outset of the research
process, context has been accounted for wherever relationships between kit preparation design
aspects and performance cannot otherwise be properly understood. In this way, the research projects
associated with this thesis, together with literature, have influenced the thesis’ account of kit
preparation context.
A variety of methods has been applied in the research, including case research, laboratory
experiments and mathematical modelling. The applicable methods were selected based on the
research problems. Papers I and II both applied multiple case study methods. This was because
knowledge concerning the areas of flexibility and kit quality was scarce at the time, and case
research is recognised for being particularly useful when the phenomenon is poorly understood
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(Voss et al., 2002). Papers III and IV were based on experimental studies performed in laboratory
settings and addressed more narrow questions than Papers I and II. From studying the literature, it
was realised with respect to Papers III and IV that while there was some knowledge available that
explained how picking information systems support kit preparation, the available knowledge did
not quantify any of the relationships. To conduct experimental studies enabled a control of the
settings, and this was considered an appropriate choice of methods. With Paper V, which uses a
mathematical modelling approach, there was no previous research available that could explain how
collaborative robots can be applied to kit preparation. The mathematical modelling approach
allowed the phenomenon to be studied before any installations had been made.
Figure 3.2 shows how the thesis’ purpose fits together with the research questions, the cover paper,
and the research papers, highlighting the methods used.
Thesis Purpose
To contribute to the knowledge of how kit preparation design
aspects govern kit preparation performance.

Research Question 1

Research Question 2

Research Question 3

How is kit preparation flexibilty governed
by kit preparation design aspects?

How is kit quality governed by kit
preparation design aspects?

How is kit preparation man-hour efficiency
governed by kit preparation design aspects?

Cover paper

Paper I

Paper II

Paper III

Paper IV

Paper V

(Case research)

(Case research)

(Experiment)

(Experiment)

(Modelling)

Figure 3.2. Overview of the thesis structure, showing how the thesis’ purpose, research questions,
and research papers fit together.
Literature has been used continually throughout the research as a means of creating a theoretical
starting point for the papers. However, as shown in Chapter 2, the available literature around the
topics of the research questions was scarce when the research began. The approach taken has,
therefore, been to consult the literature in related research areas, such as warehouse order picking
and assembly operations, in order to complement the scarce literature that deals with kit preparation.
This complementary knowledge that has been borrowed from related fields has been used as
propositions, which have been studied in the context of kit preparation in association with the
research papers.

3.3.

Methods applied in the five research papers

The research presented in the thesis involves three different methods: Papers I and II were based on
case research, Papers III and IV were based on experiments, and Paper V was based on
mathematical modelling. All three of these methods are common within research of supply and
operations management, but make up three different approaches of research. This subchapter details
how the methods were applied in each of the papers. In the next subchapter (Subchapter 3.4) the
validity and reliability of the research associated with the papers is discussed. In Table 3.2, an
overview of the methods and data types that each of the papers involve is provided.
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Table 3.2. The research methods and data types in the five appended papers.
Paper

Method

Data

I

Multiple case study

Interviews, direct observations, secondary documentation

II

Multiple case study

Interviews, direct observations, secondary documentation

III

Experiments

Time study, records of kit errors

IV

Experiments

V

Mathematical modelling

Time study, records of kit errors
Secondary data from experiments, testing in laboratory
environment

3.3.1. Methods applied in Paper I
Paper I has the purpose to support the design of flexible processes for kit preparation. Thereby, it
contributes to answering Research Question 1.
In the paper, a theoretical framework consisting of design aspects identified as central to kit
preparation flexibility was derived from a literature study on kitting, order picking and
manufacturing, and then applied in a multiple case study (for details, see appended Paper I).
Case selection
Five cases were chosen on the basis of the theoretical framework using theoretical replication logic
(e.g. Voss et al., 2002), and each case exhibited a unique characteristic among those selected. For
example, one case had a stationary rack design with few components per kit and a high number of
kits per kit carrier. In addition, it had a high number of product variants in the kit preparation
workspace and used a pick-by-voice system with finger scanning. Another case had a fewer number
of kits per kit carrier, although it still had many in comparison to the other cases. It also had a higher
number of components per kit, and used a pick-by-light and place-by-light system for picking
information. Both cases had roughly the same number of component variants in their kit preparation
workspaces. A third case, in contrast to the two previously described, had relatively few parts per
kit and kits per picking package, but used a pick-by-light system for picking information. The reader
is referred to the appended Paper I for more details concerning case selection.
Data collection
The data collected from the cases in Paper I includes interviews with managers, team leaders and
pickers associated with the five case processes, secondary documentation in the form of layout
drawings, component lists, and kit orders, as well as notes, photos and video recordings collected
in association with direct observation. A summary of the data collected for Paper I is provided in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Summary of the data collected for Paper I.
Source
Interviews

Data
Audio recordings, transcripts

Description
- One to two-hour semi-structured with kit preparation managers (one to three
managers for each case). All interviews were performed on site.
- Informal interviews with pickers, logistics team leaders and technicians
(performed during guided tours).

Secondary
documentation

Layout drawings, component
lists, kit orders

- Retrieved via computer transfer on site or received afterwards via e-mail.

Direct
observation

Notes, photos, video
recordings

- Performed during guided tours of the cases (at least one manager was tour
guide).
- Notes via templates derived from the theoretical framework.
- Video recordings of cases during operation.

An extensive literature review was conducted at the outset of Paper I. This led to a theoretical
framework from which a research protocol and data collection templates for direct observation and
interviews were derived. The focus when developing the data collection templates was to account
for hard aspects, in terms of sizes and count, as well as soft aspects, in terms of how the work was
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conducted and perceived. In a way, the data collection templates can be said to have included both
exploratory and confirmatory parts, which yielded rich and precise data.
The sites associated with the cases were visited at the outset of each case study. Direct observation
was performed in association with the visits for all cases. Interviews were performed with site visits
for two of the cases, while the interviews in the three other cases were performed during a second
visit. Data in the form of archival records was collected either in association with the site visits or
received afterwards via e-mail.
An observation template was used to ensure that the descriptive data concerning the design aspects
was captured. As emphasised by Yin (2009), direct observation of the phenomenon or aspects
related to the phenomenon can prove invaluable during the later stages of study, which, indeed, was
the case here. Notes were taken and questions about the operation of the cases were answered by
managers and team leaders who guided the visits. When permission was obtained, the cases were
video recorded. Additionally, many photographs were taken during the visits for future reference
regarding the layout and specific settings of the design aspects.
Since a multitude of changes associated with kit preparation flexibility were considered in the study,
it was impossible to observe them all. Hence, the information gathered from direct observation
concerned the operation of the cases, and not the changes themselves, while the changes were
discussed in detail during the interviews. It should also be noted that at this stage of the study, the
specific cases to be included in the paper had not yet been selected, but the same types of
information were gathered for all observed case candidates.
The interviewees were identified with support from the key informants. Each interview was
preceded by a visit to the site, and most of the descriptive aspects of the protocol could be completed
at these initial visits. Any unresolved aspects of the description were resolved during the interviews.
During the interviews, the author and at least one other researcher were present. For all interviews,
the author led the interview and the other researchers kept track of the conversation and emphasised
key points to be developed further.
The interviews were conducted in sessions ranging between one and two hours and followed an
interview template derived from the conceptual framework. All interviews were arranged after the
initial site visit and after the cases had been selected. As pointed out by Yin (2009), interviews
should be conducted with the purpose of the inquiry in mind. During the initial visits and
discussions with the process managers and team leaders, an idea of how the framework applied to
the cases emerged. Therefore, an approach that focused more on the parts of the framework that
were less certain, rather than the understanding attained during the initial visits, was employed for
the interviews.
An interview template was sent to all interviewees beforehand with a request to review the questions
before the interview. This enabled a focused approach during the interviews, ensuring that the
questions on the template would be discussed. The template was organised with open questions
leading to more specific questions. The questions were formulated on a ‘how’ basis, which enabled
the interviewees to explain without being led towards a certain answer, thus strengthening the
internal validity (Yin, 2009).
Secondary documentation in the form of layout drawings, component lists and kit orders were
collected either in association with the site visits, or afterwards via e-mail. The archival records
played a supplementary role with respect to interviews and direction observation. The layout
drawings helped understand the extent to which the case process had to change with respect to
flexibility. The component lists and kit orders helped to understand which component numbers were
most affected by changes in the production system, such as changes in mix or volume.
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After each visit and interview, the collected data was compiled to determine if the theoretical
framework was covered. Any missing parts were supplemented on short notice by telephone or email.
Analysis
The analysis for Paper I was conducted in three stages. The first stage began after the data had been
collected from the five cases. First, the collected data was matched with the theoretical framework
to see if the data addressed all parts. The missing parts, mostly concerning details regarding the
cases, were supplemented via e-mail or telephone conversations with the interviewees.
The second stage involved a more detailed analysis of how the data matched with the theoretical
framework, and consisted of two parts. The first part involved a within case analysis, whereby each
case was analysed individually in terms of the five flexibility types. This showed how the cases
were affected by kit preparation design, in accordance with the theoretical framework (see Paper I
for details). In the second part, the findings were compared across the five cases, allowing
differences with respect to how different settings of design aspects impacted flexibility.
In the third stage, the findings were discussed with the project companies, including those where
the case studies were conducted. This yielded refinement of the results, both empirically with regard
to details of the individual cases, and theoretically, with respect to kit preparation flexibility. The
findings were also presented at the scientific conference EurOMA 2015, and additional viewpoints,
mostly theoretical, were received there. The paper was revised based on the feedback from industry
and academia described above, yielding the version of Paper I appended in this thesis.

3.3.2. Methods applied in Paper II
Paper II has the purpose to create an understanding of the links between kit preparation design
aspects and kit preparation error types, that can be useful to support kit quality. The paper
contributes to answering Research Question 2.
In Paper II, a theoretical framework consisting of kit preparation design aspects is derived from the
literature and applied in a multiple case study. The case research comprises three cases of kit
preparation in automotive materials supply.
Case selection
Case selection was carried out in two stages. The first stage involved studying case candidates at
the production sites of the industrial parties associated with the research project. This involved
mapping of typical design settings and developing basic descriptions of how kit preparation was
conducted and how kit quality was viewed.
From the case candidates identified in the first stage, three cases were selected based on theoretical
replication logic among design aspects identified from the literature. The cases were selected so
that they differed in their design in accordance with the theoretical framework. Therefore, different
experiences with respect to kit quality could be expected, i.e. a theoretical replication (Yin, 2009).
To exemplify the applied logic for case selection, the logic is described below as it was applied in
Paper II with respect to the design aspects picking information and location.
The first case applied a pick-by-voice system together with barcode-scanning confirmations; the
second case applied pick-and-place-by-light, and the third case applied a pick-by-light system.
Furthermore, all three cases had previously used pick-by-paper before switching to these systems.
The differences in picking information allowed for comparing the effects on kit error prevention
from principally different system types (pick-by-voice in one case and pick-by-light in the other
two cases), as well as showing how these system types compared with pick-by-paper. Furthermore,
the use of pick-by-light and order batching in one case, and pick-by-light and single-kit preparation
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in in another case, allowed for studying interplays between picking information and batching policy
in kit error prevention.
The kit preparation workspace in the first case was located in a warehouse, while the kit preparation
workspaces associated with the other two cases were located in association with assembly. Here,
based on previous research by Hanson et al. (2011), differences in kit error correction were
expected.
Data collection
Data collected from the cases involved in Paper II included interviews with kit preparation
managers, logistics team leaders and pickers; direct observation that resulted in notes, photos and
video recordings; and secondary documentation in the form of layout drawings, component lists,
kit orders and kit error records. An overview of the data collected in association with Paper II is
provided in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4. Summary of the data collected for Paper II.
Source
Interviews

Data
Audio recordings, transcripts

Description
- One to two-hour semi-structured with kit preparation managers (one to three
managers for each case). All interviews were performed on site.
- Informal interviews with pickers, logistics team leaders, and technicians
(performed during guided tours).

Secondary
documentation

Layout drawings,
component lists, kit orders,
kit error records

- Retrieved via computer transfer on site or received afterwards via e-mail.

Direct
observation

Notes, photos, video
recordings

- Performed during guided tours of the cases (at least one manager was tour
guide).
- Notes by help of templates derived from the theoretical framework.
- Photos and video recordings of cases during operation.

A theoretical framework was derived from a literature review at the outset of the research associated
with Paper II. This framework was applied as a research protocol, and allowed for data collection
templates for direct observation and interviews to be developed. The focus when developing the
data collection templates was to include aspects that had been pointed out in literature as important
for kit quality, for example aspects related to component characteristics, picking information
systems, and the design of kit carriers and containers.
The sites associated with the cases were visited for direct observation at the outset of each case
study. The observations, organised as guided tours led by the managers and team leaders associated
with the cases, were aided by an observation template that guided descriptive data concerning the
design aspects to identify.
Notes were taken in association with direct observation, and any questions about the cases were
answered by the managers and team leaders. When permission was obtained, kit preparation was
video recorded. Additionally, many photographs were taken during the visit for future reference,
showing details with respect to layout and distances.
As kit errors are rare and occur infrequently, it is impossible to plan observations. Hence, the direct
observation focused on how kit preparation was normally conducted, rather than observing kit
errors specifically. It should also be noted that at the time direct observation was carried out, the
specific cases to be included in the paper had not yet been selected, but the same types of
information were gathered for all processes observed.
Interviewees were identified with support from key informants connected to the research project.
Each interview was preceded by a visit to the facility where the processes were observed and most
of the descriptive aspects of the protocol could be completed. Any unresolved points with respects
to the descriptions were resolved during the interviews.
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At each interview the author and at least one other researcher were present. For all interviews, the
author led the interview and the other researchers kept track of the conversation and emphasised
key points to be developed further. After each visit and interview, the collected data was roughly
compiled to see if the framework was covered. Any detected missing parts were supplemented on
short notice via telephone.
The interviews were conducted in sessions ranging between one and two hours and followed an
interview template derived from the theoretical framework. All interviews were arranged after the
initial site visit after the cases had been selected. As pointed out by Yin (2009), interviews should
be conducted with the purpose of the inquiry in mind. Here, an idea had formed during the initial
site visits of how to apply the theoretical framework to the cases. Therefore, the approach used for
the interviews in each of the cases was to focus on vague parts of the theoretical framework, rather
than complementing the understanding attained during the initial visits.
An interview template derived from the theoretical framework was used as a guide during the
interviews. The interview template was sent to all interviewees beforehand with a request to review
the questions before the interview. This enabled a focused approach during the interviews, ensuring
that the questions on the template would be discussed. The template was organised using open
questions that led to more specific questions. The questions were formulated on a ‘how’ basis,
which enabled the interviewees to explain without being led towards a certain answer, thus
strengthening the internal validity (Yin, 2009).
Analysis
The analysis for Paper II was conducted in three stages. The first stage began after the data had
been collected from the three cases. First, the collected data was matched with the theoretical
framework to see if the data addressed all parts. The missing parts, mostly concerning details
regarding the cases, were supplemented via e-mail or telephone conversations with the
interviewees.
The second stage involved a more detailed analysis of how the data matched with the framework,
and consisted of two parts. The first part involved within case analysis, where each case was
analysed individually in terms of links between design aspects, kit error prevention, and kit error
correction, in accordance with the theoretical framework (see Paper II for details). In the second
part, the findings were compared across the three cases, allowing differences with respect to kit
error prevention and correction between the cases to be identified.
In the third stage of the analysis, the findings were discussed with the project companies, including
the companies where the case studies were conducted. This yielded refinement of the results, both
empirically with respect to details of the individual cases, and theoretically with respect to kit
quality. The findings were also presented at the scientific conference, the Swedish Production
Symposium 2014, where additional viewpoints, mostly theoretical, were received. The paper was
revised based on the feedback from industry and academia described above, yielding the version of
Paper II appended in this thesis.

3.3.3. Methods applied in Paper III
Paper III has the purpose to establish the extent to which the type of picking information system
impacts the time-efficiency of kit preparation when confirmations are required. It considers the two
cases of single-kit and batch preparation as well as the density of the picking area. The paper
contributes to answering Research Question 3.
Paper III is based on a laboratory experiment, where a workspace for kit preparation was built in a
laboratory setting to compare man-hour efficiency of kit preparation as associated with different
types of picking information systems regarding different batching policies and picking densities.
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Experimental design
When setting up the experiment, the procedure proposed by Coleman and Montgomery (1993) for
planning and design of experiments was followed. The experiment was designed with the strategy
of arranging the set-up as close as possible to real life industrial and high-performing kit
preparation, such as identified in the pre-study described in Section 3.1.1. In addition to the
literature, a parallel study that was ongoing at the time and presented in Hanson and Medbo (2019),
provided guidance on which aspects of kit preparation design and context to account for in the
experiment. In that study, research of 15 cases was used to determine the influence of kit preparation
design aspects on man-hour efficiency. Furthermore, the experience from previous studies within
the research group, for example, Hanson et al. (2015), was another input. The resulting experimental
design was cross-referenced with literature and discussed on multiple occasions with the company
representatives in terms of its representativeness for industrial kit preparation.
Data collection
The data collection for Paper III was conducted in a laboratory environment. Given the topic of
Research Question 3, the focused measurement was the time required to complete one picking tour,
which was converted during the analysis to the average time to pick a component. All experiment
runs were video recorded from two angles. Video analysis software was used to extract the times
from the experiment runs. Video recording and subsequent analysis have shown several advantages
over stopwatches in previous research (Engström and Medbo, 1997), for example by enabling close
examination of outliers. The video recordings also enabled the number of kit errors to be evaluated.
The reader is referred to the appended Paper III for more details about the data collection.
Analysis
The data analysis for Paper III was straightforward, owing to the quantitative data in the form of
time measurements of the experiment runs. The time measurements were organised per picking
information system type and batching policy, resulting in sets of data with 50 time measurements
for each picking information system and batching policy. The data sets were then analysed and
compared using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc tests, with the software
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

3.3.4. Methods applied in Paper IV
Paper IV has the purpose to determine the extent to which the type of confirmation method relates
to time-efficient kit preparation when order batching is applied. Hence, the paper contributes to
answering Research Question 3. Furthermore, the importance of confirmation methods for kit
quality, and the fact that the paper recorded and discussed kit errors in the experiment, contributes
to answering Research Question 2.
Paper IV is based on a laboratory experiment. A workspace for kit preparation was built in a
laboratory setting in order to compare man-hour efficiency of kit preparation as associated with
different types of confirmation methods when used as pick-from and place-to confirmation with
batch preparation of kits.
Experimental design
The strategy when planning the experiment was similar to that in Paper III, and the setup aimed to
replicate real life industrial kit preparation at high performance. The experiment planning was made
in accordance with the procedure outlined by Coleman and Montgomery (1993). The resulting
design was cross-referenced with literature and discussed on multiple occasions with the project
company representatives in terms of its representativeness for industrial kit preparation.
Three factors were identified as central with respect to the paper’s purpose from a literature review.
One factor was order batching policy, as place-to confirmations are only applicable when there is
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more than one kit prepared for each work cycle. Thereby, batch preparation was chosen as a fixed
setting for the experiment. Another factor was picking density, which in Paper III was shown to be
important for how different types of picking information systems perform in kit preparation. The
picking density was set to be fixed at a high setting, as travelling times were of little interest with
respect to the purpose. This allowed for the differences between various types of confirmation
methods to be more distinct.
Data collection
The data collection for Paper IV was conducted in a laboratory environment. Given the topic of
Research Question 3, the focused measure was the average time per kitted component, which was
estimated as the time it took to complete one picking tour. To extract the time from the trials, the
confirmations performed in the setup were logged in a server computer, which generated time logs
of the experimental runs. The experiment was also video recorded from two angles to complement
the time logs by enabling close examination of outliers. To evaluate kit quality, all kits were
weighed on an industrial scale after each picking tour. Knowing the different weights of the
components, the kit quality could be controlled afterwards by checking if the weight of the
components that should be included in the kits showed up on the scale. The reader is referred to the
appended Paper IV for more details on data collection.
Analysis
The data analysis for Paper IV was straightforward after extracting the times for each individual
picking tour and organising it per operator and system. Data sets with 28 times were compiled for
each of the 16 confirmation method combinations. These data sets were then analysed and
compared using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc tests from the software
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

3.3.5. Methods applied in Paper V
Paper V has the purpose to identify the potential of a cobot to support time-efficient batch
preparation of kits. The paper considers how kit preparation cycle time and time allocation among
activities of an operator change when a robot is used for sorting components into a batch of kits.
Hence, the paper contributes to answering Research Question 3.
Paper V is based on a mathematical modelling approach, with which a model is developed for
comparing the cycle times between manual kit preparation and collaborative robot supported kit
preparation.
Model development
The model involves two different processes, one which is fully manual and another where an
operator collaborates with a robot.
For the manual process, the operator activities were modelled based on a literature study.
Additionally, operating schemes developed for various types of picking information systems in
Paper III and Paper IV were used to define the tasks of the operator.
With the robot-supported process, the model of the operator’s activities was used for the pick and
travelling tasks. However, the sort task, which consists of placing components in the collaborative
zone, was estimated based on a combination of literature study and small-scale tests and
measurements in a laboratory. Here, previous studies by Boudella et al. (2018) played an important
role for modelling the robot’s activities, as did video recordings retrieved from the web, discussions
with a collaborative robot developer and user manuals for relevant models of collaborative robotarms.
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Model validation
The model of the manual process and the operator’s activities in the robot supported process, were
checked against the experimental data collected for experiments in Papers III and IV. With face
validity, which is important when building mathematical models of real life processes (Banks,
1998), the output generated by the model matched well with the experiment data. The model of the
collaborative robot supported process was checked against other studies that had considered robotsupported picking activities, e.g. Boudella et al. (2018) and Coelho et al. (2018), and the model
output seemed plausible in this light. The case example reported in Paper V was created based on
data from the experiments in Papers III and IV, along with example values from the above
mentioned publications from the literature.

3.4.

Validity and reliability

To assess the validity and reliability of the research presented in the thesis, the framework from Yin
(2009) is used. Yin’s framework (ibid.) consists of four criteria: construct validity, internal validity,
external validity, and reliability. Accordingly, this subchapter is structured into four sections, each
dealing with one of the four criteria. In each section, the criteria’s meaning is first explained,
whereafter the criteria is discussed with respect to Papers I through V.

3.4.1. Construct validity
Construct validity as applied in this thesis can be expressed as the extent to which correct
operational measures are established for the concepts being studied (Voss et al., 2002, p. 211). This
has different implications for the different research methods applied in the papers.
Construct validity is strengthened by use of multiple sources of evidence, so that the evidence can
converge on the line of inquiry (Yin, 2009). This convergence maintains a ‘chain of evidence’,
meaning that the data is traceable over time, and the sequence in which the data is collected must
be recorded, to ensure that no evidence is lost or neglected (ibid.). Construct validity is also
supported by having key informants review drafts of case study reports (ibid.) and by making
observations that can help confirm predictions of relationships among variables (Voss et al., 2002).
In the following, construct validity is discussed with respect to the research methods applied in the
five appended papers of the thesis.
In Papers I through V, a literature study was carried out at the outset of the research, from which
theoretical frameworks were developed. These frameworks acted as a guide during the research,
providing predictions for relationships between variables of interest, and thereby supporting
construct validity.
In Papers I and II, which are both based on case research, the same procedure was applied for
establishing a chain of evidence. Here, case descriptions were developed based on direct
observation, notes, photos and video recordings collected during the site visits. All interviews were
voice-recorded and transcribed within a week after each interview. Secondary documentation from
the company was sent by e-mail or received in conjunction with the site visits, and was archived
together with the other case data in a database for each case study. Key informants were asked to
review drafts of the case study reports that were sent to them via e-mail, and comments were
received via e-mail or telephone and used to refine the findings. Moreover, on several occasions
before Papers I and II were finalised, the conclusions from both papers were discussed with
representatives from industrial parties associated with the research project, including the companies
at which the case studies were performed and the key informants for each case.
Papers III and IV used experiments in laboratory settings. Three approaches were used to ensure
that the laboratory settings represented industrial kit preparation, and thereby that correct
operational measures were applied with respect to the concepts. First, the research group’s previous
experiences with research related to kit preparation facilitated the decision-making on the settings
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to use for the experiments. Second, as explained in Section 3.3.3, at the time when the experiment
setup applied in Paper III was constructed, a multiple case study dealing with the factors affecting
man-hour efficiency of kit preparation was ongoing, from which rich data from several kitting
systems was available to validate the experiment settings. Third, a continuous dialogue about how
to set up the experiments was maintained with the industrial parties associated with the research
projects. Upon the author’s request, the companies provided equipment and layout drawings, and
could provide answers on short notice to questions regarding the settings used in industry. The
project company representatives also reviewed and approved, the setup during a project workshop
organised in the laboratory.
A possible threat to construct validity associated with the experiments in Papers III and IV would
be if there was substantial variability between different variants of the same picking information
system type (Paper III) or confirmation method type (Paper IV). This is because only a single
variant was tested for each type of picking information system in Paper III, and only a single variant
was tested for each type of confirmation method in Paper IV. However, this threat was dealt with
owing to the researchers’ knowledge about typical variants used in industry, which in part was
gained from the case research in Papers I and II. It is also due to the detailed scrutiny by the
industrial parties when the experiment setups were built. Therefore, the construct validity is still
judged as high for the experiments in both Papers III and IV.
Paper V applied mathematical modelling, involving a manual setup and a robot-supported setup for
kit preparation. Construct validity for the manual setup was ensured by basing the model on
concepts dealt with earlier in the research, as presented in Papers I through IV. For the robotsupported setup, there was an ongoing implementation of a collaborative robot in a laboratory
environment to which the researchers had access, and this provided valuable input on how to model
the setup.

3.4.2. Internal validity
Internal validity in this thesis is expressed as the extent to which casual relationships can be
established, whereby certain conditions are shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from
spurious relationships (Voss et al., 2002, p. 211).
Yin (2003, p. 36) explains that case research involves an inference every time an event cannot
directly be observed, and that these must in some way be ensured to be correct in order for the
findings to have internal validity. Both Paper I and Paper II do rely on inferences made on events
that could not be directly observed with respect to changes made to kit preparation workspace in
Paper I, and with respect to kit errors in Paper II.
In Paper II, the root cause analyses of kit errors discussed during the interviews made up inferences
to the actual situations when the kit errors had occurred. With respect to internal validity, the
findings from the interviews were matched with the theoretical framework derived from the
literature, the direct observation of the processes, and kit error records, which provided multiple
perspectives on the root cause analyses discussed during the interviews. Hence, kit quality was
studied by means of all of these sources of data, and the findings with respect to the individual cases
were the result of analysing findings from the interviews, secondary documentation, pattern
matching with the theoretical framework and cross-case comparisons. This approach helped to
distinguish findings from spurious relationships, and thereby strengthen internal validity.
In Paper I, the activities associated with making changes in the kit preparation workspaces
associated with the cases, which were discussed in interviews, constituted inferences to events that
could not be directly observed. With respect to internal validity, a similar approach was used as
described above for Paper II. Here, pattern matching with the theoretical framework, cross-case
comparisons, secondary documentation, and discussing the mechanisms behind the changes in
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detail during the interviews, provided multiple perspectives that together helped distinguish
findings from spurious relationships. This approach strengthened the internal validity.
In Papers III and IV, the experiments were conducted in a laboratory environment, and the
experimental settings were fully controlled. This allowed the settings to be adjusted in accordance
with the research aim, and a high internal validity could be achieved. Likewise in Paper V, which
applied mathematical modelling, the method relied on internal validity between theoretical
constructs, and that is why the internal validity can be judged as high.

3.4.3. External validity
External validity concerns the findings’ generalisability beyond the immediate study (Yin, 2009).
External validity can be problematic in case research, as each case exists in its own unique context
and events are observed for a single time period. One approach for improving external validity of
case research is to use replication logic in multiple case studies (Yin, 2009). Replication logic was
used in the research for Papers I and II, which was possible owing to the use of multiple case study
research designs. In both Papers I and II, design aspects of kit preparation were embedded in each
case, allowing replication logic to be used for the respective design aspects when cases were
selected. The replication logic used, together with the pattern matching and the theoretical
framework applied in the analyses, strengthened the external validity associated with Papers I and
II.
In Papers III and IV where experiments were applied, the use of laboratory settings for the
experiments, as opposed to an industrial setting, is a threat to the external validity since a laboratory
environment does not necessarily replicate a real application in industry. However, as discussed
with respect to construct validity in Section 3.4.1, several measures were taken to ensure that the
setups resembled industrial kit preparation. In the research associated with both papers, previous
literature was thoroughly studied before the experimental setups were built, ensuring alignment
with previous research. Rich data about industrial applications of kit preparation was available from
the ongoing multiple case studies against which the laboratory setups could be evaluated. This was
done in parallel with thorough scrutiny by the project companies, thus strengthening the external
validity of the study.
Paper V applied a mathematical modelling approach. The model for kit preparation was based on a
thorough review of previous research, which helped guide what variables to consider in order to
make the model applicable to typical kit preparation setups found in literature. Furthermore, rich
data about industrial applications of kit preparation was available from the previous case research
and experimental studies reported in Papers I through IV, providing detailed input for how to model
various settings. These aspects strengthened external validity.

3.4.4. Reliability
Reliability of research concerns whether the same findings and conclusions could be arrived at if
the research was replicated by another researcher (Yin, 2009).
With case research and reliability, it is important that there is replicability when analysing the same
case several times and arriving at the same conclusions, rather than conducting another case study
and arriving at the same conclusions (Yin, 2009). To ensure reliability, a case research protocol
should be used, and a case research database should be maintained (Yin, 2009). As described in
Section 3.4.1 concerning the construct validity, a case research data base was maintained during the
research associated with Papers I and II. The data collection procedures, and the data itself, was
thoroughly documented, in terms of audio recordings and transcriptions of the interviews,
summative notes of each site visit, video recordings and photos collected in association with direct
observation, as well as time and activity logs of the research activities. Case research protocols,
based on literature studies, were also applied, which allowed data collection templates to be
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developed and pointing out central criteria during the data collection process. If the same protocols
were applied to the same case studies again, similar findings would likely be arrived at. This
strengthened reliability of the findings in Papers I and II.
With Papers III and IV, the possibility of controlling the settings of the experiments allowed for a
detailed understanding of the conditions during which the data was collected. This understanding,
combined with notes taken during the experiment runs of unexpected events, such as if a run had
to be restarted due to a low battery in one of the devices, strengthened reliability. The numerical
example presented in Paper V illustrates that replicability is high, as the same results are obtained
with the same input data, and the same mathematical formulas should be arrived at by other
researchers, should the same assumptions on which the model is based be repeated.
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4. Results
This chapter presents the thesis’ answers to the three research questions that were formulated in
Subchapter 1.4. The answers are based on the five appended papers. This chapter is organised into
three subchapters, and each presents an answer to one of the research questions.
Research Question 1: How is kit preparation flexibility governed by kit preparation design aspects?
(Subchapter 4.1)
Research Question 2: How is kit quality governed by kit preparation design aspects? (Subchapter
4.2)
Research Question 3: How is kit preparation man-hour efficiency governed by kit preparation
design aspects? (Subchapter 4.3)

4.1.

How kit preparation flexibility is governed by design aspects1

This subchapter presents the thesis’ answer to Research Question 1, focusing on how kit preparation
design aspects govern kit preparation flexibility. This response is based on the results reported in
Paper I.
In terms of the design areas outlined in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.1.2 for the full list of the eight
design areas), the results concerned with kit preparation flexibility cover the impact from 1) work
organisation, 2) layout, 3) policies, 4) packaging, 5) equipment, and 6) picking information.
This subchapter is divided into six sections. Each presents the results related to flexibility and one
of the design areas outlined above, explaining how design aspects associated with that design area
affect kit preparation flexibility. Only the design areas for which the thesis has generated results are
addressed in the subchapter.

4.1.1. Work organisation and flexibility
With work organisation and flexibility, the thesis’ results concern the picker’s job role and
organisation of change in processes of kit preparation.
With respect to the pickers’ job role, it was found that volume flexibility increases when pickers
perform kit preparation and assembly within the same work cycle. This was represented by one of
the cases in Paper I, which when compared with the other four cases, showed benefits of volume
flexibility. This was because by using this approach, kit preparation and assembly were performed
in loops that involved several operators, and it was simple to rebalance activities among kit
preparation and assembly to adapt to volume fluctuations. In the four cases where operators only
performed kit preparation, other approaches had to be applied in order to deal with volume
fluctuations. For example, two of the cases implemented spare capacity when the applications were
designed, and the other two cases relied on an opportunity presented by the context, where the
additional required capacity was allocated to an evening shift.
The case research presented in Paper I showed how flexibility associated with making physical and
information-related changes benefits from being performed with higher organisational integration.
This has a moderating effect on all flexibility types, where higher organisational integration benefits
all of new product, modification, mix, volume, and delivery flexibility.

4.1.2. Layout and flexibility
The results related to flexibility and layout concern the location of the kit preparation workspace
within the materials flow. In Paper I, it was clear from comparing the cases on basis of two
principally different locations that flexibility outcomes are affected by the location.
Amongst the three cases in Paper I that were located in a warehouse, there were no issues with
expanding or reorganising the kit preparation workspaces, as additional floor space was plentiful.
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In the two cases located close to the assembly processes, however, there was no space available for
expanding the workspaces, and the possibilities of reorganising the space were restricted. The two
cases located close to the assembly were forced to rely on alternative and less flexible approaches
for handling change in production systems, for example by adding storage locations at the assembly
processes, or by pre-sequencing low-runner component variants at an earlier stage in the materials
flow. These differences indicate that locating kit preparation workspaces closer to assembly
processes can reduce new product, modification, mix, and volume flexibility.
A reverse relationship was identified in delivery flexibility. Here, the cases located close to the
assembly processes could handle late changes in the production schedule with less effort, while
those located in warehouses required a larger effort. Here, context in terms of lead time
requirements at assembly plays a role in how important delivery flexibility is, as it affects how
much time is available for kit preparation.

4.1.3. Policies and flexibility
The multiple case study of Paper I indicated that both the storage and batching policies can affect
flexibility.
The findings of Paper I show that a more rigorous storage classification leads to more frequent, and
more extensive, reshuffling, and thereby lower levels of mix flexibility. However, two of the studied
cases in Paper I applied a class-based policy along the picking aisle as a means of maintaining manhour efficiency by keeping the more frequently picked components closer to the stationary kit
carrier. Here, the importance of using classification depends on the number of component variants,
which is an aspect of context, as it affects the proportion of component variants with low
consumption rates at the workspace. The two cases that applied class-based policies within each
shelf section, had a moving kit carrier and, therefore, had no need for classification along the aisle.
The multiple case study in Paper I identified that larger batch sizes tie up kits for longer time
periods, thereby exposing the kits to changes in the delivery schedule. In this way, large batch sizes
seem associated with lower levels of delivery flexibility.

4.1.4. Packaging and flexibility
The results of Paper I with respect to packaging and flexibility, concern the kit container design and
the type of storage packaging applied in kit preparation.
Applying fitted slots for components in kit containers was associated with a lower new product and
modification flexibility compared to kit containers with standardised compartments or no structure.
One case in Paper I applied fitted slots in the kit containers, while three cases used standardised
compartments, and one case applied kit containers without an inner packaging structure. When
using new components with new products or with modifications in accordance with engineering
change orders, fitted slots must often be redesigned, which can involve extensive work. This is not
required when any component fits into any compartment or place in the kit container, indicating
higher flexibility.
In storage packaging, all five cases in Paper I applied EUR-pallets for some of the components at
the kit preparation workspaces. All cases reported that additional work was required to carry out
changes that concerned the pallets, in contrast to when changes concerned plastic boxes. This relates
to new product, modification, and mix flexibility, since adding new storage locations for pallets or
moderating the number of components in the kit preparation workspaces is more costly and time
consuming, and thereby less flexible than when using boxes. Packaging that can be applied is,
however, affected by the component size, which is an aspect of the context.
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4.1.5. Equipment and flexibility
Two of the cases in Paper I applied wheel-based storage racks for boxes, tiltable wheel-based
fixtures for pallets, and hook-attached bolt-free shelves. These facilitated reorganisation in
comparison with the other three cases, as there was no need for tools and heavy lifting equipment.
This was beneficial for both volume and mix flexibility, as shelves could be moved and rearranged
with little effort, without necessarily emptying them.
Paper I also identified that the presence of lifting supports complicates reorganisation, as these
devices typically involve robust structures that are difficult to move. The presence of lifting
supports, thereby, reduces new product, volume and mix flexibility. However, context, in terms of
the weight of components, affects the need to use lifting devices.

4.1.6. Picking information and flexibility
The results from Paper I indicate the means for conveying information to pickers and the methods
for carrying out confirmations to affect flexibility.
Picking information systems used in Paper I involved three cases that applied pick-by-light, one
case that applied pick-by-voice, and one case that applied paper pick lists. It was clear from
comparing the cases that pick-by-light systems, which involve physical components in the form of
cables, light indicators, and buttons, are associated with more work when reorganising kit
preparation workspaces than other types of picking information systems.
In comparison, pick-by-voice systems require only check digits to be presented at storage locations
at kit preparation workspaces, and less effort was associated with this type of system when
reorganisation was necessary.
Paper pick lists were associated with similar levels of flexibility as pick-by-voice, as they also
involved signs with text information that needed updating when reshuffling the storage, or when
introducing new component numbers in the storage. The paper pick list was, however, eventually
ranked with higher flexibility, as all pick-by-light and pick-by-voice applications kept signs with
component numbers at the storage locations, so that a backup paper pick list could be used if the
system malfunctioned.

4.1.7. Overview of the results for Research Question 1
To sum up the results to Research Question 1, an overview of the results is presented in Table 4.1.
The table highlights the design areas for which the thesis presents results (column one), describes
the impact the design aspects have on man-hour efficiency (column two), summarises any identified
influence from the context (column three), and highlights interplay among design aspects with
respect to flexibility (column four). Interplays were not presented in Section 4.1.1 to 4.1.6 in order
keep the presentation of each design area separate, but they are presented here to give a complete
account of the results.
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Table 4.1. Overview of results with respect to Research Question 1, showing the design areas for
which the thesis presents results, a description of the identified impact from design aspects on
flexibility, identified influence from context, and identified interplays with other design aspects.
Design area

Work
organisation

Flexibility impact
Job role of pickers governs volume flexibility
by affecting work balancing (Paper I).

Context influence
Manufacturing planning
and control affects the
available options (e.g. an
extra evening shift) in the
production system for
absorbing volume
fluctuations.

Organisation around change governs new
product, modification, mix, and volume
flexibility by affecting organisational
integration (Paper I).

Has a moderating effect on
the flexibility types of new
product, modification, mix,
volume, and delivery (Paper
I).

Location governs new product, modification,
mix, and volume flexibility by affecting
available floor space for reorganisations (Paper
I).

Plant layout affects floor
space availability (Paper I)
Component variety affects
storage space requirements
(Paper I).
Production rate affects the
time available for kit
preparation (Paper I).
Component variety affects
the proportion of component
variants with low
consumption rates (Paper I).

Layout
Location affects delivery flexibility by
affecting transportation methods and distances
(Paper I).
Storage policy governs mix flexibility by
affecting the amount of reorganisations
necessary (Paper I).
Policies

Packaging

Equipment

Picking
information

4.2.

Identified interplays
Location affects the feasible
job roles (Paper I).

Batching policy governs delivery flexibility by
affecting how long kits are tied up in kit
preparation (Paper I).
Kit container design governs new product and
modification flexibility by affecting how often
kit containers must be redesigned (Paper I).
Storage packaging governs new product,
modification, mix, and volume flexibility by
affecting the ease of changing unit loads and
storage locations (Paper I).
Storage racks govern mix flexibility by
affecting the ease of reorganisations (Paper I).
Lifting supports govern new product,
modification, mix, and volume flexibility by
affecting the ease of expansions and
reorganisations (Paper I).

Kit carriers, when
stationary, require
classification to maintain
efficiency (Paper I).

Component size affects the
type of storage packaging that
can be used (Paper I).
Storage packaging affects
which storage racks can be
applied (Paper I).
Component weight affects
the need to use lifting
supports (Paper I).

System type governs new product,
modification, mix, volume flexibility, and
delivery flexibility by affecting the effort
associated with expansions and reorganisations
and access to supportive functionality (Paper
I).

How kit quality is governed by design aspects

This subchapter presents the thesis’ answer to Research Question 2, which targets how kit
preparation design aspects govern kit quality.
The answer to Research Question 2 is formulated based upon the results reported in Papers II, IV
and V.
Paper II has the purpose to create an understanding of the links between kit preparation design
aspects and kit preparation error types, that can be useful to support kit quality. In terms of the
design areas outlined in Chapter 2, the results from Paper II concern the design areas: 1) work
organisation, 2) layout, 3) policies, 4) packaging, 5) equipment, 6) picking information and 8)
control.
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Paper IV has the purpose to determine the extent to which the type of confirmation method relates
to time-efficient kit preparation when order batching is applied. The experiment reported in Paper
IV considered the numbers of kit errors as a means to ensure that efficiency was not achieved at the
expense of kit quality, and thereby produced results related to design areas 3) policies, in terms of
results related to batching policy, and 6) picking information, in terms of results related to types of
confirmation methods.
Paper V has the purpose to identify the potential of a cobot to support time-efficient batch
preparation of kits. Paper V provides input concerning the design areas 3) policies, in terms of
results related to batching policy, and 7) automation, in terms of results related to how robots impact
kit quality when used in kit preparation.
This subchapter is organised into eight sections, where each section focuses on one of the eight
design areas outlined in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.1.2). Within each section, it is explained how the
design aspects associated with that design area were found to affect kit quality. Only the design
areas for which the thesis has generated results are considered.

4.2.1. Work organisation and kit quality
From the case research reported in Paper II, it was found that the picker’s knowledge about
assembly processes can be beneficial for kit quality. This was identified in two cases where
assemblers performed kit preparation. Here, knowledge about the end products and assembly tasks
was learnt from performing assembly work, which was useful for identifying correct and nondefective components in kit preparation.

4.2.2. Layout and kit quality
The results related to layout and kit quality concern the location of kit preparation workspaces
within material flows.
The three cases in the multiple case study reported in Paper II represented two principally different
locations of kit preparation workspaces in material flows. It was clear from the cases that it was
more problematic and costly to correct kit errors when kit preparation workspaces were located
farther away from assembly processes, than when located nearby.
Furthermore, there was a direct line of sight between kit preparation and assembly processes in one
of the cases. This was found to facilitate corrections, as the assemblers could directly communicate
with kit preparation operators when a kit error occurred.

4.2.3. Policies and kit quality
The findings from Paper II include results related to policies and kit quality. The results concern
both storage and batching policies.
All of the cases studied in Paper II used storage policies whereby similar-looking components were
separated in storage. This prevented pickers from confusing two similar-looking components during
the picking cycle. The policy also prevented wrongly picked components from being restocked in
the wrong location. The restocking activity could occur, for example, when too many components
were picked, or when wrong components were picked, and the error was realised before the
components were sorted into kits. However, the order in which components are assembled, which
is an aspect of context, impedes the possibilities of separating components in storage.
It was clear from analysing the cases in Paper II that there was a risk of placing components in the
wrong kit when kits are prepared in batches (two cases). This risk does not apply when preparing a
single kit each picking tour (one case). The cases that prepared kits in batches applied place-to
confirmations to support components being placed in the correct kit. The place-to confirmations
provided feedback when components were placed in kits, indicating whether the correct kit
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container was confirmed or not, and were considered effective by the interviewed managers and
pickers for preventing errors.
The experiment in Paper IV involved batch preparation of kits, demonstrating how different types
of confirmation methods supported correct placements of components. Some methods, for example
RFID-reading wristbands, require that the hand visits the correct kit container for the confirmation
to register. Other methods, such as button presses and voice commands, can be performed without
the hand visiting the kit container.
The automation-based application studied in Paper V showed how a collaborative robot-arm can
remove the risk of placement errors when kits are prepared in batches. With the application, an
operator selects components from the shelves, one component number at a time, which the
collaborative robot then sorts into the kit containers.

4.2.4. Packaging and kit quality
Findings from Paper II show that kit quality can benefit from the use of fitted slots in kit containers.
This was because it was easier for the pickers to judge that the correct components had been picked,
based on whether the picked components fitted into the slots or if a slot was empty.
The case research reported in Paper II also identified that kit containers with standardised
compartments, in which all components are allotted the same amount of space, can aid the picker
in keeping track of the next activity by looking at the compartments that have already been filled.
This also supports detecting if a component is missing when kits require the same number of
components, which depends on context in terms of end product structure.
In all three cases studied in Paper II, irregular yet frequent activities, such as discarding of
packaging, created distractions that could lead to errors during kit preparation. In two of the cases,
discarding points, i.e. trash bins and output lanes for empty containers, had been positioned at places
that the picker normally visited, such as next to the kit carrier. This reduced the disturbances, and
was recognised to reduce the risk of error.

4.2.5. Picking information and kit quality
With respect to picking information and kit quality, the findings reported in Paper II show that the
picking information system can support kit quality in four different ways.
First, the case research reported in Paper II showed that picking information systems that can help
verify that materials are replenished correctly, for example the pick-by-voice systems, can aid in
preventing kit errors. Furthermore, functions for handling material shortages also seemed beneficial
for kit quality.
Second, confirmations were applied in all the three cases in Paper II as a means of supporting kit
quality, and were seen as effective. Confirmations allow pickers to receive feedback on
accomplished activities, and are usually performed in order for a picker to receive the next set of
instructions. The experiment reported in Paper IV observed three kit errors that occurred when
confirmation methods were applied. The descriptions of how the kit errors occurred, observed
through video recordings of the experiment, highlighted that it is important for confirmation to be
directly associated with the activity it supports and that it provides clear feedback.
Third, Paper II identified that the order in which the pick or place locations are indicated during the
work cycle can be important for kit quality. Here, having light indicators for all kits that should
receive components light up at once, or having all picking locations in the shelves light up at once,
can lead to a dissociation between confirmations and activities carried out to save time. In contrast,
if the next instruction can only be received once a previous activity has been confirmed, it seems
more beneficial for kit quality.
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Fourth, the findings from Paper II indicate that kit quality can be affected by how picking
information is conveyed. In the three cases studied in Paper II, paper pick lists had either been used
previously or were used as a backup when the system currently in use malfunctioned. Drastic
improvements of kit quality were reported in all three cases when the paper pick list was replaced.

4.2.6. Automation and kit quality
In Paper V, a model was developed of a process for kit preparation where a collaborative robot is
responsible for sorting components into kits. Using a robot is an approach to remove kit errors that
comes from misplacing components when kits are prepared in batches. The approach is applicable
only with components that have characteristics allow for robot picking, which is an aspect of
context.

4.2.7. Control and kit quality
From the case research reported in Paper II, it was clear that effective error communication with
respect to identifying and correcting kit errors can relieve the assembler of having to deal with
correcting kit errors in the assembly process. When a kit error is detected and routines are in place,
the routine is initiated by the assembler and correct components soon arrive. If routines are not in
place, assemblers and their team leaders must deal with correcting kit errors ad hoc, creating various
kinds of disturbances in the production system.

4.2.8. Overview of the results for Research Question 2
To sum up the results to Research Question 2, an overview of the results presented earlier in the
subchapter is presented in Table 4.2. The table highlights the design areas for which the thesis
presents results (column one), describes the impact the design aspects have on kit quality (column
two), summarises any identified influence from the context (column three), and highlights any
interplays with other design aspects (column four). Interplays were not presented in Section 4.2.1
to 4.2.7 to keep the presentation of each design area separate, but they are presented here instead in
order to give a complete account of the results.
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Table 4.2. Overview of the results with respect to Research Question 2, showing the design areas
for which the thesis presents results, a description of the identified impact from design aspects on
kit quality, identified influence from context, and identified interplays with other design aspects.
Design area
Work
organisation
Layout

Policies

Packaging

Picking
information

Automation

Control

4.3.

Quality impact
Job role governs pickers’
knowledge of quality requirements
(Paper II).
Location governs how kit error
corrections are carried out (Paper
II).
Batching policy can help prevent
misplacement of components
among kit containers (Paper II and
Paper IV).
Storage policy can help prevent
confusion with similar looking
components (Paper II).
Kit container design (fitted slots)
can support picking of correct types
and numbers of components (Paper
II).
Kit container design (e.g.
compartments in kits) can help
prevent missing component errors
(Paper II).
Storage packaging handling is
associated with disturbances that
can impact kit quality (Paper II).
Information conveyance can help
reduce ambiguity during work
cycles (Paper II).
Confirmation method type affects
kit quality feedback during work
cycles (Paper II and Paper IV).
Supportive functionalities are
important for effectively handling
materials shortages and order
changes (Paper II).
Robot-supported sorting can help
remove kit errors from misplaced
components (Paper V).
Error communication affects
available assembly information for
kit error prevention (Paper II).

Context influence

Identified interplays

Assembling procedure can restrict
the possibility to separate
components (Paper II).
End product structure affects
similarity of contents between kits
(Paper II).

Kit carrier, if mobile during work
cycles, can restrict the possibility of
separating components (Paper II).

End product structure affects
similarity of content between kits
(Paper II).
Component characteristics affects
what packaging can be used (Paper
II).
Component variety affects how
picking information must be
conveyed (Paper II).

Component characteristics affect
the components that can be handled
by a robot (Paper V).

Batching policy affects how
picking information must be
conveyed (Paper IV).
Batching policy affects how
confirmation methods are applied
(Paper IV).

Batching policy determines if
sorting of components among kits
is necessary (Paper V).
Location affects how error
communication can be set up
(Paper II).

How kit preparation man-hour efficiency is governed by design aspects

This subchapter presents the answer to Research Question 3, focusing on how kit preparation design
aspects govern kit preparation man-hour efficiency.
The response to Research Question 3 is formulated based on the research reported in Papers III, IV,
and V.
Paper III has the purpose to establish the extent to which the type of picking information system
impacts the time-efficiency of kit preparation when confirmations are required, considering the two
cases of single-kit and batch preparation as well as the picking density of the picking area. In terms
of the design areas outlined in Chapter 2, the results from Paper III concern design areas 2) layout,
3) policies, 4) packaging, and 6) picking information.
Paper IV has the purpose to determine the extent to which the type of confirmation method relates
to time-efficient kit preparation when order batching is applied. The paper provides results related
to design areas 3) policies and 6) picking information.
Paper V has the purpose to identify the potential of a cobot to support time-efficient batch
preparation of kits. The paper highlights, for example, how the operator’s activities change when a
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collaborative robot is used. The results from the paper that contribute to the answer of Research
Question 3 relate to the design area 7) automation.
This subchapter is organised into five sections, where each section focuses on one of the design
areas outlined in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.1.2). It explains how the design aspects associated with
the design area affect man-hour efficiency. Only the design areas for which the thesis has generated
results are considered.

4.3.1. Layout and man-hour efficiency
With respect to layout and man-hour efficiency, the experiment reported in Paper III considered the
impact on man-hour efficiency from picking density, which is an aspect of the layout design area.
The results from the experiment in Paper III show that higher picking density, meaning shorter
walking distances in between picking locations, reduces the benefits of a batch preparation
approach compared to single-kit preparation. Paper III also indicates that a pick-by-voice system
benefits from being applied with lower picking density, as there is more time in between picks to
administer the voice dialogue.

4.3.2. Policies and man-hour efficiency
The thesis results related to policies and man-hour efficiency concern the impact from the batching
policy. In the experiment reported in Paper III, the batching policy made up one of the experimental
variables and two settings were studied: one kit prepared per work cycle, and four kits prepared per
work cycle. The results showed that the batching policy affects kit preparation man-hour efficiency,
but also that the relative efficiency between single-kit and batch preparation depends on the type of
picking information system used and picking density the kit preparation workspace has.
For some of the picking information systems studied in Paper III, such as pick-by-light and pickby-HUD, a single-kit policy was more man-hour efficient. However, batch preparation was as or
more efficient with pick-by-list and pick-by-voice systems.
In Paper III, the findings are explained as follows. Normally, the advantage with batch preparation
over single-kit preparation from a man-hour efficiency standpoint is that the average walking
distances are reduced owing to more components being picked at once. However, in a higher density
setting, the walking distances were short, and the benefits of using a batch preparation approach
were small, as seen from the experiment in Paper III. At the same time, the impact on man-hour
efficiency from the type of confirmation method used when placing components in kits was
substantial. This was necessary with batch preparation but not with single-kit preparation, leaving
the single-kit approach as the more man-hour efficient alternative for some settings.

4.3.3. Packaging and man-hour efficiency
The results from the experiment in Paper III showed a relationship between packaging and manhour efficiency, specifically with respect to storage packaging. Here, differently sized plastic boxes
were used as storage packaging at the kit preparation workspace to simulate different levels of
picking density. As described with respect to layout in Section 4.3.1, batch preparation of kits was
found to be more efficient when picking from larger plastic boxes, that is, with lower picking
density. Here, the larger plastic boxes contributed to longer walking distances and lower picking
density.

4.3.4. Picking information and man-hour efficiency
The experiment in Paper III shows how man-hour efficiency with different types of picking
information systems varies according to the order batching policy used and the picking density of
the kit preparation workspace.
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The findings in Paper III showed that some systems, i.e. pick-by-light and pick-by-HUD in the
experiment, may benefit from single-kit policy as opposed to batch preparation, owing to the
smaller number of components handled at once, and from that there is no need to carry out placeto confirmations with single-kit policies. For these systems, the benefits of the single-kit policy
were greater with higher picking density.
The experiment also showed that types of picking information systems with which the time is spent
on performing confirmations is small, for example as with the pick-by-list system for which whole
order lines were confirmed at once, can benefit man-hour efficiency when applied with batch
preparation of kits.
The impact on kit preparation man-hour efficiency from the type of applied confirmation method
was the focus of Paper IV. The findings show that the type of method used for carrying out
confirmations with batch preparation of kits impacts man-hour efficiency. Two methods stood out
with respect to man-hour efficiency, namely RFID-reading wristbands and button-presses. Both
methods allowed pickers to carry out confirmations when picking from shelves with small or no
additional motions or waiting times. These methods also stood out when used for carrying out placeto confirmations. Here, both methods allowed the picker to place components into two kit
containers at once, something which was not possible with either barcode-scanning or voice
commands, with which confirmations must be performed one at a time.

4.3.5. Automation and man-hour efficiency
Kit preparation man-hour efficiency was central to Paper V. The model developed shows how a
collaborative robot can carry out kit preparation tasks and highlights several differences to carrying
out the tasks manually. An important difference is that robots have difficulty handling more than
one component at a time. Numerical applications of the model showed that the setup supported by
a collaborative robot can result in a similar cycle time as if kit preparation is performed manually,
but with more time freed up for the operator.

4.3.6. Overview of the results for Research Question 3
To sum up the results with respect to Research Question 3, an overview of the results is presented
in Table 4.3. The table highlights the design areas for which the thesis presents results (column
one), describes the impact the design aspects have on man-hour efficiency (column two),
summarises any identified influence from the context (column three), and highlights any interplays
with other design aspects (column four). Interplays were not presented in Section 4.3.1 to 4.3.5 in
order keep the presentation of each design area separate, but they are presented here to give a
complete account of the results.
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Table 4.3. Overview of the results with respect to Research Question 3, showing the design areas
for which the thesis presents results, a description of the identified impact of design aspects on manhour efficiency, identified influence from context, and identified interplays with other design
aspects.
Design area

Layout

Policies

Packaging

Picking
information

Automation

Man-hour efficiency impact
Picking density governs travelling
time during work cycles and time in
between picking activities (Paper
III).

Context influence
Component characteristics affect
storage space requirements and the
packaging used (Papers III and IV).

Batching policy governs the
number of components picked at
once (Paper III).
Storage packaging, in terms of
type and size used, governs walking
distances (Paper III).
Information conveyance governs
how and in what order picking
information is presented (Paper III).
Confirmation method governs
time associated with pick-from and
place-to confirmations (Papers III
and IV).
Robot-supported sorting of
components can affect man-hour
efficiency associated with batch
preparation of kits (Paper V).

Interplays
Picking information system, in
terms of the type used, can be
associated with activities that can
be performed while travelling (e.g.
receiving information) (Papers III
and V).
Picking density and confirmation
method affect man-hour efficiency
associated with batching policy
(Paper III).

Batching policy affects how
picking information is presented
(Paper III).
Batching policy affects how
confirmation methods are applied
(Papers III and IV).
End product structure affects
similarity of content between kits
(Paper V).
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Number of compartments in the
zone between picker and robot
affects balancing between picker
and robot during work cycles
(Paper V).
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5. Discussion
This chapter presents a discussion of the thesis results and its contributions. The chapter is organised
into three subchapters.
Subchapter 5.1 presents a discussion of the answers to each of the three research questions, which
were formulated in Subchapter 1.5 and answered in Chapter 4. The discussion explains the thesis’
contributions to both theory and practice.
Subchapter 5.2 presents a discussion of how the thesis addresses its purpose of contributing to the
knowledge of how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation performance (as stated in
Subchapter 1.2).
Subchapter 5.3 presents a discussion of avenues for future research related to kit preparation design
and performance, by discussing how the findings can be applied beyond this thesis, both with
respect to theoretical applications for researchers and academia, as well as with respect to practical
applications for practitioners and industry.

5.1. Discussion of the thesis’ results
This subchapter presents a discussion of the thesis’ results, earlier presented in Chapter 4, and their
contribution to theory and practice.
In Sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.3, the results related to the three research questions are discussed
separately. Each of the sections is organised following the design areas outlined in Chapter 2. For
each area, the results in terms of relationships between design aspects and performance are
discussed individually, first by how the result is important for supporting kit preparation design,
then by how the result adds to the existing literature and, finally, the ways in which the new
understanding of the relationship is useful.
Section 5.1.4 presents a comprehensive overview of relationships between kit preparation design
aspects and flexibility that have been identified in this thesis and previous research (see Table 5.1).

5.1.1. How design aspects govern flexibility (RQ1)
This section discusses the results presented in Subchapter 4.1, which constitute the response to
Research Question 1: ‘How is kit preparation flexibility governed by kit preparation design
aspects?’.
Discussion of work organisation and flexibility
The thesis identified two important relationships between the work organisation design area and
flexibility. One was with respect to the picker’s job role, and the other involved how to organize
changes in kit preparation workspaces.
It was found that when operators prepare their kits and then carry out assembly tasks, volume
flexibility can benefit. Using this approach, several operators are involved in the same process, and
it is simple to rebalance activities among kit preparation and assembly in response to volume
fluctuations, which is important in production systems. When job roles that only involve kit
preparation are used, other approaches may be more viable, albeit more costly. Examples include
having spare capacity in kit preparation (Paper I) or, if possible within the context, preparing some
of the kits during another work shift (Paper I).
The above is in line with findings from previous research that has considered how the picker’s job
role, in terms of the work responsibilities other than kit preparation, can affect flexibility (Hanson
and Brolin, 2013; Hanson et al., 2011; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). The contribution of this thesis
that extends beyond these earlier works is represented by the flexibility perspective used. This thesis
adds details as to how the relationship is comprised, in terms of considering the penalties of cost,
lead time and organisational disruption. The variety of ways volume fluctuations can be handled
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with respect to kit preparation, in terms of keeping extra capacity or planning extra kit preparation
on another shift, make up another contribution with respect to this relationship that has received
little attention in previous research.
This thesis has also identified that the way change of processes for kit preparation is organised can
impact flexibility. Paper I indicated that greater organisational integration benefits flexibility, as it
reduces the need for planning and foresight, affecting all flexibility types. This is important because
flexibility is typically viewed to be about the ability to change processes in response to new
requirements. For companies that make use of kitting, the findings imply that it is crucial to not
only consider what types of equipment and policies are applied to support flexibility, but also how
responsibilities for managing and changing processes for kit preparation are organised within the
company.
The relationship between flexibility and how the change of processes for kit preparation is organised
has been discussed by Hanson et al. (2011, p. 128), who explained. ‘Based on the cases, it seems
that continuous improvement work can be facilitated both by the fact that the operators then have
an understanding of both assembly and kit preparation, and by having potential changes and
reorganisations taking place within the same organisational unit of the company’. The thesis results
support this notion and further reveal that how the work is organised affects all the considered
flexibility types focused on in the thesis.
The relationship between work organisation and flexibility, addressed by previous research,
together with the knowledge uncovered in the thesis, present immediate input for consideration by
practitioners dealing with planning and design of processes for kit preparation. The knowledge can
also support prioritisation among performance areas in both assembly and materials supply systems.
Discussion of layout and flexibility
The results as related to Research Question 1 and the layout design area show that the location of
kit preparation workspaces within material flows has a mixed impact on the flexibility types focused
on in the thesis.
Locating kit preparation workspaces farther from the assembly processes, as opposed to nearby,
seems to improve new product, modification, mix and volume flexibilities, since more floor space
is available for carrying out expansions and reorganisations. This aligns well with Hanson et al.
(2011), who found that the location of kit preparation workspaces within material flows affect
flexibility by governing the amount of floor space available for expanding and reorganising kit
preparation workspaces. The thesis thus found support for this notion and refined this understanding
by also distinguishing among the flexibility of dealing with new products, modification, mix and
volume.
From a delivery flexibility standpoint, locations closer to assembly processes seem beneficial, as
shorter transportation distances allow pickers to deliver kits manually and thereby have more
control of when deliveries take place. Thus, order changes can be handled more quickly. The
mechanics of the relationship between location and delivery flexibility has been brought forth by
previous research (see Hanson et al., 2011; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), but this has been linked
to the ability to respond to quality deficiencies in kits rather than flexibility. The findings echo
understandings of flexibility in warehouse order picking, where the length of pickers’ routes has
been linked with flexibility in dealing with order changes (Roodbergen, 2012).
The above highlights a trade-off with respect to location and flexibility types. Whereas delivery
flexibility benefits from locating kit preparation workspaces closer to assembly processes, new
product, modification, mix and volume flexibility benefits more from more remote locations. This
trade-off has not been acknowledged in previous research and is a contribution of the thesis. It
shows that flexibility is multi-faceted and that trade-offs exist between flexibility types with respect
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to location of kit preparation workspaces. This trade-off depends on the context, as the availability
of floor space affects what locations are applicable and the required lead time affects the need for
delivery flexibility. This is relevant for kitting applications that are already in-use or when new
applications are introduced as a means to improve performance with respect to desirable flexibility
types.
It should be noted that floor space availability depends on context in terms of the plant’s layout,
and it cannot be taken for granted that more floor space is available farther from the assembly
process. Moreover, in some situations it may not even be possible to locate kit preparation
workspaces close to assembly processes due to lack of floor space.
With the thesis findings along with prior knowledge about the relationship between location and
flexibility from, for example, Hanson et al. (2011) and Brynzér and Johansson (1995), industry
managers are equipped with knowledge of how to support different flexibility types in kit
preparation. This represents a means of realising the flexibility benefits normally associated with
kitting and can help prioritisation between performance areas when systems for production and
material supply are designed, such as in situations when production volumes fluctuate frequently.
Discussion of policies and flexibility
The thesis identified relationships between the policy design area and flexibility related both to
storage policy and batching policy.
It is clear from the results that storage policies based on rigorous classification negatively affect
mix flexibility. Examples of this would include class-based policies for keeping high-runner
components at an optimal picking height or close to kit carriers that are stationary during picking
work cycles. This negative effect is because the classification must be maintained and updated when
there is a change in the production mix. The results present considerations for managers with respect
to kit preparation design. When flexibility of mix is a priority, storage policies that involve
classification are best avoided, and a moving kit carrier may be a preferable option, as classification
can be necessary to upkeep efficiency at kit preparation workspaces when kit carriers are stationary.
In literature dealing with warehouse order picking, several researchers (e.g. Roodbergen, 2012;
Chan and Chan, 2011; Yu, 2008; De Koster et al., 2007) have highlighted that storage policies affect
flexibility. However, this has not been evident in literature dealing with kit preparation. In this light,
the thesis thus makes an addition to the available knowledge by showing that the relationship also
exists with kit preparation.
This study indicates that the batching policy influences delivery flexibility. Here, larger batch sizes
tie up kits as work in process for longer periods of time and expose them to schedule changes that
can require the kit contents to change. Using smaller batch sizes can reduce the need to adjust kit
content that has been fully or partially prepared. The results show that flexibility effects should also
be considered along the quality- and efficiency-related effects that normally go into the choice of
what batching policy to apply.
The above echoes findings from previous research. Brynzér and Johansson (1995) stated, ‘An
important task is to choose a proper time horizon for the batching. The batching horizon is affected
by… (3) flexibility concerning changes in the order’. This research supports this notion and adds
explanations for how the relationship is constructed with respect to delivery flexibility.
Knowledge of the relationship between policies and flexibility, consisting of previous research and
the thesis’ results, lead to the construction of flexible kit preparation applications. The available
knowledge explains that the rules imposed on how the storage is organised, i.e. the storage policy,
must not only respect quality and man-hour efficiency, but must also account for the work that will
have to be exerted to maintain the policy, respecting flexibility. The available knowledge also
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explains that when various options for order batching policy are weighted against each other, there
is a drawback regarding delivery flexibility for larger batch sizes.
Discussion of packaging and flexibility
The thesis’ results involve flexibility-related effects related to both the applied type of storage
packaging and the packaging used for the kit container.
The results showed that smaller sized packaging, such as plastic boxes, generally led to higher
flexibility than larger sized packaging, such as EUR-pallets, when handling change related to new
products, modifications, production volumes and production mix. This is because smaller sized
packaging requires less storage space and can allow for more precise adjustments of packaging size
to alter the amount of inventory kept at kit preparation workspaces. This obvious yet important
finding shows that when it is possible to make a choice of what storage packaging to use at kit
preparation workspaces, there are flexibility benefits to using smaller packaging.
Researchers who have dealt with flexibility of assembly processes (e.g. Wänström and Medbo,
2009) and kitting (e.g. Hanson, 2012) have shown that the type of storage packaging used can affect
for flexibility in handling large amounts of component variants. This thesis supports these reports
and additionally shows how the type of storage packaging impacts a variety of kit preparation
flexibility types.
Using kit containers with fitted slots for components can impede flexibility related to handling new
products and product modifications, as these slots need to be redesigned to accommodate new
components. This is not required when kits do not have an inner packaging structure or when kits
are composed of compartments that allocate a set amount of space for each component. These
options benefit flexibility in contrast to fitted slots.
Without an inner packaging structure in the kit container, it is difficult to control the order by which
components are extracted from kits in the assembly process. This can delimit flexibility with respect
to the order in which components are put into the kit, as the components used first in assembly must
be presented on top in the kit and thereby must be put last in the kit during kit preparation. This
would likely not be a problem with fitted slots or compartments, as often any component can be
accessed first with these kit container designs.
Several publications have highlighted that the packaging used as kit containers can be of importance
for flexibility (Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). New product and
modification flexibility is reduced when containers are customised in accordance with existing
components and seem to be promoted by more generic designs of kit containers, such as by using
no structure at all or standardised compartments. The available knowledge is useful for managers
to account for flexibility effects when the choice of packaging is made with respect to kit
preparation.
The available knowledge from previous studies and this thesis, show that the packaging applied in
kit preparation for storage packages and kit containers can affect flexibility associated with kit
preparation. The knowledge is useful not only with respect to kit preparation, but also with respect
to design of materials handling systems, wherein packaging is central to different kinds of
processes, such as transportation, storage and materials handling.
Discussion of equipment and flexibility
Studying the cases in Paper I identified how applying wheel-equipped storage racks and hookattached shelves can facilitate reorganisations of kit preparation workspaces. This is important when
reorganising in the storage to accommodate production mix changes, thereby promoting production
mix flexibility.
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As stated in Chapter 2, materials handling equipment used in assembly (Wänström and Medbo,
2008) and warehouse order picking (Park, 2012) has been associated with flexibility in previous
literature. In particular, the design of storage racks (Wänström and Medbo, 2008) and various
applications for supporting materials handling activities (Park, 2012) have been pointed out. The
findings in Paper I show how these relationships also present concerns.
Another aspect related to equipment and flexibility are the devices used for lifting support, such as
telpher cranes, in kit preparation workspaces. In two of the cases in Paper I, these were found to
affect flexibility negatively by making it more difficult to rearrange or expand the storage, due to
the robust structures required for these devices. Lifting supports are necessary when components
are too heavy for manual lifting without risk of injury, and while components that go into kit
preparation typically are below such weight-thresholds (Caputo et al., 2018), there are situations
when heavier components are present and lifting supports are required. The relationship between
flexibility and lifting supports identified by the thesis can be useful to consider when planning and
designing materials supply systems.
Little attention has been paid to how the use of lifting supports affect kit preparation performance.
Hanson and Medbo (2019) considered the impact with respect to man-hour efficiency, but they did
not report any effects. The findings here echo knowledge of the relationship between automation
and flexibility, in the sense that automation is often described as delimiting flexibility over longer
time periods (Baker and Halim, 2007). At the same time, the ability to kit heavier components in
kit preparation improves production system flexibility, since heavier components can also be
supplied by kitting to assembly processes.
Aspects such as storage racks and lifting supports should be considered from a flexibility standpoint
when selecting equipment to be used in kit preparation. While flexible equipment alternatives may
not generate much additional costs, the findings show that they can facilitate flexibility of
reorganisations and expansions of kit preparation workspaces.
Discussion of picking information and flexibility
The case research reported in Paper I identified that the number of physical components associated
with picking information systems plays a role in flexibility. Here, pick-by-light systems, which
involve extensive structures composed of cables, light-indicators and buttons, are associated with
more work during reorganisations and are, thereby, less flexible than systems for pick-by-voice,
which only require picking locations to be labelled with check-digits and identifiers. In turn, pickby-voice systems were found to be less flexible than paper pick lists, as these only need the
component number. This is important with respect to deciding what type of picking information to
apply in kit preparation, which may otherwise be easily overlooked when deliberating among
choices.
Previous research has ascribed flexibility effects to various types of picking information systems
when reflecting upon results where flexibility has not been the focus. One example is Hanson et al.
(2017), who noted that presenting picking information digitally in kit preparation may improve
flexibility, as there are fewer physical components associated with the picking information system
that need to be rearranged when changes are carried out. The thesis found support for this notion
and shows that it also applies to established system types which are already frequently applied in
industry.
The available knowledge about flexibility and picking information systems explains that the
physical components of picking information systems needs to be arranged in much the same fashion
as equipment used at kit preparation workspaces. The amount of work required to keep the picking
information system up-to-date with current product structures and policies can easily become
substantial, and the work is mandatory to carry out for kit preparation to properly function. The
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impact on flexibility when choosing the type of picking information system needs to be accounted
for alongside the impact on kit quality and man-hour efficiency.
Discussion of automation and flexibility
While the relationship between automation and flexibility has not been explicitly studied in the
thesis, some reflections about this relationship can be made with respect to Paper V.
Paper V studied a solution for automation-supported kit preparation, in terms of a collaborative
robot that supports an operator by carrying out sorting during batch preparation of kits. In this setup,
it is important that the collaborative robot is up-to-date with current requirements from the assembly
processes in order to properly carry out sorting, and thus, it has to be flexible. While the automationbased application considered in Paper V was simple to reprogram in laboratory settings, previous
studies recognise reprogramming of robots in response to variability as one of the major challenges
in using viable robot-applications in live production settings (Kootbally et al., 2018).
As explained in Chapter 2, the notion that automation by default is inflexible usually refers to
flexibility limitations when capabilities are expanded over longer time periods (Baker and Halim,
2007). In this sense, automation seems to affect new product, modification and volume flexibilities.
However, with respect to mix flexibility, which in kit preparation is concerned with allocation of
components among storage locations, automation possibly has little effect on flexibility over
manual approaches, as reshuffling components among storage locations is not hindered in any
significant way. Delivery flexibility, which concerns changes in schedules, may be easier with an
automated rather than a manual system to integrate schedule changes in the picking information
used, and, therefore, delivery flexibility could possibly increase.
Discussion of control and flexibility
Control refers to how kit preparation communicates with other subsystems in production systems,
and how resources and capability requirements are analysed and kept up-to-date. While the thesis’
empirical results do not deal with the relationship between control and flexibility, this relationship
has been considered peripherally in this research.
An example of the above involves the cases in Papers I and II. Here, there were discussions with
case representatives that revolved around the planning and control system, as to how production
plans were operationalised into picking information for use in kit preparation.
Previous research in kit preparation has scarcely dealt with control issues related to flexibility, but
some authors have acknowledged this relationship. For example, the use of kitting can improve
inventory control and, hence, the ease at which inventories can be changed, since component
storages are concentrated to kit preparation workspaces rather than dispersed alongside assembly
processes (Caputo et al., 2015; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011). There should be links between control
and flexibility, and future research could consider how models and frameworks for control issues
in kit preparation can be designed for flexibility.
Concluding discussion of kit preparation flexibility
Flexibility with respect to kit preparation has received limited attention in previous research. For
the most part, it has been considered with respect to choosing amongst alternatives of materials
supply principles. Several researchers have highlighted the importance of flexibility in kit
preparation (Hanson, 2012; Hanson et al., 2011; Caputo and Pelagagge, 2011), and some studies
have brought up kit preparation design aspects that may flexibility, for example, the location
(Hanson et al., 2011), the picking information system (Hanson et al., 2017) and the batching policy
(Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). However, the available literature has been fragmented, and a
comprehensive understanding has not been available on the topic.
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Flexibility concerns the ease by which kit preparation can adapt to changes in production systems.
This was modelled amongst the five flexibility types involving new product, modification, mix,
volume and delivery, which are all are needed to deal with changes in production systems. The
flexibility types were considered in regard to range and response, which reflect the capability range
and the effects of changing within this range.
The answer to Research Question 1 improves the understanding of how kit preparation design
aspects govern kit preparation flexibility, by showing how options for design aspects influence the
ability to manage changes in requirements from production systems in kit preparation. It is clear
from the results that it is not only important how the work is organised, but also how activities are
maintained in terms of managing changes in the physical system and the IT system.
The findings reported in Paper I contribute to the literature by building on general models of
flexibility from manufacturing, for example, Correa and Slack (1994) and Slack (2005), and
applying these to the specific context of kit preparation. Previous findings on flexibility related to
kit preparation, for example as reported by Brynzér and Johansson (1995) and Hanson et al. (2011),
do not result from research specifically aimed at this relationship, but rather from observations of
studies with other aims. A finding that seems somewhat surprising is that the modern technology,
e.g. pick-to-light systems, may delimit flexibility by introducing requirements on changes both in
the information data bases and in the physical system. This echoes the statement by Park (2012, pp.
9-10) with respect to automation, who states, ‘Proper automation has several advantages. […] But
it usually requires a substantial investment. Furthermore, it is inflexible, i.e., it is more difficult to
reconfigure the system to adapt to new business environments’.

5.1.2. How design aspects govern kit quality (RQ2)
This section discusses the results presented in Subchapter 4.2, which answer Research Question 2:
‘How is kit quality governed by kit preparation design aspects?’.
Discussion of work organisation and kit quality
The thesis’ results related to work organisation concern the picker’s job role. In Paper II, it was
found that pickers who understand assembly procedures and product structures are better at picking
correct and non-defective components. To improve these skills, training programs could involve
assembly work practice or at least incorporate explanations of the intended use of components in
the assembly process.
Pickers’ knowledge of assembly procedures has been deemed important for kit quality by several
authors (e.g. Glock et al., 2017; Grosse et al., 2015; Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995). Paper II adds further empirical grounding and explanations of how these skills
and knowledge relate to kit quality.
The mechanisms by which knowledge of assembly procedures and product structures can support
kit quality in kit preparation seem to extend beyond the kit preparation’s structural components. It
is typical in literature to view the picking information system as capable of providing all the
necessary information for correct and high-quality picking to be carried out. However, as seen from
previous research and this thesis’ findings, pickers’ knowledge of assembly procedures and product
structures can function as a fall-back option when picking information systems do not provide
adequate information for correct picking.
Discussion of layout and kit quality
The results of this study show that kit error corrections can be made more swiftly and easily when
kit preparation workspaces are located close to assembly processes. Furthermore, a direct line of
sight between assemblers and pickers can facilitate communication when kit errors in kits are
corrected.
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Taking these effects into account when choosing the location of kit preparation workspaces can
help achieve a smooth-running and efficient assembly processes even if kit errors are relatively
frequent. These findings can involve existing or new applications for kit preparation. It may not be
possible to always locate kit preparation workspaces close to the assembly area due to space
limitations, but from a standpoint of making kit error corrections, the location should ideally be
close and allow for direct communication and line-of-sight between pickers and assemblers.
The location of kit preparation workspaces within material flows is important for correcting kit
errors once these are detected in assembly processes (Hanson, et al., 2011). The thesis adds details
and explanations for how this mechanism is constituted, while also showing that the communication
between teams of assemblers and pickers can facilitate quick and efficient kit error corrections.
Together with knowledge from previous research, the thesis’ findings involving the relationship
between layout and flexibility show that the choice of location is significant for correcting errors
quickly and efficiently.
Discussion of policies and kit quality
The thesis’ results relating to policies and kit quality concern both storage and batching policy.
The case studies reported in Paper II all applied the rule that similar-looking components should be
stored separately to avoid components becoming confused with each other during work cycles. This
was not only important for assuring that the correct components were picked from the shelves, but
also for avoiding components from being restocked incorrectly if it had to be returned to storage.
The rule was viewed as effective for supporting quality in the studied cases and should be simple
to implement in most situations, only requiring an assessment of the component characteristics.
However, the extent to which similar-looking components can be separated may be delimited in
situations where it is necessary to store components at certain locations, such as when components
must be picked and stacked in a certain order within kits to enable correct exposure during the
assembly process.
Some authors have previously pointed to this relationship, both with respect to warehouse order
picking (Grosse et al., 2015) and kit preparation (Brynzér and Johansson, 1996; Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995). The thesis’ findings echo these findings and contribute to these studies by adding
more empirical knowledge. The thesis also adds details, for example, by highlighting that separation
of similar-looking components also can support correct restocking.
The results reported in Paper II indicate that batching policies, whereby several kits are prepared at
once during picking tours, introduce a risk of misplacing components among kits in the batch,
something which is not an issue when kits are prepared individually. In addition, place-to
confirmations prevented such errors. This is a feature of preparing kits in batches that needs to be
accounted for when a batching policy is determined.
Previous research has discussed negative effects on kit quality based on batching several orders
during the same picking tour (Hanson et al., 2015; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). The thesis’
findings expand on these notions, adding empirical explanations for how the relationship between
batching policy and kit quality is constituted. Findings also showed that place-to confirmations are
important, since they are often used in industry to support quality but have previously not received
much attention in the literature.
Based on the available literature and the findings from this thesis, the policy design area presents
considerations regarding both storage policy and batching policy that are important in supporting
kit quality in kit preparation.
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Discussion of packaging and kit quality
The thesis’ results concerned with packaging and kit quality, as reported in Section 4.2.4, involve
both the applied packaging for the kit container, as well as the packaging used in the storage.
The use of slots in kit containers, which are fitted for the component types, was found to benefit the
kit quality by preventing that the wrong components with substantially different shapes are put into
kits. Furthermore, the use of fitted slots or compartments was found beneficial from a quality
standpoint, as they provide pickers with an overview of the stage in the picking tour, and empty
slots indicating missing components are obvious and easy to detect.
As indicated in Chapter 2, fitted slots have been pointed out as beneficial for kit quality previously
(Hanson and Brolin, 2013; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). The thesis findings support these reports
and further explain that fitted slots, as well as compartments, support tracking of the stage in the
picking tour.
This thesis identified that discarding inner protective packaging, such as plastic wrapping, during
picking tours can create distractions that introduce a risk for mistakes. A countermeasure, practiced
by one of the cases in Paper II, involved positioning trash bins at kit preparation workspaces to
reduce the disruptive influence of these activities. In situations where kit carriers are moved during
picking tours, a trash bin may be readily put on the carrier itself.
Distractions during picking tours have been pointed out in literature as typical reasons why mistakes
occur and, ultimately lead to kit errors (Grosse et al,. 2015; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995).
Discarding packaging may be easy to overlook when designing processes for kit preparation, but
as studies show, this can compromise kit quality unless properly accounted for.
The kit container’s design and the types of packaging applied in the storage are associated with
several quality-related effects. Such aspects needs to be accounted for not only with respect to kit
preparation, but since the packaging design area has close ties with other subsystems of the
materials supply system as well as with assembly (see Chapter 2), it is also beneficial to account
for these when considering design options for packaging in materials supply and assembly systems.
Discussion of equipment and kit quality
While the relationship between equipment and quality has not been explicitly studied in this thesis,
some reflections with respect to this relationship can be made in light of the present research.
The storage racks applied in the experiments, reported in Papers III and IV, had to be configured
so that components were presented to the pickers in an effective way. To this end, the shelves were
configured to have a tilt, which was increased according to the shelf height, so that the components
within the plastic boxes were visible to the pickers. The results related to storage policy and kit
quality, as described in Section 4.2.3, indicated that storing similar-looking components next to
each other presents a risk of mistaking components. It is hence plausible that the way in which
components are presented during picking affects kit quality.
The question of whether there is a relationship between how components are presented and the
quality associated with picking of components has been asked before in the context of assembly
workstation design (see Finnsgård, 2013), although it has yet to be answered. While the thesis
cannot present conclusive evidence that this relationship exists in kit preparation, the findings
indicate that a relationship might exist, and, hence, the question also deserves consideration in
context of kit preparation.
Discussion of picking information and kit quality
The thesis’ results show that picking information systems play a multi-purpose role in supporting
kit quality.
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One role is to is to support kit quality during picking tours by conveying information to pickers.
Here, the findings from the case research reported in Paper II shows that indicating only the next
activity to be performed in pick-by-light systems, as opposed to presenting all pick tasks associated
with the picking tour at once, can be beneficial from a quality standpoint.
Several researchers have indicated that the way in which the picking information is designed is
important for quality in kit preparation (Hanson et al., 2017; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995) and
order picking (Grosse et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2015). The thesis adds to the previous knowledge by
indicating that the sequence by which order lines are presented can be important to quality.
Another role that the findings from the case research in Paper II identified is that the picking
information system allows pickers to confirm and receive feedback on completed activities by use
of confirmation methods. With confirmations, pickers are given immediate feedback on the
activities they perform and can thereby correct mistakes during picking tours, which supports kit
quality.
Confirmation methods have received little attention in previous research, but have been
acknowledged for their role with respect to quality in warehouse order picking (e.g. Andriolo et al.,
2016; Battini et al., 2015). The experiments in Papers III and IV did not study the extent to which
confirmation methods affect kit quality, owing to too few kit errors being observed to conduct a
meaningful statistical analysis. However, both papers add descriptions to the literature for how
various types of confirmation methods, for example voice-commands or RFID-wristbands, can be
used for pick-from and place-to confirmations.
A third role that the thesis identified is to help the process deal with variability up and downstream
in the materials flow, for example by reminding pickers to supplement components that were
running short during the work cycle or by quickly accommodating unplanned changes from
assembly processes to avoid errors.
While the importance of dealing with material shortages and unplanned changes have been
emphasised as important concerns for kit preparation (e.g. Hanson et al., 2011; Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995), the picking information system has not been highlighted as a means for dealing
with these issues. The thesis thereby highlights a role of the picking information system that has
not been acknowledged in previous research.
As stated in Chapter 2, the picking information system often has a central role in kit quality
associated with kit preparation (Hanson et al., 2017; Grosse et al., 2015; Brynzér and Johansson,
1995), but literature is scarce regarding what this role consists of. The thesis contributes knowledge
in this respect, providing detailed descriptions related to a variety of means for information
conveyance, confirmations methods and supportive functions for dealing with variabilities in
materials supply and production systems.
Discussion of automation and kit quality
The results from Paper V showed the potential with respect to kit quality for automation in the
sorting task with batch preparation of kits. While cobots cannot make human errors, their ability to
support quality depends on the sorting information, in terms of which components should be put in
each kit. Furthermore, the components that the operator feeds it must be correct and up-to-date with
the requirements of the receiving process.
As has been pointed out, the many dimensions of disorder normally associated with kit preparation
is an issue with respect to robotics (Öjmertz, 1998). Such characteristics of kit preparation and
picking operations in general pose significant challenges for robotic picking. However, as some
researchers have already shown, the challenges are well on their way to being dealt with (Boudella,
et al, 2018; Boudella, et al, 2016).
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As acknowledged in Paper V, there is a potential for automation in quality inspection, for example
vision-based inspection, that may support detection of errors that have occurred in earlier steps in
materials flows. Such a system was considered in Paper V, and while this can support detection of
quality-related issues, it also depends upon the components to be presented in a way that the system
can carry out the necessary analyses. Such systems would be useful when robots carry out picking,
but could also be effective support in fully manual processes.
Making use of vision-based and automatic quality inspection is common in other fields, for example
for inspection of food products (Brosnan and Sun, 2004), bore holes (Biegelbauer and Vincze,
2006) and welding defects (Shafeeka et al., 2004). A significant difference with kit preparation is
that the object recognition is complex as components typically are randomly oriented and often are
stuck together with other components, making them difficult to identify. This has been referred to
as the ‘bin picking’ problem within the literature (Martinez et al., 2015), and there are ongoing
research efforts for developing solutions to handle this problem (Pérez et al., 2016).
Automation of picking and sorting supports kit quality by removing the risk of human errors. While
this has long been discussed in the context of kit preparation (see e.g. Johansson, 1991; Sellers and
Nof, 1989), the available solutions have mostly required a complete overhaul of the kit preparation
design compared to manual setups, and the automated designs have been rigid and inflexible. The
available knowledge from previous research, (e.g. Boudella et al., 2018), and the findings of the
thesis, show that new applications have become more conceivable as more lightweight and flexible
robotics are developed. This can help bridge the gap between theoretical potential and practical
viability.
Discussion of control and kit quality
The control design area concerns rules and routines for communication between kit preparation and
other subsystems in production systems.
Here, the case research reported in Paper II showed that effective error communication around kit
preparation errors can help relieve assemblers of the responsibility of kit errors, as the problems are
routinely reported and the needed components can be reliably resupplied. When error
communication is inefficient, there is a risk that kit errors are handled ad hoc, and that they leave
no trace within the system. A poor error communication is thereby a weak basis for identifying root
causes and preventing kit errors from reoccurring, and routines for correcting kit errors are a key
part of promoting prevention.
Routines for identifying and correcting kit preparation errors have been discussed in various studies
of kit preparation (see e.g. Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b; Hanson et al., 2011). While
operation planning models have been developed that involve detailed accounts of how kit errors
can arise as well as the associated costs (see Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b), there is no
knowledge available for how to monitor quality in industrial kit preparation. This thesis provides
an account for how such routines are used in industry and highlights the typical consequences of
not using them. The responsibility for detecting and dealing with kit errors is put on assemblers,
which is a poor basis for dealing with kit errors proactively.
Correction of kit errors is facilitated when kit preparation workspaces are located close to assembly
processes, whereas effective quality monitoring that consistently maintains records over kit errors
may be more difficult to sustain. Managers must consider these effects when choosing the location
of workspaces, alongside considerations of cost restrictions and capacity requirements.
The relationship between control and kit quality in kit preparation is far from fully understood in
the literature. Based on the sparse knowledge that is available and the results presented in the thesis,
the relationship seems to consist of the ability to monitor and correct kit errors that occur in industry.
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Concluding discussion of kit quality
While kit quality associated with kit preparation has recently received attention by researchers (see
e.g. Caputo et al., 2017a; Caputo et al., 2017b), the attention has been limited to theoretical
approaches, and empirical investigations that address this topic have been scarce. This has been
problematic since quality is a central area of performance, and unless it is operating satisfactorily,
kitting becomes challenging.
The research approach adopted by this thesis contributes to literature with empirically grounded
findings from case research and experiments. Furthermore, it also contributes theoretically with
respect to automation. Previous understandings show quality to be about kit preparation errors and
the ability to rectify these in the assembly process. The thesis builds on this understanding,
presenting a variety of empirically grounded ways that kit errors can be prevented and more easily
corrected.
The answer to Research Question 2 improves the understanding of how kit preparation design
aspects influence kit quality by showing how design aspects can help prevent kit preparation errors
and how to improve the effectiveness of correcting these errors. The results reveal, for example,
that the picking information system plays an important role for quality, in terms of handling material
shortages, providing feedback via confirmations and providing unambiguous instructions, and that
these functions differ according to the type of picking information system used. The results of the
thesis support previous research in several regards, and can also act as propositions for further
research.
It was noted in Paper II that reliable statistics of kit errors were rare. The managers explained that
this was because there was no need to maintain records over kit errors that could be corrected
without much effort. They further indicated that the records they had were unreliable due to that kit
errors were seldom reported. This is a possible reason for the scarcity of empirical studies in
previous research.
The results from Papers III and IV raise the question as to how kit quality is affected by the batching
policy and indicate that a single order policy with a simple picking information system may be
worth considering as an alternative to order batching. Previous research seems to assume that
quality is not significantly affected by the batching policy, despite practical experience suggesting
otherwise.

5.1.3. How design aspects govern man-hour efficiency (RQ3)
This section discusses the results presented in Subchapter 4.3, which answer Research Question 3:
‘How is kit preparation man-hour efficiency governed by kit preparation design aspects?’.
Discussion of work organisation and man-hour efficiency
This thesis has not explicitly studied the effects of work organisation on man-hour efficiency in kit
preparation, but some comments are appropriate here with respect to the experiments in Papers III
and IV.
The experiments reported in Papers III and IV involved participants who were beginners in order
picking and kit preparation; they participated in the experiments after only one shift of training.
This was a deliberate choice, as a fair comparison was sought for picking information systems and
confirmation methods, and it would be an impossible task to find participants with the same amount
of experience from systems and methods. This was also justified by the fact that turnover rates in
industrial order picking are typically high and pickers have little experience (Grosse and Glock,
2013).
De Vries et al. (2016) found that professional order pickers tend to outperform non-professional
order pickers from a productivity standpoint, even after controlling for experience. They
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recommend caution when using students in experiments. They further stress that this difference
between professional and non-professional order pickers concerns absolute numbers of
productivity, but that that patterns of relative productivity between different types of picking
information systems generally are the same between these two categories.
The findings in Papers III and IV in terms of absolute numbers may be of less interest, in light of
the above, while the comparisons made between different options for picking information systems
and confirmation methods remain valid.
Discussion of layout and man-hour efficiency
The experiment reported in Paper III dealt with layout considerations related to man-hour efficiency
in terms of picking density.
The results show a direct link between layout and man-hour efficiency, as longer walking distances
naturally reduces the man-hour efficiency. Paper III further indicated that pick-by-voice systems
and voice-confirmations (as also observed in Paper IV) perform poorly in kit preparation
workspaces with higher picking density when compared with other types of systems.
Warehouse layout has received a lot of attention in the literature, as it is one of the determinants for
travel distances (De Koster et al., 2007). Consideration of the layout design area and man-hour
efficiency in kit preparation has been a lot less, likely because kit preparation is most often
organised in compact workspaces where travelling distances are generally short (Hanson et al.,
2017). However, as some researchers have pointed out (see Battini et al., 2015), some picking
information systems, for example pick-by-voice, can benefit productivity-wise, from longer
travelling distances, as some activities can be performed while travelling. An indication of this is
seen in Paper III, where two different levels of picking density were considered. The results showed
that man-hour efficiency was almost identical for pick-by-voice between the two picking density
levels, while the other systems demonstrated less man-hour efficiency with lower picking density.
There appears to be a relationship between layout and man-hour efficiency of kit preparation,
especially with respect to picking density. While picking density is not directly determined by the
chosen layout, it is clear that the layout contributes to the picking density, and that it plays a part in
determining the travel distances in kit preparation.
Discussion of policies and man-hour efficiency
The experiment reported in Paper III showed that for some applications of picking information
systems, order batching in regard to man-hours can be less efficient than a single-kit approach. This
is partly because confirmations must be performed when components are placed in kits with batch
preparation, but this is not required with single-kit preparation. The experiment reported in Paper
IV also showed that all things being equal, changing the type of confirmation used to support order
batching of kits can substantially impact man-hour efficiency. The findings indicate that such
considerations need to be accounted for when the order batching policy is determined.
The thesis results show previous understandings of man-hour efficiency and batching policy in a
new light, by accounting for how the use of confirmation methods affect man-hour efficiency in
batching policies. In previous studies that have compared single-kit and batch preparation of kits
(Hanson et al., 2017; Hanson et al., 2015), confirmations have not been considered, yet these are
typically applied in industry. Batching several orders during individual picking tours is generally
seen to improve man-hour efficiency of kit preparation (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), and
experiments have shown that the effects on man-hour efficiency from batching or orders can be
substantial (Hanson et al., 2015).
It was apparent from the studies in Papers III and IV that batch preparation of kit leads to more
complex handling of components during kit preparation than a single-kit approach. This complexity
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can become even greater if confirmation methods that require a lot of extra motion and activity are
performed. As Paper IV showed, using confirmation methods that do not noticeably interrupt the
picker, such as button-presses or RFID-scans with wristbands, may support order batching without
adding to the complexity.
Discussion of packaging and man-hour efficiency
The experiment in Paper III addresses packaging with respect to man-hour efficiency. Different
packaging sizes of storage packaging were used for different levels of picking density. The
reasoning behind this approach was that larger sized packaging contributes to longer walking
distances, thereby lowering picking density as well as man-hour efficiency. In practice, the size of
storage packaging may not always be a choice owing to component characteristics or other
restrictions in the material supply or production system (Hales and Andersen, 2001).
The experiments in Papers III and IV used kits with no internal structure, which meant that the
pickers were completely unrestricted when placing components in kits. Although only one type of
kit container design was considered in the experiments, it seems likely that those with internal
structures are associated with lower man-hour efficiency, as more precision is required when
components are placed in the kits. This has also been suggested in previous research (Brynzér and
Johansson, 1995).
The thesis highlights two different aspects, storage packaging and kit container design, that can
affect man-hour efficiency in packaging. These aspects have been considered in previous research,
both in terms of the type of storage packaging used (Calzavara et al., 2017) and how the kit container
is designed (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995).
Discussion of equipment and man-hour efficiency
While this thesis has not produced results that address the relationship between equipment and manhour efficiency, the relationship has been peripheral to several of the studies that have been carried
out.
Relative to the experiments reported in Papers III and IV, the kit preparation workspaces utilised in
those studies involved both storage racks and kit carriers of particular designs. With respect to
storage racks, one part of operationalising picking density in Paper III was to make use of different
numbers of shelf levels in different sections of the workspace. By doing so, picking areas can be
made more compact, reducing walking distances and consequently promoting efficiency. However,
as has been discussed with respect to both flexibility and quality, it is, therefore, helpful to use
shelves that can be tilted, so that components can be presented appropriately.
The kits need to be easily accessible, especially when batch preparation is conducted. The kit carrier
design must be considered when the process is designed, so that pickers, either operators or robots,
are not impeded when putting components into kits. The equipment governs the way components
are presented to pickers, the ease by which components in the storage can be accessed and the ease
by which components can be put into kits.
Discussion of picking information and man-hour efficiency
The thesis provides input into the relationship between picking information and man-hour
efficiency. In one part, it addresses how types of picking information systems are affected by
picking density and batch size in their impact on man-hour efficiency, as indicated in Paper III. In
another part, the input consists of the role and importance of confirmation methods for man-hour
efficient kit preparation, as researched in Paper IV.
The thesis’ results showed that man-hour efficiency associated with the type of picking information
system used depends on the applied batching policy. Here, the more complex information and the
need to carry out place-to confirmations to support correct sorting with batch preparation of kits
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can make it less man-hour efficient than a single-kit per picking tour approach. This was observed
for the system types pick-by-light and pick-by-HUD, which applied confirmations by buttonpresses and single-wristband RFID-scans, respectively.
In previous research, batch preparation of kits is generally viewed as a more man-hour efficient
option than single-kit preparation (Hanson et al., 2015; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). However,
these studies have not accounted for the requirement to perform confirmations during kit
preparation, which is the typical approach adopted in industry. This thesis noted this absence in the
literature and, although a bit surprising, showed that the effect of having to perform confirmations
can be so substantial that a single-kit approach may be more efficient. If the requirement on
confirmations is loosened, as with the pick-by-paper system in Paper III, the normal benefits of a
batch preparation approach are, indeed, achieved. It has been pointed out by some researchers that
batch preparation can be associated with more administrative work between work cycles than
single-kit preparation (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995), but this thesis shows that there also is
administrative work during the picking tour, which can severely affect the outcome of man-hour
efficiency.
The results demonstrate that some picking information systems, for example, pick-by-light or pickby-HUD, may not necessarily be more man-hour efficient when applied to batch preparation rather
than single kit preparation, especially when the picking density is high. The type of packaging used
to store components at kit preparation workspaces greatly affects the picking density that can be
achieved. In this regard, using smaller packaging, as associated with smaller unit loads (Hanson
and Finnsgård, 2014), can increase picking density and generally make kit preparation more manhour efficient as the walking distances become shorter (Hanson and Medbo, 2019). At the same
time, the relative benefits of man-hour efficiency from using a batch preparation approach are
lessened when the picking density is higher, such as when smaller sized storage packaging is
applied. Furthermore, the suitable choice of picking information system type is affected. The thesis
results, hence, show an interplay between the type of picking information system used, the batching
policy and the type of storage packaging.
Several authors have dealt with design and performance of kitting and order picking systems and
pointed out that the picking density is a central factor for man-hour efficiency (e.g. Hanson and
Medbo, 2019; Battini et al. 2015). Related to picking information systems, Battini et al. (2015)
showed that some picking information systems, such as pick-by-voice, can benefit from lower
picking density as some activities, such as administering voice dialogues, can be performed while
travelling. The thesis findings support this notion in the context of kit preparation.
According to previous research, the picking information design area has a central role in man-hour
efficiency in kit preparation (Hanson et al., 2017; Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). The relationship
consists of conveying picking information about quantities and locations of components in intuitive
and effective ways, to promote man-hour efficiency (Brynzér and Johansson, 1995). Studies of
warehouse order picking have addressed the importance of confirmations, which are used to ensure
that components are picked and sorted correctly (Battini et al., 2015). The thesis contributes to this
previous knowledge by showing that confirmations plays a role for man-hour efficiency of kit
preparation, and that this needs to be accounted for when choosing a picking information system.
Furthermore, the presented research provides several comparative estimates of the extent to which
various systems affect man-hour efficiency, including accounts of different situations in terms of
batching policy and picking density.
Discussion of automation and man-hour efficiency
The automation-supported application of kit preparation in Paper V shows how automation can
impact man-hour efficiency. The numerical example of the model presented in Paper V shows that
the automation yields a comparable average cycle time than when a picker carries out all activities
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independently. A collaborative robot handles components individually, as opposed to the operator
who handles several components at once. The results indicate that the application can benefit from
being used in settings where there is a high component variety. This is pertinent for managers who
want to implement collaborative robots in their kit preparation.
With respect to the results in Paper V, Coelho et al. (2018) found similar productivity effects when
simulating cobot-supported activities at supermarkets in production systems. Here, human workers
were on average more productive, but cobots were associated with less variability and a more
predictable planning environment. Boudella et al. (2018) studied robots applied to kit preparation
and developed a model for assigning components between two work cells, one with an operator and
one with a robot. The application studied in Paper V reverses the robot’s role, by considering how
it can perform the sort task, while also allowing the robot and the worker to collaborate to complete
the kits.
It is often addressed in literature that kitting can be advantageous over other material supply
principles when the number of component variants is high (Limère et al., 2012; Caputo and
Pelagagge, 2011). The application considered in Paper V is more efficient with high component
variability, and should, thereby, be suited to most situations where kitting is also deemed an
effective principle.
While the concept of automation as a means for improving kit preparation man-hour efficiency has
been discussed for some time (see e.g. Sellers and Nof, 1989), there have been few publications,
Boudella et al. (2018) mark one exception, that present applications that do not require kit
preparation to be completely reimagined. Previous research that considers collaborative automation
types in kit preparation applications, whereby pickers and cobots collaborate during the work cycle,
is even scarcer. The thesis has studied one such application, where the automation scope involved
sorting as associated with batch preparation of kits, showing the effects on man-hour efficiency.
Discussion of control and man-hour efficiency
Control includes how kit preparation resources and capacity requirements are analysed and
managed. The thesis has not directly addressed the relationship between control and man-hour
efficiency, but the findings present relevant input to future research with that aim.
The literature that deals with control considers the capacity requirements, inventory levels and
overall costs associated with kit preparation as part of a framework comparing kitting with other
materials supply principles (see e.g. Caputo et al., 2015; Limère et al., 2012; Bozer and McGinnis,
1992). Here, the time expended on kit preparation is often modelled statically, and only one kind
of design is considered (Hanson and Medbo, 2019).
The findings related to man-hour efficiency presented by the thesis, with respect to types of picking
information systems, confirmation methods and collaborative robots applied in kit preparation,
constitute options that can be considered in these kinds of frameworks. Furthermore, as pointed out
in previous research by Hanson and Medbo (2019) and demonstrated in this thesis, man-hour
efficiency in kit preparation can be highly variable and is dependent on design aspects. The thesis
findings can help account for this nature of man-hour efficiency frameworks for control of kit
preparation, and the thesis in this way makes a contribution to the control design area by generating
applicable data.
Concluding discussion of kit preparation man-hour efficiency
This thesis has addressed man-hour efficiency by means of three focused studies that deal with the
impact of types of picking information systems, confirmation methods and collaborative robots
applied to kit preparation. The generated knowledge contributes to a view of man-hour efficiency
as variable that depends on the choice of design aspects and their associated options. This is to some
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extent in contrast to previous research in this area, which, as pointed out by Hanson and Medbo
(2019), typically views kit preparation time expenditure as static and irrespective of the design.
The answer to Research Question 3 improves the understanding of how design aspects of kit
preparation govern man-hour efficiency. This is achieved by presenting two experiments dealing
with picking information systems, batching policy, picking density and man-hour efficiency and by
presenting a mathematical model that considers man-hour efficiency of batch preparation of kits
supported by a collaborative robot. The results make clear that the picking information system
influences both the pickers’ search time for parts and the time spent on performing confirmations
during kit preparation, and that collaborative robots can support man-hour efficiency.
In regard to picking information systems, the findings with respect to the relatively new pick-byHUD system in Paper III and the use of RFID-wristbands for confirmations in Paper IV, are
considered a contribution to both practice and theory.
Paper III also reveals that batch preparation of kits is associated with a different set of requirements
on the picking information system than a single-kit policy. Here, quality assurance of the placement
activity, in terms of a place-to confirmation, can affect the man-hour efficiency associated with a
particular picking information system design. In this regard, the answer expands the previous
knowledge on man-hour efficiency of order batching in kit preparation (Hanson et al., 2017; Hanson
et al., 2015), which has focused on how picking information is conveyed with order batching, while
paying less attention to the impact from the type of confirmation method used.
The automation-supported application for kit preparation modelled in Paper V makes up another
contribution to both theory and practice. The concept of cobots is still relatively new and very few
applications have yet reached industrial implementation. The detailed models of kit preparation
work tasks performed by collaborative robots and operators which the model provides, should be
of interest to academics and provide a starting point for implementation in industry.

5.1.4. Overview of identified relationships between kit preparation design aspects
and performance areas
The thesis has shown that there are a multitude of relationships between kit preparation design
aspects and performance areas, and that there are interplays between design aspects and aspects in
the context of kit preparation that influence these relationships. In this section, a summarising
overview of the thesis results is presented in Table 5.1, highlighting the relationships identified in
the thesis’ results and those identified in the literature.
Table 5.1 is organised by the design areas in the far left column. In the second, third and fourth
columns, the relationships between the design areas and aspects with flexibility, kit quality and
man-hour efficiency are described. By means of the table, a detailed and comprehensive overview
of how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation performance with respect to flexibility,
kit quality and man-hour efficiency is provided, summarising how the thesis’ purpose is addressed.
The findings summarised in Table 5.1 are highlighted differently depending on whether the
relationship stems from the literature (white), from this thesis (light grey) or from both the thesis
and the literature (dark grey). The next subchapter explains the relationships between kit
preparation design and performance presented in the table may be useful for theory and practice.
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Table 5.1. Identified relationships from the literature (white highlighting), from the research results
of the thesis (light grey highlighting) or from both (dark grey highlighting) between kit preparation
design aspects and performance in terms of flexibility, kit quality and man-hour efficiency. The first
column shows the design area under which the relationships have been categorized.
Design area

Work
organisation

Layout

Policies

Packaging

Equipment

Flexibility impact
Job role: Volume flexibility benefits
from job roles that involve kit
preparation and assembly within the
same work cycle, as more
opportunities for work balancing are
available.
Organisation around change: New
product, modification, mix and
volume flexibility benefits from
organisational integration, as it
affects planning and reorganisation.
Location: New product,
modification, mix and volume
flexibility benefit from use of
locations further from assembly, as
these generally come with additional
floor space.
Location: Delivery flexibility
benefits from locations closer to
assembly processes, due to shorter
transportation distances and more
control over when deliveries take
place.
Batching policy: Delivery flexibility
is reduced by larger batch sizes, as
kits are tied up in kit preparation for
a longer time and are, thereby,
exposed to changes in production
schedules.
Storage policy: Mix flexibility is
reduced by rigorous classification in
storage, as reorganisation of the
storage becomes necessary when the
production mix changes.
Kit container: New product and
modification flexibility is reduced by
use of fitted slots in kit containers, as
the slots must be redesigned when
products are introduced or modified.

Kit quality impact
Job role: Picking of correct and nondefective components is promoted by
pickers who also perform assembly,
due to better knowledge of quality
requirements.

Man-hour efficiency impact
Job role: Man-hour efficiency is
promoted when performed by pickers
with knowledge and experience of
how assembly should be performed.

Location: Kit error corrections can
be carried out more quickly and with
lower costs when kit preparation
workspaces are located closer to
assembly processes.

Picking density: Man-hour
efficiency is reduced by layouts with
lower picking density, as picking
tours have more travelling time
relative to time being spent on
picking activities.
Picking density: Man-hour
efficiency associated with picking
information systems can be affected
by the effect of picking density on
travelling time in-between picks.

Batching policy: Kit quality is
negatively affected by batch
preparation, as it introduces a risk for
misplacement among kit containers
(as opposed to single-kit
preparation).
Storage policy: Kit quality is
promoted by separating similarlooking components in the storage,
as this prevents components from
being confused with each other.
Kit container: Picking of correct
types and numbers of components is
promoted by fitted slots in kit
containers.
Kit container: Missing component
kit errors can be prevented by use of
fitted slots or standardised
compartments in kit containers, as
these help keep track of the next
activity and make missed
components obvious.
Storage packaging: New product,
Storage packaging: Kit quality can
modification, mix and volume
be negatively affected by discarding
flexibility is promoted by use of
protective inner packaging and
standardised plastic boxes, which are handling of empty containers during
available in a variety of sizes, as
work cycles. These activities create
opposed to EUR-pallets; these allow distractions that can lead to mistakes.
for easier changes of unit load and
introduction/removal of storage
locations.
Storage racks: Mix flexibility is
Storage racks: Picking of correct
promoted by use of wheel-equipped and non-defective components can
storage racks and bolt-free shelf
be promoted by adjusting storage
attachments, as these facilitate
racks and shelves, such as tilting
reorganisations of the storage.
packages, to provide better access
and visibility.
Lifting supports: New product,
Kit carrier: Kit quality is affected
modification, mix and volume
by the design of the kit carrier as
flexibility is reduced when lifting
improved visibility of, and access to
supports are present at kit preparation kits can help prevent placement
workspaces, as these hinder
errors.
expansion and reorganisation.

Batching policy: Man-hour
efficiency is promoted by larger
batch sizes in most situations, but the
relative benefits diminish when
picking densities increase and when
confirmation methods are used.
Storage policy: Man-hour efficiency
is promoted by storage classification
according to consumption rates when
kit carriers are stationary during
work cycles.
Kit container: Man-hour efficiency
is reduced by use of compartments
and fitted slots in kit containers, as
these increase requirements for
precision when components are
placed into kits.
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Storage packaging: Man-hour
efficiency is reduced by use of larger
sized packaging in the storage, such
as EUR-pallets, as it is difficult to
use in multi-level shelving and
thereby contributes to lower picking
density.

Storage racks: Man-hour efficiency
is affected by the number of shelf
levels used, as this affects picking
density and, hence, travelling time
during picking tours.
Storage racks: Man-hour efficiency
is affected by use of reconfigurable
storage racks that e.g. allow packages
to be tilted, as this improves
visibility of, and access to,
components.

Picking
information

Kit carrier: Man-hour efficiency is
affected by how the kit carrier is
designed, as it affects access to kits,
and, thereby, the ease by which
components can be placed in kit
containers.
System type: New product,
Information conveyance: Kit
System type: Man-hour efficiency is
modification, mix and volume
quality is affected by the sequence in affected by the type of picking
flexibility is affected by physical
which information is presented to
information system applied in kit
components associated with picking pickers, where, in particular, only
preparation.
information system types, as physical presenting the current and next
components (e.g. light indicators in
picking activity at once appear to
pick-by-light systems) hinder
reduce ambiguities during work
expansion and reorganisation.
cycles and prevent kit errors.
Confirmation methods: Picking
Information conveyance: Man-hour
correct components and placing them efficiency is affected by the type of
correctly in kits can be promoted by information conveyance used, as it
using confirmation methods, due to
affects the ease by which pickers
the immediate feedback provided
receive and interpret information.
when a confirmation is performed.
Supportive functions: Kit quality is
promoted by picking information
systems with functions that help with
material shortages or quickly
accommodate new order information.

Automation scope: Flexibility is
affected by kit preparation activities
that are automated, and each
situation needs to be evaluated.
Automation

Control

Automation type: Flexibility is
affected by the automation type used
for kit preparation tasks, and
different automation types affect
different flexibility types.
Control procedures: Flexibility can
be affected by the effort involved
with maintaining control procedures,
for example with respect to storage
assignment, batching or error
communication.

Confirmation methods: Man-hour
efficiency benefits from use of
confirmation methods that allow for
pick-from confirmations to be carried
out with minimal extra motion and
place-to confirmations by methods
that allow two simultaneous
placements.
Automation scope: Kit quality is
Automation scope: Man-hour
promoted by automation of picking
efficiency is affected by kit
and sorting tasks, as the risk of
preparation activities that are
human errors is removed from
automated, and each situation needs
automated tasks.
to be evaluated.
Automation type: Kit quality is
Automation type: Man-hour
affected differently by different types efficiency associated with an
of automation.
automation type is affected by each
situation’s characteristics, for
example similarity between kits and
the batching policy used.
Error communication: Kit quality
Implementation fit: Man-hour
is promoted by use of routines for
efficiency associated with automated
identifying and correcting kit errors, tasks depends on how procedures for
as this help prevent kit errors.
order batching, storage policy and
Work standardisation: Kit quality quality control are implemented with
respect to the situation’s
is promoted when pickers follow
instructions in well-designed setups, characteristics.
while kit quality can be supported
when pickers find their own ways,
deviating from instructions, in poorly
designed setups.

5.2. Supporting design and performance of kit preparation
As stated in Chapter 1, the thesis’ purpose is to contribute to the knowledge of how kit preparation
design aspects govern kit preparation performance. This purpose was chosen because of the role
kit preparation plays in kitting-based materials supply with mixed-model assembly. Three research
questions were formulated to target three performance areas of kit preparation, and five papers,
each based on individual research studies, were written to develop answers to the research
questions. The performance areas targeted by the research questions concern flexibility, kit quality
and man-hour efficiency as associated with kit preparation, which are important for a kitting
approach to be realised.
This subchapter discusses how the thesis addresses its stated purpose. The subchapter is divided
into two sections. Section 5.2.1 presents a condensed overview of how the theoretical and practical
contributions brought forth in Subchapter 5.1 contribute to the thesis’ stated purpose. Section 5.2.2
then presents a discussion of the use and limitations of the thesis’ findings.
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5.2.1. The thesis’ contribution to its purpose C
The thesis’ contribution to its purpose consists of three parts. In one part, it underpins and builds
upon previous research that has dealt with design and performance of kit preparation. In a second
part, it brings new knowledge about relationships between kit preparation design aspects and
performance. The third part provides broad yet detailed knowledge with respect to existing
understandings of the relationships between kit preparation design aspects and performance, owing
to the wide range of methods applied in the thesis’ research approach (see Table 3.1 for an overview
of the methods applied in the appended papers). In the following, these three parts are discussed at
length.
With respect to the first part of the contribution, the topic deals with knowledge that is not new.
Several researchers have previously dealt with design and performance of picking systems in
general and with kit preparation specifically. The thesis has accounted for this, and an extensive
review of the literature was conducted. Research questions, study aims and theoretical frameworks
were then developed based on established knowledge. This approach has made it possible to find
support for previous findings in entirely new cases and experiments, while refining and extending
the previous understanding of relationships between kit preparation design aspects and
performance. One example is the findings with respect to the location of kit preparation and
flexibility. Here, the thesis identified and explained the multi-faceted impact of location on
flexibility.
Previous research has indicated that locations further from assembly processes generally have
access to more floor space, which benefits flexibility related to new product introductions and
modifications, as well as volume and mix flexibility. However, the thesis’ findings additionally
showed that delivery flexibility is negatively affected by the same location setting, and, thereby,
that there is a trade-off amongst flexibility types with respect to location. The thesis has underpinned
and built upon previous knowledge, thereby contributing to the knowledge of how kit preparation
design aspects govern performance.
With respect to the second part of the contribution, the thesis contributes new knowledge about kit
preparation design aspects and how they impact performance. An example is the man-hour
efficiency impact of confirmation methods, as identified in Papers III and IV. Here, the experiment
in Paper III found that the benefits of using a batch preparation policy are affected by the design of
the picking information system, particularly by the design of the confirmation method. As the thesis
has shown, order batching for some designs may not be superior over a single kit policy from a
man-hour efficiency standpoint, due to the additional need to perform place-to confirmations
required with batch preparation. Paper IV then found that when various types of confirmation
methods were applied using the same means of information conveyance, the man-hour efficiency
varied substantially depending on the method used. This has received limited attention by previous
research. In this way, the thesis contributes new knowledge to the literature.
With respect to the third part of the theoretical contribution, the variety of methods applied in the
research has allowed for development of broad yet detailed knowledge with respect to existing
understandings of the relationships between kit preparation design aspects and performance. Across
the studies reported in the five appended papers in the thesis, the variety of methods has allowed
the research to build on established knowledge in the literature, which at the same time have created
pressing issues in practice. Examples include how design aspects impact flexibility and quality as
in Papers I and II and how new phenomena, such as collaborative robots, can support man-hour
efficient kit preparation in Paper V. It has also allowed for the research to deal with narrow
questions and arrive at precise answers, for example by means of experiments focused on picking
information systems as in Papers III and IV. The variety of methods have enabled the research area
to be addressed both broadly and in-depth and to focus on topics which have scarcely been dealt
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with in the past. This is a contribution to the knowledge of how kit preparation design aspects
govern performance.

5.2.2. Application and limitations of the knowledge generated by the thesis
This section discusses how the knowledge generated by the thesis can be applied by researchers
and practitioners. Furthermore, the section highlights limitations that must be taken into account
when such knowledge is applied.
As highlighted in the theoretical framework in Chapter 2, researchers frequently emphasise that
design aspects of picking systems are usually closely linked with each other, and that there are
interplays between design aspects, the context and performance. This has been characterised as a
complex problem (Yoon and Sharp, 1996; Bozer and McGinnis, 1992; Goetschalckx and Ashayeri,
1989).
This thesis has considered kit preparation design to be composed of design aspects, which have
individual and synergistic impacts on performance, while also moderated and restricted by context.
This approach has enabled the problem to be addressed in a structured manner and has allowed for
relationships between design aspects and performance to be isolated and researched. The approach
was inspired by previous studies that has been available on the topic (e.g. Hanson, 2012; Brynzér
and Johansson, 1995) and guided by the results generated throughout the research process. The
approach of using design aspects to address the purpose has brought both opportunities and
limitations with respect to how the generated knowledge can be applied in theory and in practice.
Opportunities of application
The knowledge generated by the thesis consists of concise yet holistic descriptions of relationships
between design aspects and performance of kit preparation. This knowledge can readily be adopted
by industry with some consideration to the situation’s characteristics. The knowledge can serve as
input to analyses when new processes for kit preparation are designed or for improving already
existing applications. For example, the knowledge can provide support to industrial engineers and
facility planners for deciding where in the materials flow kit preparation workspaces should be
located and what effects different options for location may bring. Other findings can be suitable for
both managers and pickers to consider for existing processes, for example in terms of whether a
new type of picking information system would be more suitable to implement than the currently
used designs. Industrial engineers who work with kit preparation may also integrate the findings
into guidelines and frameworks that may already be available in-house at companies with
experience in the area, or it can provide a basis to create in-house guidelines for those with less
experience.
From a theoretical standpoint, the thesis can provide input to already existing frameworks for design
of picking systems. As described in Chapter 2, previous research has developed frameworks that
can guide the design process of picking systems, for example the frameworks put forth by
Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989) and Yoon and Sharp (1995). The knowledge developed in this
thesis can serve as input to such frameworks, supporting a more detailed and comprehensive
analysis of picking systems, by providing descriptions about design options and their impact on
performance. Furthermore, a substantial body of literature deals with choice of materials supply
principles, for example Limère et al. (2012), Caputo and Pelagagge (2011), and Bozer and
McGinnis (1992). As pointed out when these frameworks were reviewed in Chapter 2, kit
preparation is typically viewed as having fixed settings and performance effects and rarely deals
with performance beyond costs and capacity requirements. As this thesis shows, the performance
associated with kit preparation can be highly variable and can be influenced by a range of aspects
of design and context. The thesis thus provides opportunity to integrate a more comprehensive view
of kit preparation design and performance in frameworks that support selection of materials supply
principles.
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Limitations of application
In this thesis’ research, propositions were derived from theory and then studied, which led to the
results. The empirical content stems from case research and experiments. With case research,
generalisations to theory are carried out analytically, by means of propositions and analytic
inferences (Yin, 2009). Typically, this is also how generalisation from experiments is carried out.
With mathematical modelling, such as used in Paper V, the model is developed based on theoretical
propositions, and numerical examples demonstrate the empirical application. In this light, the
results link back to theory by means of analytic inference from the empirical content. Thus, the
findings and the generated knowledge should hence be considered valid and relevant to the extent
with which the studied propositions are applicable.
The focus of this thesis is on kit preparation for materials supply by use of kitting in assembly
industry and, in particular, in the automotive industry. The parts that are based on case research
have derived findings, which are all from the automotive industry. The parts based on experiments
and mathematical modelling have also focused on kit preparation in the automotive industry. In this
way, most of the findings are conditional on the existence of a product structure and an assembly
schedule, which has to be considered with respect to generalisability. However, many other types
of assembly environments may present similar preconditions, for which the results should be
applicable. Hopefully, from a practitioner viewpoint, the descriptions of the cases, the experiment
settings and the numerical examples of the mathematical model, are sufficiently detailed to judge
validity of the results in other companies and industries.

5.3. Discussion beyond the thesis scope
Building upon the discussion of contributions presented in the previous subchapters, this subchapter
aims to take the discussion a step further by discussing the interplay between design aspects and
performance areas, in addition to avenues of future research. The subchapter is divided into two
sections. Section 5.3.1 presents a discussion of interplays, in terms of synergies and trade-offs,
amongst kit preparation design aspects and performance areas. Section 5.3.2 presents a discussion
of avenues for future research.

5.3.1. Interplays amongst design aspects and performance areas
The research presented in the thesis has been structured by three research questions that each
address relationships between kit preparation design aspects and one of the three performance areas
targeted in the research purpose statement. Owing to the way in which the research has been
structured, the generated knowledge makes up a basis for revealing of interplays, in terms of
synergies and trade-offs, amongst design aspects and performance areas. In the following, these
synergies and trade-offs emerge when individual results with respect to different design aspects and
performance areas are viewed as a whole.
There seems to be interplay with respect to location, flexibility, kit quality and man-hour efficiency.
Locating a kit preparation workspace close to assembly processes, may reduce costs, as the
consequences of picking errors are reduced due to the shorter distance for supplementing needed
components. Meanwhile, the same location creates both trade-offs and synergies from a flexibility
perspective, as it would reduce the new product, mix and volume flexibility due to less available
space for extending the storage racks to make room for new storage locations. However, it would
improve delivery flexibility owing to shorter transportation distances. Furthermore, from a manhour efficiency standpoint, making use of nearby locations likely reduces the freedoms in designing
the layout of the kit preparation workspace, which can negatively affect man-hour efficiency.
Locations that are more remote can result in more freedom to design and thereby support man-hour
efficiency.
There seems to be interplay with respect to storage policy, flexibility, kit quality and man-hour
efficiency. Here, the thesis found that storage policies based on rigorous classifications generally
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have less mix flexibility, as it must be arranged when production mixes change. The quality-related
findings, however, suggest that some classifications, for example separating similar-looking
components from each other, benefits the quality of kit preparation, as mistakes whereby
components are confused with each other are less likely to occur. This is a clear trade-off between
flexibility and kit quality related to the storage policy. Furthermore, the results showed that
classification of the storage may be necessary in less dense picking areas in order to maintain manhour efficiency. Oftentimes when kit carriers that remain stationary during picking tours are
applied, classification is necessary to keep routes efficient and walking distances relatively short.
With respect to storage policy and classification, man-hour efficiency and quality appear to be
synergistic when more classification is used, while at the same time, this creates a trade-off with
flexibility.
Interplay that arises from parallel considerations to several performance areas have been possible
to identify in the thesis due to its multi-faceted view on performance. This is relevant both with
respect to theory and to practice and may serve as input to future research studies as groundwork
for hypotheses and propositions that can be evaluated in new settings and cases.

5.3.2. Discussion of avenues of future research
This section discusses avenues of future research in the area of kit preparation for materials supply
by kitting.
Kit preparation design has been viewed to consist of subsystems of a particular design, for example
a batching policy or a picking information system. This view, combined with a focus of studying
kit preparation in its real-life context, provides a perspective on the relationships between choices
among design aspects and performance. A similar perspective that links design aspects and
performance as developed in this thesis could be beneficial in a larger context, such as warehouse
order picking, as it provides a structure for continued research and enables opportunities for highly
focused investigations that contribute to the understanding of the whole. Such research efforts could
build further on previous works, such as those by Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989) and Yoon and
Sharp (1996).
With respect to kit quality, which was addressed in Research Question 2, there was a limitation
when studying the cases in Paper II with respect to obtaining precise measurements of kit errors.
Had reliable records been available, it could have allowed for statistical analyses to be carried out
and additional insights with respect to quality. This highlights a need for improved methods for
measuring kit quality in practice. This kind of empirical data would also be useful in frameworks
for planning and controlling kit preparation, such as in the frameworks by Caputo et al. (2017a) and
Caputo et al. (2017b). If improved methods for measuring kit quality were available, the quality
performance area could be assessed by a whole new range of methods and more knowledge of the
effect on kit quality from different design options could be attained. Furthermore, reliable records
over kit errors would allow for statistical analyses, whereby kit quality could be studied alongside
man-hour efficiency with respect to various design options. This is an important avenue for further
research.
The findings related to the influence on man-hour efficiency from picking information systems and
confirmation methods raise questions about how batching policies employing higher number of kits
per batch interact with various types of picking information systems. Further, as the findings
indicate that order batching may have a significant influence on kit quality, further research should
set out to determine the mechanics of this link and how other areas of kit preparation design, for
example automation or control, may influence or moderate this link.
The cases included in Paper I did not include solutions for presenting picking information digitally,
as would be possible with the HUD-system studied by Hanson et al. (2017) or the pick-by-HUD
system studied in the experiment of Paper III. In light of the thesis findings, it is conceivable that
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such systems can benefit flexibility when applied with kit preparation. This should be investigated
in further research, and the knowledge developed by the thesis can be readily applied to find
answers to such questions.
The automation-supported application in Paper V raise questions of how various forms of
automation can support kit preparation. It is interesting from a general standpoint how various types
of automation-based solutions, such as robot-arms, vision-systems for inspection and AGVs, and
variants of these, can be used during actual live settings, with all the possible ways of applying
them, and more research on this topic would be valuable.
The relationship between work schedules and deviations from these has been addressed in context
of warehouse order picking by Glock et al. (2017). They determined that poorly designed systems
can actually benefit from pickers having enough experience to notice and, consequently, working
around flaws in the system. This is an interesting take on design and performance that should also
be considered further in future research.
Action research investigations and longitudinal case studies are two other lines of research that
could prove valuable for increasing the understanding of kit preparation design and performance.
Here, a certain change or intervention could be monitored both in person and over time, aiming to
understand enablers and barriers to kit preparation design in practice. As is often the scenario when
conducting case research, only a snapshot of the operations or a narrative explaining how things
got to be the way they are make up the basis. A longitudinal study, being close to the study object
over a long time, would increase the richness of data and improve understanding of the great many
small, but in many situations significant, variations in design affect different types of performance.
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6. Conclusions
This thesis has studied kit preparation design aspects and their effects on kit preparation
performance as associated with kitting-based materials supply in production systems with mixedmodel assembly. The three kit preparation performance areas targeted by the thesis are flexibility,
kit quality and man-hour efficiency. The industrial relevance of studying kit preparation stems from
the increasing use of kit preparation in industry, which is a result of the need to better manage more
component variants in production systems. Experience and guidelines for how to design these
processes have been limited, and from a theoretical viewpoint, knowledge has been lacking on the
relationships between kit preparation design and performance. Specifically, previous research that
has treated these types of processes and simultaneously considered the three parallel performance
areas has not been available.
The research in the thesis started from the existing, but scarce, knowledge on the influence of kit
preparation design aspects on kit preparation performance. To complement this limited knowledge
base, the thesis considered previous research from related fields, such as order picking, materials
handling and manufacturing. To establish directions for the research, the thesis noted the problems
as presented by industry via companies involved in the research project, alongside
recommendations suggested from previous research. The needs of industry and the state of science
led the research to focus on the influence from design on the flexibility, the kit quality and the manhour efficiency associated with kit preparation, with the purpose of contributing to the knowledge
of how kit preparation design aspects govern kit preparation performance.
Three research questions were formulated, each targeting one of three kit preparation performance
areas captured in the thesis purpose statement, and five research papers were accordingly designed
to address the research questions, focusing on the kit preparation flexibility (Paper I), the kit quality
(Paper II) and the man-hour efficiency (Papers III, IV and V). The studies behind Papers I and II
were designed as multiple case studies, focusing on how and why various design options influence
performance. Papers III and IV were designed as experimental studies, more narrowly focusing on
the influence on performance from using different types of picking information systems. Paper V
was designed with a mathematical modelling approach, in order to study the potential for
collaborative robots to support man-hour efficiency. Recent technology developments make this a
valid and relevant area of research both from an industrial and a theoretical standpoint.
The study on flexibility performance was designed as a multiple embedded case study, in order to
find ways of supporting design of flexible processes for kit preparation. The results include
knowledge of the individual links between flexibility performance types and the set of design
aspects that the thesis brought forth from the literature. The thesis’ findings contribute to research
by building on general models of flexibility from manufacturing and applying these to the specific
context of kit preparation. An important observation is that modern technology in its current form
and practice, such as pick-by-light systems, may delimit flexibility by being difficult to change with
respect to both information data bases and the physical system.
Kit quality was studied in a similar way as flexibility. The study aimed to create an understanding
of the links between kit preparation design aspects and kit error types to support kit quality. By
applying a framework derived from literature describing how central kit preparation design aspects
may influence kit quality associated with kit preparation, three cases of kit preparation in
automotive material supply were studied in-depth. The results provide knowledge that concern, for
example, the work organisation, the layout and the picking information system as applied in kit
preparation and show how these aspects govern kit quality. The contribution to the literature
consisted of comprehensive findings for how design aspects can be used to prevent kit errors in kit
preparation and how kit error corrections can be carried out more quickly and effectively by means
of kit preparation design.
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The studies on man-hour efficiency, focusing on picking information systems and collaborative
robots when applied to support kit preparation, make clear that technology has a great effect on
outcomes of man-hour efficiency in kit preparation. These studies also point to the importance of
considering the batching policy when choosing supportive technologies and indicate that large
batch sizes can be problematic from a quality point of view. This is an example of trade-offs
between performance areas identified in the thesis, which are interesting for further research.
The thesis contributes with broad yet detailed knowledge about relationships between kit
preparation design aspects and performance. This can be used by kit preparation designers as a
means to analyse and make decisions to support design and performance of kit preparation.
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